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Investment rises £350,000 since 2006 Second-highest in UK excluding Oxbridge
BAE SYSTEMS

THE UNIVERSITY has been
strongly condemned for substan-
tially increasing its investment in
arms companies despite continued
pressure from divestment groups.

After a £350,000 increase
over the past two years, the
University’s shareholding in arms-
prouducing companies is worth
almost £1,000,000. 

The continued investment,
and the University’s lack of an ethi-
cal investment policy has been
labelled “despicable”, “a disgrace”

and “fuelling war”. National and
campus campaigners have been
calling for divestment since 2005.

Investments in BAE Systems,
the world’s third largest defence
company, and Rolls-Royce, which
powers 25% of the world’s military
aircrafts, currently total £997,342.
In 2007 the University held
£644,371 worth of BAE shares.

The figures, compiled by
Campaign Against the Arms Trade
(CAAT), show York as the UK’s
sixth-largest University investor in
the arms trade, and the second-
largest when Oxford and Cambr -
idge colleges are excluded. In 2006,
York placed fourteenth nationally.

“The University needs to be
held accountable, and take respon-
sibility and an ethically approved
stance,” said People and Planet
Chair Robyn Heather. “It’s despica-
ble and unethical that an educa-
tional institution would make
money from war,” she added.

“While Universities across the
country are selling shares in arms
companies, York are increasing
their investment. Nationally, we are
a disgrace,” Heather continued.

YUSU Environment and
Ethics Officers John Nicholls and
Joe Thwaites stated: “Holding
investments in arms companies has
been an ongoing blemish on the

University’s reputation and we find
the continued and increased use of
students’ money in arms compa-
nies very concerning.” 

The shares are held by the
University’s Pension Scheme, which
provides pensions for staff on
retirement or in the event of death. 

“The University of York
Pension Scheme has a legal obliga-
tion to maximise returns on its
investments as it is accountable to
its beneficiaries. Its trustees pursue
a range of investments in order to

Henry James Foy
EDITOR
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University investment
in arms trade increases

B Henry’s given
temporary repreive
THE UNIVERSITY has chosen
to reconvene the Bar Strategy
Group to assess the future of B
Henry’s bar. There were fears
that the bar was to be shut
down, but this decision ensures
its future until March 2009 at
least. Both Alcuin JCRC and
YUSU, who have campaigned to
keep the bar open, praised the
decision  >> NEWS P2

Intruder sparks
security fears
FEARS FOR student safety
have been raised after an
unknown intruder gained access
to a locked bedroom on campus.
The intruder, who entered a
Goodricke bedroom, left a rose
on the bed. The student con-
cerned has called for University
action  >> NEWS P3

GSA ‘in crisis’ as
elections are void
THE ACTING President of the
Graduate Student Association
has said that organisation is ‘in
crisis’ after last month’s election
results were declared invalid.
The election process, which was
criticised in a report published
over the summer, was deemed
to be undemocratic and unreli-
able  >> NEWS P3

Mixed results for
BUCS league teams
A STRONG START to the sea-
son for the Women’s Lacrosse
and Men’s Badminton teams
has contrasted with mixed for-
tunes for the football and rugby
squads. A look at the prospects
ahead  >> SPORT P19 
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Take a £6 million Mayfair mansion, lax
property rights and a group of artistic
squatters: The Da! Collective’s art instal-
lation in the heart of London has turned
heads. Nouse found out why.
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The Centre for Early Music in York
has launched a new Composers
Award for young people up to the
age of 25. Competitors are invited to
submit an a cappella piece of their
own composing, either in English or
Latin. The winning pieces will be
premiered by internationally
acclaimed vocal ensemble the Tallis
Scholars, to be sung in the opening
concert in the 2009 York Early
Music Festival in York Minster. BBC
Radio 3 recording the event live, and
Chris Swines, senior radio produce
for Radio 3 will also be in atten-
dance, as a part of the judges panel.
The Centre for Early Music also pro-
vides higher education students in
association with the university.

James College
expansion proposed
James College has been offered the
chance to expand its social space into
the area vacated when Goodricke
Colleges moves to Heslington East
next year. Neil Blunt, James College
Provost, has been conducting a survey
to find out what James students
would want from a new social area.
Current suggestions include a quiet
reading area and a larger social area
including pool tables and sofas. Blunt
believes “the relocation of Goodricke
is a chance to look at what facilities
James college needs if it is to fulfil its
potential here in Heslington West.”
Many James students hope that the
expansion will give them a social
space as large as the other colleges.

Competition for young
musicians in York

Former SU President
to fight fee increases
York Councillor and former YUSU
President, James Alexander, has
launched a campaign to ‘Keep the
Cap’ on tuition fees. The campaign
was started at York on November 17.
Alexander, the prospective Labour
MP for York Outer, says he is wor-
ried that “in these times of economic
crisis” potentially “world class” aca-
demics could be put off University
because of the expense involved.
NUS President Wes Streeting was
“very pleased that International
Students’ Day 2008 has been chosen
to kick off such an important cam-
paign for students’ rights.” The cur-
rent tuition fee cap is £3,300.

NOUSE

B Henry’s bar to remain open
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B Henry’s, the Alcuin College bar, is safe until a review by the university Bar Strategy Group in March 2009
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ALCUIN COLLEGE bar, B
Henry’s, is to remain open, follow-
ing pressure from YUSU and the
Alcuin JCRC. 

The Student Services
Committee have chosen to recon-
vene the Bar Strategy Group on
November 20 until February 26
2009. The same strategy group
investigated Langwith and
Halifax’s bars prior to their closure
last year.

Jane Grenville, Pro-Vice-
Chancellor for Students, is to chair
the Group, and sees the first agenda
item as the reviewing of B Henry’s
closure proposals. Grenville told
Tony Ward, the Alcuin Provost, and
Erik O’Connor, Alcuin JCRC chair,
that “your points were aired well by
your supporters.”

O’Connor sees the decision
made by the Students Service
Committee as “an acknowledge-
ment that the issue is indeed wider
than the commercial aspect... Tony
Ward’s commercial acumen (evi-
dent in his financial analysis) has
been a true asset to our campaign”.
O’ Connor attributed the outcome
“to the commitment and pro-activ-
ity of all JCR and Union Officers
working to make Heslington Hall
aware of the students’ opinions.”

The decision follows YUSU
and Alcuin’s ‘Save B Henry’s’ cam-
paign, after the bar became the lat-
est college social space to face clo-
sure. This followed last year’s decisi
on to cease trading in JJ’s, the
Halifax college bar. O’Connor
described himself as “incredibly
pleased that our efforts paid off ”
and said that he is “encouraged by
the reinstatement of the Bars
Strategy Group.” Since the cam-
paign began, trading has improved.

Rory Shanks, YUSU Societies
and Communications Officer, cor-
roborated O’Connor’s view: “The
Bar Strategy Group now have a
clear mandate to work towards,” he
said. 

Shanks admitted that the
Student Services Committee never
gave Langwith and Halifax bars
this opportunity, but confessed

himself pleased that the situation is
being given “the time it deserves.”
Both Shanks and O’Connor refuted
claims that Student Services
Committee are merely delaying an
inevitable closure: “The reversal of
Commercial Services’ decision is
the relevant precedent being set,”
said the Alcuin Chair.

YUSU President Tom Scott
took a more cautious stance: “I’m a
realist, and I think we all know that
the bar isn’t out of the woods yet.”
He acknowledged that YUSU had
been in a similar situation before,
and was ultimately unsuccessful;

he admitted, however, that the
recent campaign has achieved
“genuine success” and that a “prop-
er consultation and review of the
figures” has been established. 

As chair of the Bar Strategy
Group, Grenville emphasised that
“the responsibility for the final
decision is in my hands.” However,
Shanks  sees Grenville’s role as
chair as a positive approach, per-
ceiving it as “a good sign”. He says,
“hopefully she can make sure B
Henry’s is given the time it
deserves. And we’ve all decided that
it deserves that time”. The Bars

Strategy Group will soon be
chaired by Tony Ward, and
O’Connor sees the involvement of
the Provost as encouraging.

Students in Alcuin are
delighted at the outcome. “We
deserve a bar and the decision is
right” said one first-year.

Whatever February’s out-
come, the campaign’s progress is
seen as an optimistic step. “The
JCRC, and everyone involved in
the campaign, has done a fantas-
tic job,” added Scott.



THE ACTING President of the
Graduate Students’ Association
(GSA) has admitted the organisa-
tion is in “chaos” after University
officials intervened to force it to
rerun its October elections, fol-
lowing high numbers of com-
plaints. Documents leaked to
Nouse show that the GSA was
warned by outside consultants in
September that its election pro-
cedures were faulty and liable to
break down.

The Executive Committee
announced on November 11 it
would reopen voting for the sab-
batical positions of President and
Welfare Officer, as well as the
non-sabbatical positions of
Overseas Officer and Treasurer.

Both the GSA and the office
of University Registrar and
Secretary Sally Neocosmos
received complaints after the
election event, held in
Wentworth Edge on October 31,
unexpectedly reached capacity ,
leaving some members unable to
enter the venue to cast their vote.

A member of the GSA pres-
ent at the event said: “There were
probably 15 to 20 people left out-
side.” The numbers are thought to
be large enough to have swayed
the result in the tightly contested
race for President, in which Rui
Huang defeated Luke Martin by
132 to 118, a margin of 14 votes.

Neocosmos pressured the
Executive to reopen voting in a
meeting days after the election
results. Necosmos said: “I
received a number of complaints
and after discussion with some of
those involved in the elections it
became clear that they were not
without foundation.”

A member of the GSA
Executive, speaking on the condi-
tion of anonymity, said: “I’m obvi-
ously very pleased that [Neocos-
mos] urged the Executive to
rerun the elections. It’s pretty
clear to me that if she hadn’t
stepped in, there weren’t enough
officers who truly understood the
flaws in the process and we would
have been left with the result of
an unfair election.”

Weaknesses in the GSA’s
election procedure were specifi-
cally noted in the Governance
Review commissioned last year
and carried out by external con-

sultants. The report was deliv-
ered in September, nearly two
months before the elections.
Nouse twice contacted the GSA
for a copy of the report with no
response. A copy was eventually
leaked by an officer who said:
“the public need to know how
badly the GSA is doing.”

It states: “A review of the
election procedures needs to take
place to make the system more
robust and transparent.” The
report also advises looking into
electronic voting and clarifying
the role of the returning officer.

Acting President Davita
Gunbay is currently the GSA’s
only sabbatical officer out of three
constitutional positions. Dan
Carr, who was elected President
last term, resigned in August
before taking over his role, while
Academic and Welfare Officer
Nabilah Halal resigned in
October after attending a £450

training day paid for by the GSA.
Gunbay, who also acted as

Returning Officer in the election,
admitted the organisation was “in
chaos”. She claimed she received
no training and little support
from GSA staff in the run up to
the elections and “was literally
finding out about stuff I should
be doing as an internal officer,
stuff I should be doing as an act-
ing President, stuff that I should
be doing as a returning officer a
minute, sometimes half a minute
before I had to do them.”

Gunbay has refused to
release the Governance Review to
members until after the elections,
claiming that it was important
that the new Executive Commit-
tee discuss it first. She said: “If we
just present it to the members,
then it is impossible to control
the reaction that we’ll get and
that might be harmful rather
than positive… If we were bom-
barded with negative comments
then we would spend a lot of time
dealing with that and not be able
to follow the Governance Review
through. After the elections the
first thing will be to have an Exec
meeting and discuss the gover-
nance report.”

The report claims the GSA’s
“lack of connection with the
membership is unacceptable” and
that the “governance structure is
weak, with ambiguity regarding
responsibility and decision mak-
ing processes.”

The report also highlights
poor relations between the GSA
and YUSU, stating: “The attitude
amongst the majority of officers
and staff of the GSA towards
[YUSU] is obstructive and not
one of co-operation.”

THE UNIVERSITY has
launched an investigation
after an unknown intruder
gained access to an under-
graduate student’s bedroom.

Provoking fears about
safety and security, the stu-
dent returned to her locked
room to find that a white
rose had been left on her pil-
low.

Keith Lilley, Director of
Facilities Management, told
Nouse that the University
“takes the issue very serious-
ly”, and that “security officers
will be following this up with
the student in question.”

Last fortnight, Jess
Moore, a Philosophy under-
graduate from Goodricke A-

block, returned home to dis-
cover that an unauthorised
person had accessed her
room whilst she had been
out. Moore returned to her
college at around ten o’clock,

after an evening out with
friends, to find that a white
rose and a novel by Jodie
Picoult - which featured a
rose on its cover - had been
placed on her pillow.

Moore has confirmed
that she locked the door
before going out and that it
was still locked on her arrival
home. This raised fears that
the perpetrator may have
gained access using a dupli-
cate key. Moore endeavoured
to change her lock as soon as
possible.

The incident has
brought into question the
actions of a Goodricke
porter, who advised Moore
to wait until the following
morning for the issue to be
dealt with. Moore comment-
ed that the porter in ques-
tion “was not very helpful.”
She revealed that, rather
than calm her fears, he
informed her that someone
with mental issues had just
been removed from
Goodricke A-Block.

Jane Clarbour,
Goodricke Provost, support-
ed the University’s handling
of the situation. She said:
“We take student safety very
seriously in Goodricke
College, and arrangements
were made to have this lock
changed immediately.”

However Moore
remains unsatisfied: “The
porter could have called
maintenance and had the
locks changed then and
there, but he didn’t,” she
said.

This case follows a simi-
lar security incident that
occured earlier this term,
when an undergraduate stu-
dent found that a note had
been left on her desk. The
message, including a tele-
phone number, was written
and deposited by a workman

who had entered her room
whilst she had been out.

Rory Shanks, YUSU
Societies and
Communications Officer
encouraged “any student
that believes their accommo-
dation to have been subject
to unauthorized entry to
contact Security & Support
Services immediately.”

The lock on Moore’s
door has now been changed,
and Lilley states that the
University hopes to “ascer-
tain if there is any informa-
tion that can be followed up
to progress this matter.”

He notes: “Once the
investigation has concluded,
any action that can be taken
dependent upon the findings
will be followed through.”

At the time of print, the
intruder remains unknown.
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Acting President Davita Gunbay (top) has admitted that the GSA is in
“chaos”. Excerpts from the highly critical Governance Review (bottom).

Raf Sanchez
SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

Security fears after intruders gain access to bedrooms

Graduate Student Association in ‘chaos’
after University forces rerun of elections

Holly Hyde
NEWS CORRESPONDENT

A rose was placed on Moore’s pillow in her absence

The GSA has an
‘unacceptable’
lack of connec-
tion with its
membership

GEORGE LOWTHER
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fulfil the scheme’s financial obliga-
tions,” the University’s Press Office
stated in response.

Outside of the Pension
Scheme, the University holds an
unknown amount of GKN Group
shares through a holding in M&G
Charifund Units. GKN, the world’s
40th largest defence company,
produces military aircraft parts.

“At a public lecture, Brian
Cantor commended the work of
the Post-War Reconstruction and
Development Unit. This is com-
pletely hypocritical. The University
is promoting peace-building in one
area but fuelling war in another,”
said Nicholls and Thwaites.

“BAE Systems continue to sell
arms to brutal regimes like
Indonesia and Saudi Arabia, two
of the worst human rights abusers
on the planet,” said CAAT
spokesperson Todd Higgs.

Rolls-Royce, for whom Vice-
Chancellor Brian Cantor worked
in a consultancy role prior to
entering academia, power 25% of
the world’s military aircraft and
the UK’s nuclear submarine fleet.

“Both BAE Systems and
Rolls-Royce are major UK
employers and each has substan-
tial other industrial interests apart
from their military activities,” the
University stated.

According to 2007 financial
results, military products account
for around 90% of BAE’s £16 bil-
lion worth of sales.

“Arms manufacturers aren't
just 'slightly dubious' from an eth-
ical point of view. They are one of
the most damaging influences in
society; the arms trade under-
mines human rights, security and
economic development,” said
Nicholls and Thwaites.

“The British public are quick-

ly realising that the arms trade is
not a benign and legitimate sector
of business supplying defence
equipment to responsible foreign
governments,” said Higgs.

“All over the country, students
are refusing to allow their tuition
fees to end up in the hands of such
a secretive and abhorrent indus-
try,” he added.

Since 2006, when various stu-

dent divestment campaigns across
the country strongly criticised
shareholdings, universities such as
Swansea, Manchester, Leeds and
Exeter have reduced or completely
sold their shares in arms-produc-
ing companies.

Despite large student protests
and campaigns, the University
have so far not implemented an
ethical investment policy.
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Student protests force national divestment drive

A STUDENT-lead drive for ethical
investment has forced numerous
UK universities to divest their
funding in recent years.

Mobilized by reports into uni-
versity funding released by the
Campaign Against Arms Trade
(CAAT), students across the UK
have engaged in protests and pres-
sure groups over the last five years,
in an attempt to force universities
to sell their shares in companies
engaged in the arms trade.

The School of Oriental and
African Studies (SOAS) in London,
was one of the first institutions to
buckle under pressure from its stu-
dents. Selling the 62,000 shares it
owned in arms companies such as
Smiths Group, Cobham and GKN
in 2005, the college of the
University of London, drafted a
new ethical investment policy and
called on others to do the same:

"This murderous trade has ravaged
countries across Asia and Africa,
with British companies touting
some £4 billion worth of legal
weaponry around the globe.
Universities have no business sup-
porting these killers," a SOAS press
release reported.

In 2006 several universities
followed suit. Students at York
voted in an overwhelming majority
to mandate the Students Union to
campaign against the University’s
investments, after the CAAT
revealed it to be holding 115,000
direct shares in BAE systems. A

similar Student Union motion was
passed at Bristol, Bangnor and
Manchester universities, and at
Sheffield in 2007.

Students at Goldsmiths
College in London took radical
action in the same year, setting up
an angry protest to coincide with a
college open day. The college
backed down almost immediately,
and committed to selling its con-
tentious shares soon after.

In 2007, University College
London (UCL) publicized its
‘Disarm UCL’ campaign, aiming to
pressure the college into selling its
shares in arms company Cobham.
Gaining support from students,
academic staff and alumni, the
campaign set up an online petition
and compiled a new ethical invest-
ment policy for their college. The
campaign continues to organise
and host anti-arms trade meetings
and protests.

A four year campaign by stu-
dents at St. Andrews University
reached its conclusion in 2007,

with the Scottish institution adopt-
ing an ethical investment policy
drawn up in joint effort between
student activists and the university
Finance Director. The campaign,
set up in 2003, found immediate
support amongst the student com-
munity at St.Andrews. Within one
year, progress had been made in
improving transparency in the uni-
versity’s investment procedures,
and by 2005 a working group had
been set up with the Finance
Director.

The CAAT continues to work
with universities: in March of this
year, the pressure group organised
a National Day of Action in con-
junction with the People and
Planet group. Across the country,
students took up different forms of
protest: those at UCL donned suits
and plastic guns to pose as arms
dealers, at Nottingham students
took part in a mass die-in protest,
and Lancanster University held an
open air debate on ethical invest-
ment.

University ‘fuelling war’ as arms
TOP 10 ARMS INVESTORS

University of Liverpool £4,000,663

St John’s College, Cambridge £3,830,969

St John’s College, Oxford £2,203,611

Nuffield College, Oxford £1,250,000

Trinity Hall College, Cambridge £1,181,096

University of York £997,342

University College London £869,825

Magdalen College, Oxford £741,616

Southampton Solent University £629,622

Queen’s College, Cambridge £468,116

Institution

BAE-developed Tornado jet fighter (top) and Rapier air defence system

University of Liverpool £4,000,663

University of York £997,342

University College London £869,825

Southampton Solent University £629,622

University of Sheffield £427,871

Aberystwyth University £240,559

Royal Holloway, University of London £238,593

Cardiff University £209,000

University of Southampton £197,792

University of Dundee £196,642

Institution Value of investments

TOP 10 EXCLUDING OXBRIDGE

Source: Campaign Against the Arms Trade
Figures for 2008 except Southampton Solent University (2006)

Sian Turner
DEPUTY EDITOR

Students at UCL staged protests on the National Day of Action in March

BAE SYSTEMS
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SINCE AN investigation by Nouse
in 2005 revealed the University of
York held direct shares in arms and
weaponry company BAE Systems,
the University has been under con-
tinual pressure from students and
independent pressure groups to
adopt a more ethical investment
policy.

At present, drafting of such a
policy is in development, and is
expected to be presented to
University Council “in the New
Year,” according to the University
Press Department.

Information obtained through
the Freedom of Information Act in
2005 first made students at York
aware of the university’s morally
dubious investments. Following
the revelations, the York People
and Planet group hit out at the
university in what would become a
long standing battle. Ric Lander,
People and Planet Chair in 2006,
dubbed the university’s investment
policy as “a complete misnomer,”
and claimed the lack of action to
divest showed “a complete lack of
interest and understanding of the
issue.”

Later the same year, members
of York Amnesty International and
FreeSoc dressed in white boiler
suits and occupied the lobby of
Heslington Hall in protest against
the presence of representatives
from the Defense Science and
Technology Laboratory (DSTL),

who were giving a presentation to
University officials. The student
activists aimed to disrupt the pres-
entation, as the company is known
to produce a range of aerial, naval
and land-based weaponry. The
protest led to the creation of a
University working group of stu-
dents and staff to work towards an
ethical investment policy.

However, 2006 also saw the
department of Computer Science
at York awarded a controversial
research grant by the British and
American militaries worth up to

$2.6 million. The move sparked
outrage amongst students: “The
duplicity of the university’s posi-
tion is shocking,” commented York
student Elinor Rooks, who was
involved in the student-lead pres-
sure campaign. “With the right
hand it forms an ethical invest-
ment working group; while with
the left hand it substantially
increases ties with the arms
industry and the UK and US mil-
itaries.”

In May 2007 Nouse
uncovered evidence that the
University was holding indirect
shares in Petrochina, a major
Chinese oil firm which is thought

to have links to the Sudanese gov-
ernment. A number of institutions,
including Harvard University, had
already sold their shares due to
ethical doubts. People and Planet
condemned the move, claiming
that “the average student would be
shocked to discover our tuition fees
are indirectly funding genocide.”
Dr John Sentamu, the Archbishop
of York also spoke out on the uni-
versity’s involvement with BAE
and Petrochina, expressing con-
cerns that such associations might
negatively influence the research
conducted at York.

“YUSU already has a policy
calling for the university to adopt
an ethical investment policy and
relinquish its investments in the
arms trade. In light of recent devel-
opments we hope to be renewing
this at the next Union General
Meeting. Please vote in week eight”
said YUSU Environmental and
Ethics Officers John Nicholls and
Joe Thwaites.

investment continues to increase

Currently, a draft is in devel-
opment, which is “expected to
come before University Council for
approval in the New Year,” accord-
ing to the University.

“It’s unbelievable that the
University doesn’t yet have an eth-
ical investment policy. It needs to
start taking responsibility for its
actions,” said Heather.

“Increasing numbers of insti-
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Latest setback in long-running
fight for ethical campaigners
Sian Turner
DEPUTY EDITOR

tutions, including councils, busi-
nesses, churches and universities
are choosing to invest their money
in a socially responsible way which
has a positive impact upon the
world. We hope the University of
York will do the same,” said
Nicholls and Thwaites.

WHERE THE MONEY IS GOING
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Value of York’s investment: £283,539
Company sales (2006): £7.2 billion
Military sales (2006): £1.8 billion

Rolls-Royce, based in Derby, is the world’s
second largest manufacturer of turbine
engines, and the 16th largest global arms
company. Almost 30% of its £7 billion sales
were of military products last year. The com-
pany’s turbines are used in combat and mili-
tary transport aircraft, helicopters and
unmanned air vehicles, and are estimated to
be powering 25% of the world’s military air-
craft. Rolls-Royce also provide power for a

number of naval warships and
submarines, including the
UK’s nuclear deterrent sub-

marine fleet.

Rolls-Royce is also participating in two
of the world's largest combat programmes,
providing hardware and technical expertise
for both the Eurofighter Typhoon and Joint
Strike Fighter F-35 aircraft.

Links with Universities
The company has moved to secure strong
links with the UK Higher Education sector,
creating Rolls-Royce funded Technology
Centres in 15 universities, including York.
University of York Vice-Chancellor, Brian
Cantor,worked for the company in a consult-
ant role before entering academia full time.

In 1998, the company entered into part-
nership agreements (along with BAE) with
the Universities of Cambridge, Sheffield and
Southampton in order to “research into
future engineering design processes.”

The company’s website states: “The security
of more than 100 nations as well as humani-
tarian relief efforts relies upon our engines
for defence aerospace... Maintaining the
company’s reputation for high ethical stan-
dards is vital to Rolls-Royce. Our Global Code
of Business ethics is at the heart of the way
we do business and how we deliver our val-
ues of integrity, reliability and innovation.

Value of York’s investment: £713,803
Company sales (2006): £13.7 billion
Military sales (2006): £11.8 billion

BAE Systems, based in Farnborough, is the
world’s 3rd largest global defence company
and the largest in the UK. With sales of
almost £16 billion last year, the company
posted profits of over £1 billion. Around 90%
of BAE’s sales are of military products.

Combat aircraft such as the Hawk were
developed by BAE, as well as the Royal Navy’s
fleet of nuclear submarines and a wide range
of ground-attack tanks and arnaments.

Al-Yamamah
The Al-Yamamah deals with Saudi Arabia
involved the sale of over 150 military aircraft
to the oppressive Saudi regime. The con-
tracts have earned BAE £43 billion, and could
be worth another £40 billion in the future.

Negotiated by the UK Government in
exchange for oil, investigations have claimed
that the deals were assisted by bribes paid to
Saudi officials. A £20 million slush fund,
reportedly discovered by The Guardian, was

investigated by the Serious Fraud Office in
2003. In November 2006, while BAE were
negotiating a third deal, newspaper reports
suggested the Saudis would only sign if the
investigation was suspended. In December,
the investigation was discontinued on the
grounds of public interest.

Indonesia
BAE began exporting arms to Indonesia dur-
ing the Suharto regime which was widely
accused of corruption and suppression of
political opposition. In 1996, BAE sold 16
Hawk-209 aircraft to Indonesia, which were
subsequently used in internal repression,
especially in East Timor.The UN were eventu-
ally called in to halt the occupation of East
Timor, which claimed over 100,000 lives.

In response, BAE’s 2006 Corporate
Responsibility Report
states: “We continue
to reject these alle-
gations...We take our
obligations under
the law extremely
seriously and will con-
tinue to comply with all
legal requirements.”

Rolls-Royce powered Eurocopter Tiger (top) and HMS Sceptre submarine

The FV510
Warrior tank
was built by
a BAE-owned

company,
using a Rolls-
Royce engine

ILA BERLIN

Students
protesting

against arms
investment
occupied

Heslington
Hall in
2006

www.ey.com/uk/careers

“The University is developing
an ethical investment policy
which is expected to come

before University Council for
approval in the New Year.”

University statement
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Holly Hyde

RELATIONS BETWEEN
YUSU and college JCRC
Entertainments Officers
have soured over proposals
to allocate every Saturday of
next term to events hosted by
the Students’ Union Bar.

Derwent JCRC Chair
Oliver Lester said: “YUSU
has a commitment to sup-
port all colleges; it’s clearly
looking after its own here.
On a personal level, issues
such as this disgust and dis-
hearten my belief in campus
politics. YUSU have acted
selfishly and I believe stu-
dents will be worse off over-
all.”

Rory Shanks, YUSU
societies and communica-
tions officer contests this
opinion: “We believe that the
new venue will complement
campus, encouraging

Commercial Services to up
their ante, and everyone
wins.”

The Union Bar, current-
ly under construction in
Langwith College, will be in
direct competition with the
colleges for similar events
such as open mic nights and

bar quizzes. Chris
Kummelstedt Derwent
JCRC Vice chair has com-
mented: “YUSU securing all
Saturdays for their own bar
is not optimal. It may very
well lead to the end of a long
and good tradition of college
events.”

It is vital for YUSU that
its events sell-out as the pro-
posal for opening a Student
Venue in Heslingtion East
depends on the success of
the new bar.

However, some JCRC
entertainment representa-
tives have claimed that the
competition between YUSU
and college events is not fair
after a vote was passed pre-
venting any attempts by col-
leges to host competing
events on a Saturday night.

Kate Taylor, Vanbrugh
Entertainment representa-
tive, has criticised the “unde-
mocratic voting system - at
Ents committee they have

Derwent JCRC Chair Oli Lester

Club Salvation hoped to provide an alternative venue for students

Club Salvation sports night cancelled
YORK SPORT and Club Salvation
have been forced to cancel their
Wednesday Sport Night following
slow sales and poor turnouts.

Billed as “the official York
Sport night” on the club’s Facebook
page, Jelly Baby Wednesdays at
Club Salvation have proven to be no
match for Wednesdays at Ziggy’s,
the traditional venue for Sport
Night in York.

The event, new to this aca-
demic year, is the result of a part-
nership between York Sport and
promotions company Cool It
Events, who organised the nights.
With the deal set to boost York
Sport’s finances to £6,000, Alex
Lacy, President of York Sport,
admitted that the prospect of the
deal was “pretty tasty”, and insisted
that “the only negative financial
impact was that some people paid
£3 for an unsatisfactory night.”

Many have suggested that free
entry at Ziggy’s is the main reason
for students shunning Salvation,
with entry prices on Wednesdays
setting students back up to £4. But
with drinks deals much cheaper
than Ziggy’s and, according to one
student, a “classier atmosphere”,
there seems to be no real reason for
Wednesdays at Salvation to have
been such a disaster.

John Morris of Cool It Events
admitted that he “always knew it
would be a challenge to compete
with Ziggy’s”, but insisted that
“Cool It Events did everything we
said we’d do. Ziggy’s is such an
institution and there was no way
we could ever have recreated that
special uniqueness in Salvation. We
worked closely with the University
and put everything into the event
but the major sports teams - rugby,

hockey and netball - didn’t support
the night right from the first week,
and that influenced others.”

Morris sought to absolve Cool
It Events from any blame, claiming
that “Cool It Events put an awful lot
of effort into the night.”

The move from Ziggy's to
Salvation onWednesday nights was
met with hostility amongst many
sports teams, who were loathe to
leave their traditional venue.

“Salvation screwed up from
the first week,” said one member of
the University hockey team. He

added: “The queue jump for the
sport’s teams was badly organised
and the fact that we had to pay for
the privilege was a joke.”

First-year cheerleader Sarah
Hill commented: “We went in the
first week and it was quite good but
the second and third years on the
team said it was nothing compared
to Ziggy’s. I think that people see
Ziggy’s as the traditional place to go
onWednesdays and they prefer tra-
dition.”

Wall posts on the Facebook
group, “Boycott Salvation Wed-
nesdays, Keep the Ziggy’s
Tradition”, typify the attitude of
many students at York, with one
student claiming that “to lose
Ziggy’s sporting Wednesdays would
be the end of civilisation as we
know it.”

A source at Club Salvation,
which is now closed on Wednesday
nights, simply said that the student
nights “didn’t work out”, but
refused to comment on any per-
ceived rivalry with Ziggy’s.

Despite some contention over
Wednesday’s entrance fee, Club
Salvation is still maintaining their
£3-4 entrance fee on a Sunday.
They have now re-directed their
student night to a Thursday, which
they have dubbed an ‘awesome
Kandyland Student Night’. They
also still offer Student Cards, which
are said to offer students “savings
on entry fee and drinks,” according
to their website.

With most students holding
allegiance to The Gallery on
Thursday and Sunday nights, it’s
questionable how far Club
Salvation’s offers will be a success.

Club Salvation’s struggle to
attract students follows the failure
of Nexus, Club Salvation’s previous
incarnation. According to Nexus’
former MySpace page, the club
went through a £1 million pound
re-development that transformed it
into the new Club Salvation. It was
envisioned that the revamp would
“finally bring that ‘big club’ feel to
the city that has been lacking for
years, with two rooms of great
music played through the best
sound system in the city, special
guest DJs and appearances, a
brand new stylish layout and interi-
or, and entry and drinks prices that
won’t break the bank.” Even after
an extensive image revamp and
refreshed student offers, the future
of Club Salvation still remains pre-
carious.

York Sport are planning to
relaunch their Wednesday night in
January to coincide with the open-
ing of the refurbished Student
Union venue in Langwith.

Daria Karam SAM NEWSOME

“Ziggy’s is such
an institution
and there was
no way we
could ever have
recreated that
in Salvation”

John Morris,
Cool it Events

eight votes... whilst the col-
leges who represent thou-
sands of students only
receive one vote each,
totalling at seven.”

Additional hostility
stems from the fact that
YUSU owns both the bar and
its events and as a result the
profits made on drinks in the
bar can be spent on improv-
ing YUSU events with more
expensive prizes in bar
quizzes and cheaper tickets.

Taylor notes: “The
capacity for the YUSU bar on
a regular night is 400 and on
an event night between 800-
1,000 people. This means
that even when we have an
event on the Friday, we're
competing with a bigger,
probably cheaper, event on
the Saturday.”

As Nouse went to print,
Shanks was calling a meet-
ing at eleven o’clock on
Monday morning in an
attempt to rectify the issue.

Ben Gascoyne

YUSU and JCRCs clash over Ents Planner NUS reform proposals
endorsed by conference

GEORGE LOWTHER

REFORM PROPOSALS
designed to reconstruct the
way in which the NUS is
governed were voted for by a
large majority at the NUS
Extraordinary Conference
on November 13.

Delegates met at
Wolverhampton Civic Hall,
where the reform proposals
were passed with 82%.

NUS President Wes
Steeting expressed delight at
the results: “A reformed
NUS is visible on the hori-
zon," he said. The reforms
involve the creation of new
structures, such as an elect-
ed National Executive
Council, which would entail
full-time members drawn
from the NUS, students and
professionals. Streeting and
his team have worked on the
proposals for eight months,

hoping to create “a dynamic
and responsive union.”

The proposals cannot
be ratified until next spring,
when it is ordered by a min-
imum of 25 member unions,
or the annual conference.

Throughout the day a
number of amendments
were made to the proposal.
These included granting stu-
dents’ unions the power to
call National Ballots NUS
when members request one.

Rory Shanks, YUSU
Societies and
Communications Officer,
commented on the election:
“We are incredibly pleased
that the governance propos-
al passed the Extraordinary”.
He added that YUSU “look
forward to the next confer-
ence so that we can pass it
once and for all, and we will
be one of the unions calling
for that [the extraordinary]
motion”.
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RUMOURS OF a split between
YUSU sabbatical officers and
President Tom Scott have devel-
oped following a controversial
story posted on The Yorker.

Last week, an article on The
Yorker aired suggestions that Scott
was considering resigning. The
YUSU President laughed off the
rumours; however, a fierce com-
ment war developed in which
third-year student Dan Taylor
claimed to have exclusive informa-
tion regarding YUSU officers and
Scott.

Taylor’s comments told read-
ers that he had heard sabbatical
officers claim that “Scott does very
little,” and that “his input on the
executive committee is minimal -
in fact, Matt Burton ends up
'chairing' the discussion, adding
far more than the President him-
self.” A source close to the sabbati-

YUSU Officers defiant despite
Tom Scott resignation rumours
Jack Trewin cal team has also claimed that “two

sabbatical officers want him to go”
and that “there is talk of putting a
motion forward of no-confidence
against him next term with one of
the sabbatical officers prepared to
sign it alongside two non-sabbati-
cal officers.”

Rory Shanks, YUSU Societies
and Communications Office, was
ambivalent on the issue. Admitting
he was “confused” by some of the
accusations, he commented: “The
chair's job is not necessarily to con-
tribute to discussion, rather than to
mediate it. To that extent, I am con-
fused by the suggestion that Matt
Burton chairs it.”

He hinted at Scott’s lack of
experience, saying “Tom has been
brought in this position having lit-
tle to do with the Union prior to
becoming the figurehead of it.”
However at the same time he
defended the pirate president,
claiming that he brought new ideas
and approaches that other candi-
dates would not have considered.

Liv Evans

Laura Connor

Langwith bar work a disruption to lectures

COMPLAINTS HAVE been made that
work on Langwith bar has been causing
noise disruptions during lectures
throughout term.

The problem has primarily affect-
ed lectures in L/N/028, where the bulk
of first-year English lectures take place.
Both students and lecturers have com-
plained about the disturbances.

Dr John Roe, English lecturer and
member of Langwith College Council,
claimed that “the work is very disrup-
tive” and that there is “no justification
for disturbing teaching in this way.” He
believes that the fault in this instance
lies with the Directorate of Facilities
Management.

Jane Grenville, University Pro-Vice
Chancellor for Students, admitted that
the scheduling of the works was a con-
tentious issue, but that she “did consult
the timetabling office about the possi-
bilities of mitigating disruption.” She
recognised the process as a “balancing
act”, where students’ interests in getting
the bar open as quickly as possible have
to be acknowledged.

The Langwith bar project has been
a source of considerable contention for
the past year, with the Students’ Union
originally wanting to open the bar in
October to coincide with the arrival of
new first year students, but a major
asbestos presence delayed these plans.

Commercial Services suggested an
opening in October 2009, but Grenville
claims that there were “compelling rea-
sons” on YUSU’s part not to go with this
idea.There followed a period of consid-
erable student unrest, with student-led
demonstrations outside Heslington
Hall demanding an October 2008
opening. As a result of this action previ-
ous concerns about lecture disturbance
were ignored and a January opening
was agreed upon.
Langwith Provost Dr John Issitt said he
expressed his reservations about the

timing of the construction before work
on project began: “If the project was to
go ahead I would have much preferred
the work to be delayed until it could be
conducted out of term time.”

The majority of first-year English
lectures take place in L/N/028, mean-
ing that most English lectures have suf-
fered from disruption. Catherine
Froggett, a first-year English student,
commenting on the disruption of Dr
John Roe’s lecture on November 4, said
that “it was difficult to hear clearly at
times, especially for people sitting at the
back”; she also pointed out that “the

Contructionwork on
Langwith bar has
continued through-
out the autumn
term

GEORGE LOWTHER

noise to travel into the lecture theatre
and disrupt any lectures.”

As a result, some work has been
identified which will only take place
before 9.15am, to minimise any possi-
ble noise disturbance.

Despite the procedures in place to
minimise disruption, the bar’s con-
struction seems to have caused difficul-
ties for Langwith College as a whole:
“We have ended up with much less
social space for a new intake of stu-
dents - which combined with no 24
hour portering has left us with weak-
ened provision,” said Issitt.

noise was quite distracting and might
have prevented people from concen-
trating.” Rosie Fletcher, another first-
year English student, agreed that the
situation is “really frustrating.”

Matt Burton, YUSU Services and
Finance Officer, responded by high-
lighting that there is a system in place
for reporting and dealing with noise
issues during the construction period.

Although YUSU has received no
complaints, Burton has contacted the
Project Manager and the Site Manager
to discuss “what elements of the cur-
rent building works could be causing

www.ey.com/uk/careers

ISSUES OF overcrowding in lec-
tures has led to fears for safety and
student attendance.

Problems have been reported
in lectures for Economics and
Accounting, as well as Business
Finance and Management.

Joanna Rice, a first year
Accounting, Business Finance and
Management student, reported
that she “literally has to leave twen-
ty minutes before the lecture just to
get a seat” and that people have to
sit on the floor and in walkways.

This has led to fears that stu-
dents in these lectures could be at
risk in the case of an emergency. Dr
David Efird, the Vanbrugh Provost,
commented that “not only is over-
crowding in lectures detrimental to
students' learning, it is also detri-
mental to their health and safety.”

The overcrowding has been
put down to the popularity of cer-
tain modules, and is particularly

prominent with first year under-
graduate modules.

Professor Peter Simmons, the
Head of Economics, said that the
problem had been taken very seri-
ously.

Charlie Leyland, YUSU
Academic and Welfare Officer,
commented: “The problem at the

moment is that numbers in lec-
tures could easily be controlled
with a cap on the number of stu-
dents able to elect certain mod-
ules.” Leyland admits that this is
not ideal, claiming: “I am a believ-
er that the liberty to choose mod-
ules precedes that of comfort, but
certainly not of health and safety.”

Overcrowded lectures cause concern

A lecture by Prince Hassan of Jordan caused further overcrowding problems

SAM NEWSOME
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Visiting students cause damage in Halifax

University adopts new
biomass energy plan

The winning group,‘4 Team’,with Jo Bagshaw Jewellery products

First-years win entrepreneur title
Nanki Chawla

THE UNIVERSITY was
forced to introduce a new
energy plan this week after a
council planning committee
attacked the University's lack
of progress on environmen-
tal issues in October.

The University plans to
use Biomass to cover at least
10% of the energy needs of
the new Heslington East
development. This is the first
part of the University’s plan
to develop enough renew-
able energy, through the use
of biomass boilers, to power
both Heslington East and
the current Heslington West
campus.

The plan involves locat-
ing a biomass boiler at

Heslington East to generate
hot water, using woodchip
from local sources, to supple-
ment water heated in the
Universities central boiler
system.

The University is also
developing a £3 million util-
ities corridor between the
extension at Heslington East
and the current campus site,
Heslington West.

Elizabeth Heaps, Pro-
Vice-Chancellor for Estates
and Strategic Projects, said
of the project: “Renewable
energy is an important part
of our strategy but efficient
use of energy in the
University as a whole is criti-
cally important. All buildings
on Heslington East will meet
rigorous design standards,
delivering high energy effi-
ciency and low energy use.”

A TEAM OF four York stu-
dents have been named the
winners of the York
Entrepreneur's competition.

'4 Team’, led by first
year Management student
Chloe Milne triumphed over
a total of 18 competing
teams, after working with
the renowned jewellery
designer Jo Bagshaw.

The competition,
organised by the York
Entrepreneur's Society, ran
for four days and involved
two challenges, the first of
which was to design a mar-
keting strategy for creating a
toy aimed at boys between
the ages of 7 and 12. The
teams met with three mar-
keting consultants for half

an hour each to develop
ideas and plans.

Three teams remained
in the final round, which
challenged the students to
work with a local designer in
Parliament Street, the child-
themed market in York.
Each team was required to
attempt to sell their respec-
tive designer’s work over the
course of a 9-to-5 day. ‘4
Team’ won after making the
greatest profit of £78.

A number of famous
faces were present to judge,
including Imran Hakin,
whose company invented the
iTeddy. Suraj Gangani,
President of the Young
Entrepreneur’s Society, said
that Hakim was “most
impressed with the ideas,”
and he thought a number of
the teams had potential to be
“very successful.”

Gangani saw the event
as a success, but was critical
of York City Council’s organ-
isation. The Society was ini-
tially promised 3 tables on
Parliament Street, but one
had to be moved onto
Newgate Market, which may
have put the team at a disad-
vantage The Society tried to

compensate for this problem
by upping the effected team’s
profits by an agreed percent-
age. Whilst the society was
mostly treated as any other
paying customer by the
Council, Gangani comment-
ed that, in this instance, he
felt more like they were
“treated as students.”

HALIFAX COLLEGE suf-
fered serious vandalism after
visitors to the University
caused considerable damage
to buildings and trees on the
night of November 14.

The guests, who were
staying with a friend in
Halifax, uprooted several
trees, knocked tiles off roofs
and threw bottles and cans,
resulting in at least one
smashed bedroom window.

Five male guests staying
in Halifax College’s St
Lawrence Court caused the
damage. Witnesses
described them as seeming
“drunk and rowdy” from
early in the evening,
although it wasn’t until late
at night that the majority of
the damage is suspected to
have occurred. Residents of
the court witnessed the men
throwing bottles and cans,
causing damage to the roofs
of several houses and smash-
ing a girl’s private bedroom
window from the house that
they were staying in.

The following morning
it was discovered that trees
throughout the college had
been pulled out of the
ground and thrown around.
The trees had been ripped
out of the ground, along with
the posts that hold many of
them up, and dragged across
the college; many were left
outside kitchen doors or
across pathways. It is
believed that, in total, five
trees were removed.

Karen Fritz, Halifax
Provost, expressed disap-
pointment that “a few visit-
ing students have chosen to
behave in a destructive man-

ner, uprooting trees and
causing some structural
damage on the college
grounds and in West Moor
Lane”. Fritz believed the van-
dalism to be out of character
for Halifax, where “students
generally behave in an
amenable way”.

Halifax College Chair,
David Sharp, described the
incident as “an act of childish
vandalism.” He believes that
although the vandals were
not university students “the
person who they had come to
visit is ultimately responsible

and should take full respon-
sibility.” Sharp said the
HCSA has “identified the
culprit, and the Halifax
Provost is now speaking to
them.” He added: “Although
the damage that has been
caused has not affected the
running of Halifax in gener-
al... it does make it an
unsightly place to live.” It has
been decided that no further
action is to be taken, as it is
hoped that the student now
realises the seriousness of
the situation.

According to YUSU

Societies and
Communications Officer,
Rory Shanks, YUSU were
“disappointed” to hear about
the events in Halifax, partic-
ularly as “students at York
generally take huge pride in
their college environment.”
Shanks went on to say: “It
appears that those involved
are now in conversation with
the Provost, and we would
implore that they try and
make good some of the dam-
age they've done as soon as
possible.”

Fritz added: “We are

aware that at Halifax College
we are ambassadors to the
adjacent non-university
communities and we make
an effort to engender neigh-
bourly conduct.” She hopes
that in the future Halifax res-
idents and their guests will
remember that “our commu-
nity relations and our own
college reputation are impor-
tant.”

A housemate of the van-
dal, who wishes to remain
anonymous, stated: “Whilst
it was a stupid thing to do, I
believe that the individual

realises this and is remorse-
ful. He was definitely not
intentionally trying to cause
vandalism to Halifax, it was
more a whim that got out of
hand when six drunken boys
were hyperactive.”

The student responsible
for the vandals asked Nouse
to express his “sincere apolo-
gies to all those affected by
the incident.” He wished it to
be known that he takes “full
responsibility for the actions
of [his] friends” and that he
will “endeavour to do what
he can to make it right.” The
student stressed that he
would particularly like to
“apologise to all students and
staff affected by the circum-
stance.”

Many members of St
Lawrence Court believe that
the situation should never
have happened. One St
Lawrence Court resident
commented, “The situation
has become ridiculous. We’re
not 16 anymore, the noise
and mayhem is constant and
no one is laughing anymore.
Some people need to grow
up.”

The incident was the
first significant piece of van-
dalism on the University
Campus since the suspected
arson attacks on Derwent
last May when a fire in
Derwent last year engulfed
the storage blocks causing
explosions and a cloud of
potentially harmful asbestos
fumes to spread across the
college. Security still attrib-
ute the attack to a gang of
youths caught riding away
from the scene on University
CCTV cameras.

The Derwent college
arson was the first attack
since the Fairfax arson in
March 2006.

Jim Bulley

The visitors uprooted trees, smashedwindows and knocked tiles off roofs throughout Halifax in an alcohol fuelled rampage

Jim Bulley

GEORGE LOWTHER

SHAUN MORTON
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Alcohol: York’s favourite drug

WEB-CANNON
This week’s snapshot from YUSU’s web-cam

Messers Shanks
and Burton sit in
YUSU Towers,
plotting to steal

more events from
colleges.Mwha-
haha, cries the
King of Langwith

bar as he plans
his takeover, one
college bar at a
time.

We’ve all seen it, the poor
soul stumbling outside
Ziggy’s on a Wednesday

night or crouched in the corner of
some dodgy takeaway, dozing on
the shoulder of an equally inebriat-
ed friend. However, being present
as a drunken student attempts to
jump from a bridge is not what
most associate with a night on the
lash, and a recent string of inci-
dents involving students under the
influence of alcohol has brought
the risks of binge drinking back
into the spotlight at York.

Just this month, a first-year
undergraduate attempted to jump
off the Ouse Bridge after a night of
drinking. Paramedics were called
to the scene on the evening of
Wednesday, November 5 as the
student stood, threatening to
jump. Although they managed to
bring him back down from the
ledge, this tale is but one in a spate
of alcohol-related incidents which
have occurred this term alone.

A first-year History student
found himself under arrest after
threatening bouncers at Gallery,
pushing a passer-by into the road
and verbally abusing police offi-
cers. A fellow student who
observed the scene commented:
“Having been reminded many
times to just shut up and go home
he continued to berate the police-
men. He was devoid of any com-
mon sense. This sort of incident is,
unfortunately, not a rarity at York.”

How true the comment rings.
Only this year the Student Union
took action to ban the traditional
sports club initiation ceremonies
over fears for student welfare.
Traditionally when young and
innocent Freshers were to be ‘initi-
ated’ into the ways of the club,
older members would set them
tasks and challenges – almost
invariably involving alcohol –
which the first-years must com-
plete in order to be ‘accepted.’ Such
traditions have seen Freshers tied
together andmade to drink a series

Campus healthcare failing students

HEALTHCARE PROVISION on cam-
pus has come under fire after students
expressed dissatisfaction with the cur-
rent Health Care centre.

Concern has been levelled in par-
ticular at a perceived lack of privacy
present during the appointment-mak-
ing process at the on-campus centre. “I
was surprised when they asked me
what the appointment was for in front
of a silent waiting room," commented
one first year student, who wished to
remain unnamed. "I knew there were
private rooms available but it felt like a
lot of fuss. I feel sorry for people who
want to keep their problem private, it
must be horrible.”

Another major concern has been

the lack of a GUM clinic on campus.
Chlamydia tests are available free of
charge from Nightline, the healthcare
centre and the Student Union, howev-
er the health centre does not offer
screenings for other sexually transmit-
ted infections. Patients also wishing to
make contraception appointments are
directed to family planning clinics
whenever possible. The nearest facili-
ties are in Monkgate Health Centre in
the city centre.

Charlie Leyland, YUSU Academic
and Welfare Officer, admits that this is
unacceptable: “It’s too far, you can’t
drop in and it’s inaccessible. If you’re
sexually active, as many students are,
you need the provision [on campus] to
make sure that your sexual practices
are safe. It’s about embracing our duty
of care to the student community.”

However, university officials

claim the issue is out of their control. A
statement from Keith Lilley, Director
of Facilities Management, said: “The
University does not manage the
Health Centre provision. This is the
local PCT (Primary Care Trust). GUM
services are part of the York DGH
(District General Hospital) provision
and these services are commissioned
by the PCT for our area. Unfortunately
the University cannot change this pro-
vision independently of the commis-
sioner or indeed the provider.” He also
said that concerns for the appoint-
ments procedure can be raised directly
with the practice.

The Students’ Union Welfare
Committee are currently conducting a
review of sexual health on campus.
Students looking for more information
are asked to contact Leyland on
acwelfare@yusu.org

Lizzie Dearden

Adrian Choa looks at students’ drinking habits and their potentially self-destructive effects

of alcoholic concoctions; one
Vanbrugh Fresher involved in such
an event was found abandoned in a
dangerously inebriated state before
being taken to hospital, where he
spent the night.

Speaking on the current trend
of alcohol-related incidents, Pro-
Vice Chancellor for Students, Jane
Grenville, comments: “There is no
evidence that drinking at York is a
bigger problem than at any other
UK university. But that is no cause
for complacency: When it takes
place, binge drinking is dangerous -
it's as simple as that. Quite apart
from the social problems caused by
antisocial behaviour and the
longer-term health problems that
can arise, students should be aware
of the fact that it is possible to die
on any night out. A sudden massive
intake of alcohol - don't forget that
it is a poison - can cause cata-
strophic organ failure. It also caus-
es loss of balance and judgement of
speed and distances - you are more
likely to drown or be run over if you
are drunk than if you are not,” she
continued.

Grenville’s comments could
not be more true: She revealed that
the verdict at coroners’ inquests
have concluded that alcohol was a
significant contributory factor in
the death of three York undergrad-
uates since 2006. “My advice is
don't do it - drink sensibly or not at
all,” she concluded.

Despite the ubiquity of binge-
drinking, these tendencies do not
represent the entire spectrum of
views held by York students. A
University survey investigating
Freshers week at York indicates
alcoholism as a recognized prob-
lem: The poll found that almost
40% of first-year students were
unhappy with the “strong focus” on
alcohol that the University’s social
events have.

First year English student
Luke Simpson commented “the
emphasis on alcohol in the induc-
tion period sets a precedent for
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first-years. It paints an ugly picture
of the University.”

Charlie Leyland, YUSU
Academic and Welfare Officer con-
cludes: “It deeply worries me that
people feel they need to drink copi-
ous amounts to have a good time.
University can be a scary place with
so many people and it’s easy to use
alcohol as an ice-breaker; but be
confident and proud of who you
are! Drink sensibly, don’t mix,
make sure you eat properly before
you go out and please look after
each other and respect yourself.’

HELP AND ADVICE
University emergency number: 3333 from a campus
phone, or 0800 433333 from any other phone.

University Health Centre: 01904 433290

Nightline: 3735 from a campus phone, 01904
433735 from any other phone

University Academic andWelfare:
acwelf@yusu.org

www.drinkaware.co.uk

http://units.nhs.uk/

Ambulances rushed to the Ouse Bridge after an alcohol-related suicide attempt by a York student

ADRIAN CHOA



In the light of the decision to
reconsider B Henry’s, I want to
take this opportunity to clarify

some financial issues to the student
body – so listen up, this is impor-
tant.

Universities are funded
through a number of income
streams for academic purposes:
these help to pay for academic
buildings, salaries, library facilities,
IT, research equipment etc. What is
NOT funded is residences and
catering. Government feels that
this is a commercial endeavour, to
be run as such. So we have a
Residences and Catering account
shown separately in our end-of-
year audit.

Thus it is a business. The clue
is in the name – ‘Commercial’
Services. It has to break even
because we are not allowed to sub-
sidise it from teaching and research
accounts (and anyway, what would
you lot say if we did and the quality
of your academic experience fell as
a result?). If we are to get on top of
maintenance and refurbishment, it
has to stay in profit.

I’ve seen a website comment
arguing that the essence of a col-
lege is its communal dining and its
bar. Even to me this seems dated -
as an undergraduate (c1902), I
chose to cook for myself and to
drink in the pub rather than the
college bar. Substantial numbers
now prefer to buy alcohol cheaply
in supermarkets other than our
own dear Costcutter and drink it in
college kitchens.

Yes, we could underwrite fail-
ing enterprises from other parts of
the Catering and Residences

account. We could charge more for
lunchtime sandwiches (you’d go to
Brown’s) or we could hike the rents
(you’d be demented with rage). Or
we could aim for break-even and

never have money for refurbish-
ment. The result of any of these
measures would perpetuate the
problem, and would just shift it
from one area to another.

To paraphrase somebody else’s
slogan – your Commercial Services:
Your profit. Every pound you spend

gets reinvested in the Residences
and Catering Account.

The economics are stark and
simple. Spend your leisure pound
in Commercial Services outlets and
the profit goes back into providing
the best service we can, including
the retention of college bars. Spend
it in a YUSU outlet, and the benefit
goes back to those aspects of uni-
versity life that they support – soci-
eties, welfare and representation.
Spend it on a college event and it
goes back to the college’s efforts to
make your life better. Spend it in
Morrisons and you get a bigger bet-
ter Morrisons. Spend it in Ziggy’s
and Ziggy’s pockets the profit. You
choose.

We’ll look long and hard at the
B Henry’s position, and we’ll look
more deeply at wider issues than I
could address here, but don’t forget
– your pound, your profit. Where
there’s a loss, something has to
give.

The current state of the Graduate Student Association
puts things at YUSU in perspective. Both groups went through
the same review process last year. The GSA were slammed for
unworkable election processes, an appalling lack of cohesive
management and an imperceptible link to its membership.
YUSU were told that moving the AU Office upstairs might
make conversations easier.

The GSA did not heed these warnings. Further, two senior
Officers, including the President, walked out this summer. This
newspaper, regretfully, missed these events entirely. Campus
media exists for a variety of reasons, but one important one is
to hold authority bodies to account. YUSU are all too aware of
this. They know that mistakes on their part are always high-
lighted and analysed in great detail by media societies such as
this one. The GSA, due to their marginalised position and poor
campus presence, and due to this paper’s lack of interest in the
organisation, escape similar scrutiny. The events of this week
illustrate how much of a bad thing this is.

This must change. Graduate students are part of Nouse’s
readership, and the GSA needs to be watched in the same man-
ner that YUSU is. Their officers are paid the same as YUSU’s,
and elected to do equatable jobs. They must, therefore, work as
hard, and as competently, as their counterparts across the lake.
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Do as they say, not as they do
The University’s continued investment in the arms trade

tells us more than we might think at first glance. We have the
obvious lack of moral fibre in their financial dealings, certainly.
We have the contempt for student protests and activism, for the
constant attacks in our newspapers, and in leader columns just
like this one. But even with this University’s record for
hypocrisy, none of the aforementioned is particularly surpris-
ing, rather it is business as usual. 

What is new, and acutely worse than what we have come
to expect, is not the usual silent contempt for student opinion.
What is happening now is that when it comes to giving money
to companies whose business is making killing more efficient,
the University has actually bettered (or further debased) itself.
Investment in BAE Systems and Rolls Royce has actually
increased by £350,000 over two years. We wonder if the aca-
demics in the new Centre for Applied Human Rights know that
their pensions will be paid for in part by the oppression and
conflict they attempt to curb every day of their working lives?

During this time period, universities like UCL, Durham,
and SOAS have all ceased to keep shareholdings that their stu-
dents consider to lack the humanitarian or environmental cre-
dentials needed to legitimise such a move. York, by contrast, is
now 6th nationally for propping up the arms trade, even as our
academics in the humanities strive to make us more ethically
aware and more culturally sensitive. The long-fabled “ethical
investment proposal” is still yet to appear in writing, let alone
be considered by students. 

Alternative companies could be profitable to the universi-
ty without the need to forget social responsibility. There can be
no excuse for financing the killing and maiming of our fellow
men and women. 

Stand by your man
The rumours circulating about YUSU infighting and a plot

to oust Tom Scott seem to have surfaced during the first real
moment of reflection we have had about his presidency so far.
The euphoria of his pirate days have long gone, leaving behind
a shy and relatively inexperienced individual running students’
affairs at this university. 

His detractors whisper angrily about his supposed ineffi-
ciency, his incompetence, and his inability to form warm rela-
tionships with his team. His fellow sabbatical officers are out-
wardly supporting him, but Scott should perhaps be more
aware of his own set of John Major’s “three bastards” in his cab-
inet, who took every opportunity to spill poison about the Tory
leader to eagerly waiting ears in the press.

Scott is as yet unproven, insofar as he has never held a
major position in YUSU before and may not have the same net-
work of friends and contacts that other sabbaticals take for
granted. Scott seems to suffer a kind of ongoing shellshock
from his massively unexpected victory, and perhaps he should
look to acting a little more presidentially to assuage fears of
timidity. He should also exercise his presidential powers in a
strategic manner, and keep his dissenters in line with a few
choice words. 

NOUSE
Est. 1964

Nouse Office 
University of York
YO10 5DD
comment@nouse.co.uk

It comes as no surprise
that, excluding Oxbridge,
York is now the university

with the second highest level
of investment in the arms
trade in the UK. Proudly ris-
ing up the league tables from
6th highest in 2006 to
today’s lofty second place,
these increased sharehold-
ings are irresponsible, and
show a complete disregard
for students’ objections to the
issue. It’s a subject that has
been repeatedly 9rearing its
ugly head over the past few
years, and whilst other uni-
versities have responded to
student pressure and reduced
or removed their investments
accordingly, York seems more
than content to play the bad
guy. 

I know what you’re
thinking. It’s all too easy to
portray York as the
“Mr.Burns” of ethical invest-
ment, completely overlooking
the economic consequences
of withdrawing funding from
these companies. Indeed, it
seems passively accepted by
the majority across campus
that the university is “doing it
for a reason”, and that invest-
ment in these companies is
“probably unavoidable”.

So let’s take a look at the
logistics. Over the past two
years, SOAS, UCL and
Bangor University have all
withdrawn investment in
ethically questionable com-
panies with little or no eco-
nomic difficulty. Following

We are entering a golden age
of university democracy.
YUSU president Tom Scott

is the first pirate to hold legitimate
office since Antipope John XXIII in
1410. Furthermore, it is rumoured
that Matt Burton is eager to run for
a third consecutive term – a coup de
grâce that not even Vladimir Putin,
let alone George Bush Jr, enter-
tained. Let us drink to the latest set
of YUSU committee appointments
because, questionable as some of
the positions may be, they are hard-
ly a burden on the taxpayer.

Recently, one of the watch-
words of union representation has
been ‘self-definition’. The semantics
of this phrase are fascinating.
Apparently, self-definition is a
device enabling someone to tran-
scend social and biological defini-
tions like “gender”. So does that
make ‘self-definition’ the opposite of
‘definition’? Not exactly. This, as
you will no doubt recognise, is a
delicate problem.

So let me give you a light-
hearted example. I am not a smok-
er. This is because I am a coward. I
shrink from the prospect of a grue-
some, sooty death. However, I have
decided to self-define as a smoker.
Some politically correct people will
tell you otherwise, but cigarette
smoke actually smells better than
most perfumes, and tastes better
than most food. It’s also fun: Can
you blow rings with “Hugo Boss”?
Does poached turbot give you a
nicotine buzz?

My fellow smokers and I know
that smoking is a labour-saving
alternative to eating, as well as an
efficacious laxative, and that it pro-
vides brief respite from hateful peo-
ple who try to talk to you at house-
parties. Smoking is also really cool.
If its cachet could be communicated
in a single image, it would be
Bogart in a bar nursing a neat
Scotch. Non-smoking, on the other
hand, is a starchy, middle-aged
schoolmistress kicking a Yorkshire
terrier into a grain silo.

For all these reasons and more,
I self-define as a smoker. I have
every confidence, therefore, that
Messrs Scott, Burton et al will wel-
come the opportunity to embrace
real democracy, and immediately
open nominations for a YUSU
Smoking officer.

But why stop there? Looking to
the future, I envision the wholesale
unionisation of every imaginable
social encumbrance. I don’t enjoy
the taste of onion in sandwiches
and sometimes find it difficult to
make small talk with girls. I need
representation and guidance in
these matters. What are YUSU
doing about it? Nothing!

Fresh thinking or a stale alternative? YUSU doesn’t
care about my
self-definition

James
MacDougald

Setting our own agenda
Joe Chapman

Jane Grenville

Pro Vice-
Chancellor for

Students

bility of standing for any-
thing more serious than tre-
bles for singles and the next
Club D. Where are the bands
of unshaven, crusty looking
maniacs, waving dangerously
pointy looking “Make love
not war” banners and gener-
ally causing a bit of a ruckus? 

I’m not expecting a huge
influx of tie-dye into campus
fashion any time soon, but
what’s happened to York stu-
dents’ enthusiasm, and why
aren’t we protesting in a way
which forces the university to
listen? Is it that our genera-
tion are simply not aware of
what’s going on outside, pre-
ferring Scrubs and Sex in the
City to anything vaguely
political? That’s a simplistic
view that the elder genera-
tion are often keen to take,
yet other students are evi-
dently aware and taking a
more drastic stand, as in the
case of UCL’s ‘Disarm UCL’
campaign.

York students have been
consistently ignoring this
issue since 2004, and with
shares in BAE and Rolls
Royce approaching
£1,000,000, there’s never
been a better time to start
paying attention. The disin-
terest and apathy from York
students is frankly shocking –
we seem to be too lazy and
careless to force the universi-
ty to divest, and we accept
whichever ethical decisions
they choose to make, howev-
er questionable.

Our apathy is costing
real lives as the univer-
sity continues to invest
in the arms trade

their lead, both Manchester
and St. Andrews are involved
in negotiations following stu-
dent action to create an ethi-
cal investment policy in con-
junction with their universi-
ties. They are aiming to rule
out completely or at least
limit their involvement in
companies linked to tobacco,
arms, or those lacking envi-
ronmental credentials. 

Indeed, research by the
New Statesman in 2007 indi-
cates that funds which pre-
clude arms company shares
are amongst the most prof-
itable – in the past decade
the Church of England’s ethi-
cally managed fund came
second in a survey of 1,000,
topping £4.3 billion. In addi-
tion to this, companies such
as the Ethical Investment
Research Service claim to be
able to match any stocks held
in unethical companies with
those from other companies
of equivalent value.

So why, then, do we find
York trailing behind all these
other universities, who ruled
out the possibility of this
kind of controversial invest-
ment as early as 2004? The
answer is that our student
voice simply isn’t loud
enough. Whilst there remains
a small yet fierce protestation
group, the issue is clearly not
at the forefront of our con-
cerns. Indeed, whilst Ladsoc
and Teasoc thrive, York
University students seem to
shrink away from the possi-

Students need to be realistic about bars

Subway will bring a
diversity of choice...

The possibility of a major inter-
national chain gracing our
humble Market Square is a

much-needed boost for an increas-
ingly dreary part of campus. This
commercial zone was once a major
selling point of a university complex
that is otherwise isolated from the
amenities of the city centre, in stark
contrast to York’s many metropolitan
rivals.

Just two years ago, the Square
was populated by a wide variety of
businesses, from holiday and insur-
ance companies to a low-cost com-
puter sales and repair shop. Since
then, though, high rents and low tak-
ings have driven out all but the
mainstay outlets Costcutter,
Your:Shop and Blackwells. And,
given the current economic climate,
this state of affairs appears unlikely
to change anytime soon.

However, the Square is in des-
perate need of reinvigorating, and
with over 30,000 restaurants world-
wide including 1000 in the UK,
Subway is just the sort of company
that can afford to absorb the univer-
sity’s prohibitive rent rates and gam-
ble on the lucrative student market.
With 13,000 students, York does not
exactly boast the largest concentra-
tion of young people, but setting up
on a largely untapped campus
remains an attractive commercial
proposition.

After all, students will continue
to need sandwiches, recession or no
recession. And the current offerings
of Costcutter and Your:Shop are
largely uninspiring and (especially in
the case of the former) often over-
priced. Yet these shops continue to
rake it in because they are all that we
have, and although the latter is an
important revenue source for YUSU,
a bit of competition would be no bad
thing.

Those in charge need to think
fresh.

The proposal to open a Subway
in the Market Square seems to
me to be a flawed idea. Part of

going to university is about experi-
encing new things. While where you
eat your lunch might seem insignifi-
cant, it is an ideal opportunity to
spread your horizons and not remain
limited to the mass chain stores that
are widespread in every town and
city.

Whatever the company claims,
Subway is a fast food chain. The
image that Subway presents is very
different to the truth; it is an aggres-
sive, multi-national, consumer based
company that is driven by profit
margins. This is highlighted by the
company’s target to open 2010 stores
in the UK and Ireland by 2010. 

Subway is an expensive alterna-
tive for lunch. Aside from their £1.99
Sub of the Day deal, their 6” subs can

cost up to £3.50. If combined with a
drink and a snack, it could easily cost
up to £5 for lunch. Not something
that the average student could afford.
It is after all something which we
could all make at home for a fraction
of the cost.

Subway market their food as a
healthier alternative to the food
offered in other fast food chains.
While to a certain extent this is true,
it would be wrong to call Subway
food healthy. Using the nutritional
information available on the Subway
website, only the Veggie Delite sub
contains fewer calories than a
McDonald’s hamburger. Moreover, at
520 calories per serving, a 6”
Meatball Marinara contains more
calories than a Big Mac. 

I am not against Subway, but I
am against the aggressive commer-
cialisation of campus.

“YYoorrkk ssttuu--
ddeennttss hhaavvee
bbeeeenn ccoonnssiiss--
tteennttllyy iiggnnoorr--
iinngg tthhiiss iissssuuee
ssiinnccee 22000044”

“SSttuuddeennttss
nneeeedd ssaanndd--
wwiicchheess,,
rreecceessssiioonn oorr
nnoo rreecceessssiioonn”

No longer overlooked

LILY EASTWOOD

Charlotte
Hogarth-Jones

Deputy
Comment 

Editor
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“TThhee cclluuee iiss iinn
tthhee nnaammee --
‘‘CCoommmmeerrcciiaall’’
SSeerrvviicceess.. IItt hhaass
ttoo bbrreeaakk eevveenn”

Emma Rudeck 

...or the sandwich
chain will suffocate it
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The application
headache starts
“Outline a situation in which you have,
by your leadership of a team, overcome
a difficult obstacle.” That’s right, leader-
ship. We secretly know that you are
chubby middle-class third year student
with no experience of the real world,
but we want to see how well you can
blag this. What’s it going to be then, eh?
A gap year anecdote? Oh come on.
Maybe a story about how, as a school
prefect, you solved a difficult situation
involving a common room spat? Grow
up, you blatant mediocrity. Into to the
bin with your withered excuse for a CV,
you haven’t got a chance  – your pre-
dicted 2:1, even those three A*s at
GCSE,  just don’t cut it.

It’s Week 7 of the first term of my
third year, and I’m applying for jobs.
Life isn’t over when you start opening
the Milkround and Graduate Jobs
emails which, maggot-like, have infest-
ed your inbox since the freshers’ fair,
but you know it’s the beginning of the
end. Before long, it’ll be the 9-5 grind,
the tiny flat in north London – wonder-
ing why, each morning, you end up
reading  Metro. Oh, and you’ll only be
allowed to get drunk at the weekends. 

But how do you get there? Well
there are, I’ve discovered, three distinct
types of job. 1: The job of your dreams
(well paid and well interesting). 2: The
sensible job (well paid and well dull). 3:
The left-field pov job (well interesting
but you’ll be well poor). There could be
a fourth type, well poor and well dull,
but it’s better not to think about it.
Reality hurts, especially if you a
Waterstone’s bookseller with an Ph. D.

Now I’m not one for Brookerish
pessimism – in fact, it bores me

intensely – but there is one more crucial
point to be made: your preferences bear
no relation to the preferences of other
third years. So, for example, while
being a management consultant might
be a number 2 type on your list, it might
be a number 1 on someone else’s. Yes,
you heard it. Somewhere, probably in a
polluted, stinky corner of north-east
England, there is a spotty girl called
Belinda who wants more than anything
to be a management consultant. And
this works, too, for type 3. Some people

seem to want left-field pov jobs; to
splash about in wellies as an archaeo-
logical researcher digging up bog-
buried skeletons, or to work for a city
council as chief traffic light executive.
They will have more drive than you,
and probably less ego – to them, you
see, money doesn’t matter.

But to most of us, money does
matter, so the upshot of all of this is
classic third-year angst. In second year,
you saw it in the library. Now you’re
experiencing it. There’s not a huge
amount more work, but you realise that
you care. Suddenly you need that 2:1
more than ever, seminars give you per-
formance anxiety, and key texts
becomes your second, very cold, home.

Worse still, on a Saturday after-
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“In English, I have
spent three years of
my life attending a
weekly book club”

It’s the final round. I’ve taken some hits,
but I’m hanging in there. Takes more
than a coupla knocks to phase me. He
lunges, I dodge sideways and come
back with a blinding punch to the side
of his face. He staggers, and I follow up
with a lightening one two up front.
Finished, the sucker falls. I am the

champion. I bask in the rapturous
applause of the invisible crowd. I am
invincible.

Jesus I love the Wii. It’s like the
ultimate solution to boredom. And
good for when you’re tired but can’t be
arsed to go to bed. Not that bed doesn’t
completely rule (especially in my world,
if you catch my drift, I’m like a king
between the sheets. That sounds quite
weird though.) Actually, a bit of shut-
eye might be a plan, after James the
wanker woke me up at fucking 9 o’clock
with his knob music again. Maybe bed
then. Or could just sleep here. Zzzzzzz.

Safe. What now. A nice stretch per-
haps. Quality. Right, having defeated
the reigning champ for the 3rd time in
6 hours (personal best), this fighter
needs fuel. Toast o’clock. I head for the
kitchen. Shit, someone seriously needs
to wash up, the place looks like a dump.
Most of it’s probably mine though.
Lame. Mind you, if I leave it for a few
days longer someone’ll probably get
pissed off enough to do it for me. And I
can always use James’s plates.

Open the fridge door. Bollocks,
forgot to go to Morrison’s again. I’ll just
grab a bit of Jenny’s bread, she won’t
mind. Lovely girl. Shame about the
face. Ah, did Matt get nutella? Sweet.

Right, time to shower. Should
probably give the chewers a bit of atten-
tion too. I bought this face scrub ( just
cos it was on offer and Jo said it’s all
right. Doesn’t smell of fruit or any-
thing). Might whack a bit of that on,
give the crowdpleaser a bit of tlc. Most
guys do use that kind of stuff these days.
The ones who give a shit anyway.

Back in my room feeling fresh, I
log on and give the old profile a glance.
Spare a moment to admire my new pic-
arms crossed, for maximum guns
impact. You get the credit of a flex, but
it’s more subtle, like.  Scroll down, and
score! Message action. Ha, knew she
wouldn’t be able to resist for long. It
was ‘nice to see’ me eh? Bet it was.
Plenty more where that came from.
Must remember to give her a clear view
in tomorrow’s 10.15. I’ll set my alarm,
get there early. Awesome.

Will explores his job prospects for the

noon you’ll find yourself trying to fig-
ure out a real-life situation in which
you have led a team a overcome a diffi-
cult situation. What do these people
even want? Difficult to tell, really, when
you don’t know what a management
consultant does. Eventually, the intense
boredom of the application got the bet-
ter of me – I started to lose concentra-
tion, to daydream and to reassess my
angsty third-year situation. 

First, it became apparent that
English and Philosophy was a very silly
choice of degree. Three years after the
decision was made, it turns out that
economists and management types will
do well after all. But me? In English,

The XY chromosome campus dickhead

2.

3.
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Up. Down. Up. Down. Sitting across and staring
at my hair, eyes deep, pleading and blotched
wwiitthh tteeaarrss.. IItt’’ss lliikkee ssoommeeoonnee ppuutt mmee oonn aa ssttrriinngg
aanndd bboouunncceess me up and down she says she says
she feels out of control and like she’s floating
she’s drifting and she’s so on her own. No won-
der with those hollowed cheeks, scare anyone off
a mile. ““HHaavvee yyoouu jjuusstt ffoouunndd oouutt??”” ““YYeess..”” ““HHooww
lloonngg hhaavvee yyoouu kknnoowwnn??”” ““FFoorreevveerr..”” Sympathetic
eyes, knowing looks, a communal nodding of
heads. In anxiety and isolation comes a commu-
nity who bond in knowing the pain of others,
rreeccooggnniissiinngg in otherss ssoommee nneeww ppeerrvveerrssiioonn ooff
tthhee ppaaiinn tthheeyy kknnooww tthheemmsseellvveess.. PPaarreennttss..
CChhiillddrreenn.. Carers. Friends. The same crowd, the
same victims. “Is your hair a product of one of
your creative phases?” ““YYeess,, aanndd yyoouurr bbrreeaassttss
ttoooo,, II ssuuppppoossee??”” ““IItt’’ss lloovveellyy..”” ““YYoouurrss ttoooo..”” AAnn
oouuttssiiddee tthhaatt rreefflleeccttss tthhee ddiissjjuunnccttiioonn aanndd tthhee
cchhaaooss wwiitthhiinn.. WWhheenn wwoorrddss bbeecome mere little
black marks or sounds on over-congested air-
waves the visual comes to be a manifestation of
the un-expressed self. A mask thicker than
usual, because the cracks are deeper. Tears? Oh
yes, there are tears. Deep, heaving ones bbeeccaauussee
hhee’’ss ddeessoollaattee hhee ccaann’’tt ffiinndd iitt iinn hhiimm ttoo bbeelliieevvee hhee
lloovveess hheerr aanndd ddeesseerrvveess ttoo lloovvee hheerr,, aanndd ssoo hhee’’ss
bbeeeenn lloossiinngg hheerr ffoorr yyeeaarrss.. Soft, gentle tears of
those who’ve learned that crying does no good
and so needs not be noticed by anyone. Sharp,
shocked sobs because you suddenly realise what
they say refers to you. YYeess,, tthheeyy bbeelliieevvee eevveerryy
wwoorrdd yyoouu ssaayy and so as she’s falling she’s floating
she’s drifting out of control she’s looking to you
to catch her, you to ppuullll hheerr iinn aanndd ssttoopp tthhee
rroolllleerrccooaasstteerr ooff aaggoonnyy aanndd eeccssttaassyy aanndd ccuutt hheerr
ffrroomm hheerr ssttrriinnggss. GGoo iinnttoo ggrroouuppss ooff tthhrreeee aanndd
ddrraaww oouutt aa ppiiccttuurree ooff hhooww yyoouu ffeeeell on your high-
est and lowest points. One of those large women
wearing a long skirt from Peacocks sitting with
her legs disconcertingly apart, skirt sagging
between her knees like a hammock. BBooyy,, 1177..
DDrraaww aa hhiigghh ppooiinntt;; ssuunnsshhiinnee,, rraaiinnbboowwss,, ffllyyiinngg
hhuummaannss aanndd iinnddeessttrruuccttiibbiilliittyy.  I am queen of the
dingoes and my hair is the texture of silk. Draw
of low point; darkness, knives. AA hhiiddeeoouuss
ssccrreeaamm,, lloosstt iinn aa sswwiirrll ooff ccoonnffuussiioonn.. CCiittaalloopprraamm
aanndd XXaannaaxx.. SShhaarree iitt ttoo tthhee ggrroouupp,, sshhooww hhooww yyoouu
ffeeeell,, parade your innermost feelings on a piece
of paper in childlike scrawl. Feel inadequate.
Feel ashamed. Feel small. CCoommee bbaacckk nneexxtt wweeeekk
wwiitthh aa mmoooodd bbooaarrdd,, aannyytthhiinngg,, ssccrraappss ooff ppaappeerr,,
mmaaggaazziinneess,, bbiittss ooff ffaabbrriicc.. A mmoossaaiicc ooff a life of

commodity and community you’ll never under-
stand. Sit for a minute in silent reflection and
find some inner calm. Calm. Calm. You haven’t
known that feeling for a long time know, riding
the wave and hoping it doesn’t pull you down
too deep or carry you so high up you’re pro-
pelled too far and never come down again. ““IItt
wwaass lloovveellyy ttoo mmeeeett yyoouu,, I do hope you’ll come
back next week,” smiles, handshakes, air kisses
and hugs. Caress my hand lightly because it’s too
awkward. We’re normal, we’re both normal, we
see what we present and that’s normal enough.
It’s the end of the evening and we’re not really
crazy any more. HHuugg mmee ttiigghhtt with abandon,
clutch me to you because now you have to go
back out there and the walls go back up for
another week. You’re alone again now, you’ve let
go and walking away but II’’mm hhoollddiinngg yyoouurr
ssttrriinnggss,, II’’mm ppuulllliinngg yyoouu bbaacckk,, bboouunncciinngg yyoouu uupp
and pulling you down and nneexxtt wweeeekk wwee’’llll ddoo iitt
aallll oovveerr aaggaaiinn and I’ll see when you nneexxtt wweeeekk
wwee’’llll ddoo iitt aallll oovveerr aaggaaiinn

16.11.08 - Bipolar support network

“That is clearly not you,” she said. “Yeah it
is,” he pointed at the passport photo, “That’s
my face and there, there it says 25.” “That is
clearly your older brother.” “I don’t have an
older brother.” “Well you obviously do
because you carry around his passport and
introduce yourself to girls as him so they
don’t realise you’re still at school.” “I’m not
still at school!” “You so are.” “Look, I just
spent my cab money on a drink for you
so…when do you want to leave?” “Fuck off.”

Looking round my sophisticated 21st birth-
day soiree I swayed only slightly. This was
due to a great amount of self-restraint - by
all accounts I should have been floored. And
then I saw them: strangers. “Who are you?”
“Um…what do you mean?” said one, the
talkative one, their leader I presume. “I
mean, who are you and why are you here?” I
was so stern I slurred only slightly. “He said
we could come,” the beta male pointed
across the room. “Oh he did, did he? That’s
interesting.” “Sorry, is there a problem?”
“Yes. It’s my birthday.” “Oh right…” “Say 
happy birthday.” “Um, happy birthday.” 
“Thank you.” Long silence and intimidating

stare. “Sorry, do you want us to leave?” 

Somewhere in a land far away where real
men wear speedos and real women eat real
men for breakfast five English young ladies
were stranded in an empty bar, where they 
entirely lost a grip on their comforting
British sense of cynicism. Tequila, tequila
and tequila later those five young ladies
were dancing on the tables of the empty bar. 
Empty, that is, except for one elderly gentle-
man: Pepe. Pepe was enthusiastic in his

dancing but saddened by, so he mimed,
their limited language skills. “No Pepe! No!
No!” cried the happiest tequila girl, clutch-
ing her hands to her chest, “Comprende
with our hearts!” 

People are boring in Vanbrugh. Dramasoc:
“And she said what were we having for
lunch and I said [wild gesticulation].” I sit
there. “So are we cool?” “What do you mean
‘are we cool?’” “I mean are we cool now?
Sorted, right?” “Why would be sorted?

You’re being a dick.” “But I apologised!” “No
you didn’t, you asked if we were cool.”
“Yeah…are we?” “No. You still haven’t apolo-
gised.” “But I asked if we were cool.” “But are
you sorry?” “Well yeah…are we cool?”
“When you apologise.” “Mate! I just did!”
“You didn’t and it’s bloody annoying.” “Oh.
Right. Well…are we cool?” 

When you were going out with their friend
conversation was stilted at best. Now it is
intolerable. Pre-break up you didn’t even
have to see them that much, since breaking
up, however, you’ve got quite a lot of time
on your hands. Time, so it seems, that is
mainly spent bumping into this one “Oh my
god hi!!!!!!!” She comes bounding across
the library with excess vigour and limitless
punctuation. “Um. Hi.” Full stop. “I haven’t
seen you in ages!!!!!!????? Where have you
been!!!???” So much punctuation. So high
pitched. “That is true.” “It’s such a shame
you don’t hang out with us any-
more!!!!!????? Why is that??!??!!!!” Long
silence…seriously? Takes Deep breath.
“Hard to say. Maybe because you’re mate
dumped me.”

www.ey.com/uk/careers

social pariah

future: 1. well paid & interesting  2. Well paid & dull  3. Well interesting, no cash

Such a tourist

I’ve spent almost three years attending a
weekly book-club to hear emotional and
girly responses to third-rate set texts. Ok,
I’ve often appreciated the genius of writ-
ers – Shakespeare, for instance – but
rarely have I formed any valid or note-
worthy critical opinion. In Philosophy,
the opposite takes place: far from exam-
ining the beauty or cleverness of the
philosophical argument, we assume to
role of the argument’s challenger and
attempt to prove its inadequacy. Discuss
the weaker points of Kant’s coperincan
revolution? Ok fine. Then, just to make
sure George Eliot doesn’t get cocky, I’ll
re-write Middlemarch.      

Nevertheless, after a pensive period

of Lama-like meditation, I realised that
third year wasn’t actually that angsty
after all. Life for third years, I thought, is
good. And the worst thing is, most of us
won’t realise it until it’s over. We have a
very manageable amount of work, and
we have a lot of time to sleep and eat.
While the world’s financial strcutures
crumble, shops and restaurants, pubs,
bars and clubs cut prices, we still have a
solid income with good old student. We,
more than any other group in society, are
reaping the capitalism’s fat rewards.

Students seem to enjoy telling oth-
ers how much we’ve worked. Or that
we’ve pulled yet another all-nighter. But,
really, university life is slow and it’s fun.
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DESTRUCTORS.

People are meat

I have lost my origins. 
And when I emptied myself there was this
happiness with the fact I had nothing to do.

Where there is no sense there is no feeling. I
paint red meat as I paint bodies just because.

In low dives such as this the burden of birth and education falls from me and I feel - I
don’t know what to feel.

The old way is voiceless and erased.

Presented to the circle of scholastics in scientific form.

There’s two ways of living here now. There’s the old way
then there’s the new way. All we do is artifice. We’ve done nothing.

www.ey.com/uk/careers
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I
am not a Christian. But by some
bizarre twist of fate most of my
friends in York are members of the
Christian Union, so, for the past

year I have been trying to get my head
around a belief system which is com-
pletely foreign to my way of thinking.
We have had countless theological
debates. Most of these have ended on
the same topics: relationships, sex and
marriage. I decided I would do some
digging of my own, to see what makes
them tick, and why many Christian
couples marry at an age that I consider
young. I am not alone; the average age
of first-time marriage in the UK is 31
for men and 29 for women (Office for
National Statistics, 2006). Why then
would a Christian couple choose to
buck the trend and walk down the aisle
up to ten years earlier than most?

John*, 23, is a masters student at
York who got married this summer. He
explains it in terms of two timelines;
that of a non-Christian relationship
and of a Christian one. In the former
the couple might be in a situation
where they got together at university. If
it went well they may, once graduated,
move to the big city and end up living
together. All being well, children and
possibly marriage may be on the cards
when they hit their late 20s. The paral-
lel scenario of a Christian couple it is
quite different. “Most of us believe that
you shouldn’t live with someone until
you love them enough to commit to liv-
ing the rest of your life with them.
When you reach this stage you get mar-
ried and then move in together. So
because as Christians we have to com-
mit to loving our partner before we can
live together we tend to marry earlier.”
Of course this is a broad generalisation,
but not one to be ignored as it taken
extremely seriously by those who sub-
scribe to the word of the Bible. 

Despite the desire to cohabit and
take the relationship further, I’m still
baffled by the ability to make a decision
of such significance at this stage in life.
As Matt, an active member of the
Christian Union, one of the University’s
most prominent societies, explains,
that may well be to do with my own
lack of Christian faith. He tells me:
“Christians pray about things because
they believe they’re getting guidance
from a higher power. If you’ve really
prayed about something and you feel at

the teaching of Jesus. But I do believe
promiscuity is dangerous,” he goes on,
“the proper place for sexual intercourse
is within a committed relationship.”

Helen, a third year student at the
University of Sheffield and dedicated
Christian, doesn’t think that there is
only one person out there for each of
us, “if this were the case I’d agree that
sex should only be between a married
couple. I feel bad when I do something
that both God and I know is wrong but
I don’t feel that this includes sex within
a non-marital relationship.” This is the
case for a Christian couple Rory
describes, who feel that they experience
both the presence and the blessing of
God in the whole of their relationship,
including their sex life.

The discrepancy between these
views presents different approaches to
understanding the Bible. Helen tells
me she thinks the Bible is something
that shouldn’t be taken too literally; “I
see it as more of a tool. By taking the
Bible completely at its word I think
people are closing their minds to the
here and now.” Charles’ wife Cath takes
a very different line: “In the Bible it
says you’re for God or you’re against

peace with it, it gives you more confi-
dence in your decision than someone
who doesn’t pray. This process can help
you feel more able to make big choices
like that of getting married.” Charles
Walters, pastor of Christ the Light
church in York, expands on this, citing
a lack of finance as a reason that young
couples may be put off marriage, but he
goes on to say that “if a couple believes
and trusts in God they literally trust
him to provide the means.”

This is all very well but what about
the issue of sex? If you’re anything like
myself, you’re of the view that sex is an
important and integral part of any
good relationship. But this view is not
held by everyone, and I don’t just mean
middle aged church goers. Take our
peers at university.  “Subscribing to a
belief of abstaining from sex can lead to
very short engagements” quips Matt, a
third year PPE student and active
member of the CU.  The Bible says: ‘If
they cannot control themselves, they
should marry, for it is better to marry
than to burn with a passion’ (1
Corinthians 7:9). Surely this is license
to marry on the grounds of lustfulness?
Clearly there is a bigger picture, and
when put into context the issue of
abstinence goes far deeper. 

The Bible also says ‘a man will be
united to his wife, and they will become
one flesh’ (Genesis 2:24).  “The deci-
sion to abstain,” says Charles, “is a won-
derfully courageous one because more
often than not it is people in the minor-
ity who make that decision. Sex is a
powerful thing and people are curious,
but to wait until you’re married is won-
derful, exciting, and an adventure that
is worth the wait.” Resisting sex before
marriage is one of the ideals put forth
by the Bible but as Matt tells me, it isn’t
one of the ten commandments. “If you
choose to wait you put a special value
on both yourself and your partner
because there is a spiritual element to
sex as well as the physical, and this is
the basis for thinking that it should
only be with one person.”

When I put the idea to Charles,
John, and Matt that not all church-
going Christians take such a literal
reading of the Bible and do engage in
sexual activities before marriage, they
all said it would be hard to find some-
one who admits to this stance because
in essence it is denying part of their

religion. “God has given sexual rela-
tions between a man and wife so that
they are safe and can enjoy it. I struggle
with the idea that someone has given
their life to God and still deliberately
decides to have sex. I wouldn’t call it a
renunciation of God because He will
surely tell their conscience that they’re
not walking down the good road.” 

In fact, it isn’t difficult to find this
sort of person at all. Nick Lamb, Vicar
of The Holy Trinity in Sussex reassures
me that these ideals are quite conserva-
tive and are not wholly representative
of the wider Christian viewpoint.
Reverend Rory Dalgliesh, our
University Methodist Chaplain agrees:
“I think the Church often makes more
of sex than is made of it in the Bible. It
is not, in my reading, a primary issue in

“If you are not a Christian and
you don’t understand that it is
ordained by God, why would
you even consider marriage?”

Getting hitched early is a reality
for many. Olivia Haughton
delves into the Christian psyche
and investigates the issues
behind marrying when young

A match made in heaven?
www.ey.com/uk/careers
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him and you can’t sit on the fence.
My view is that it is all or nothing, so I
think that it is wishy washy to pick and
choose parts of your religion, but peo-
ple will do this and God will lead them.” 

As an outsider looking in I sense
that the overriding theme is that if you
believe in God then He will love you no
matter what. With this is mind it does-
n’t matter what stance you take, or
whether other Christians approve, as
long as your actions don’t hurt any-
body. To me the notion that He will for-
give your mistakes – and pre-marital
sex could be one of these – is ridiculous
if you don’t believe you were out of line.
What really matters is that you’re in
agreement with your partner, which is
why many of my Christian friends
choose partners from within the CU.
Wheras Matt describes it as a dating
agency, John tells me that most
Christian undergraduates will be at an
age when getting to know a prospective
partner, they will already be thinking
about whether they would like to be
with that person long term. This is
clearly a contributing  factor to early
marriage, and the CU provides a safe
environment which is “ideal,” Matt
says, “for meeting nice girls who hold
similar values.” I’m assured that most
members of the CU will take the no-
sex-before-marriage approach to their
religion, so it is unlikely that a conflict
of interests will arise when it comes to
bed time pre-marriage.

I express my concern to Charles
and Cath that living in an environment
where sex outside marriage is consid-
ered wrong may lead to a lack of infor-
mation being made accessible to curi-
ous teenagers. If an area of life moves
from being off-limits to wholly encour-

aged in one night then a full awareness
is necessary and I worry that this is not
the case. Charles tells me that every
couple he marries will have had several
sessions of marriage counselling to
address issues on sex, money and fami-
ly. He describes an image of a box: at
the bottom are many switches, at the
top is one switch which says ‘on/off ’.
The top switch represents the man in a
sexual relationship, and the lower ones,
a woman. He laughs as he says that a
shy, newly wed couple must be made
aware that a woman has lots of switch-
es that need turning on during sex
while a man is wired more simply. Not
understing this it can lead a to commu-
nication breakdown. However, every-
one I speak to talks as openly about sex
as my non religious friends. Some
describe their personal boundaries
within relationships, demonstrating a
self discipline that is frankly astound-
ing. 

When the moment that this
restraint finally dissipates on the night
of your wedding there is a huge shift in
the relationship, says John. He
described his excitement of the changes
marriage would bring as a pie chart
where sex held the largest portion. In
reality he came to realise that consum-
mating his marriage was not divisible
into its own section of life. “Sex is tied
to everything else, I didn’t expect the
joining of having sex, covenant, cud-
dling, caring, protecting, sharing, and
future plans. Each one of these is an
expression of the other and each aspect
amplifies sex and sex amplifies every
aspect.” This is not a view of life that I
have heard of outside a Christian con-
text, and it sounds almost too perfect.
If it is achievable, then I’m in admira-

tion. Hearing the way John talks about
his new wife I begin to understand the
huge difference in significance mar-
riage has for a Christian. Many people
in our society will already be living with
their fiance at the point of marriage so
that the ceremony, although wonderful
and no less special, just marks their
commitment to each other publicly. For
more traditional Christians the day
means so much more. They take a gift
from God and before him give them-
selves to each other. From that moment
they will live together and share every-
thing in their lives. The act of sex as
John described it deepens everything
in the relationship and creates a sense
of one-ness between the couple. 

As I grasped the magnitude of the
committment that is undertaken by
two Christians, often no older than
myself I began to wish that I could
share in some of the magic without a

God. Cath responded to these musings
with a surprising conjecture: “I would
go so far as to say, if you aren’t a
Christian why even consider marriage?
More often than not people stand
before a vicar because they want a pret-
ty church and lovely photos but I would
say, why put on that beautiful dress and
go through the motions if you don’t
really understand what marriage is
about? Marriage is ordained by God
and the world has picked it up and sees
it as romantic. If you don’t believe in
God don’t feel pressured to get mar-
ried.”

It’s clear then, that I’ve have been
delving into the beliefs of a narrow,
more evangelical section of the
Christian population. Like myself, you
may see Cath’s thought as quite
extreme and indeed some of what she
and Charles had to say shocked my lib-
eral mind. Nevertheless, there was
something about their absolute open-
ness and warmth of heart, something
I’ve experienced in other very religious
people, that drew me to them and I
found myself holding great respect for
their views despite the cavernous
divide between theirs and mine.
Having said that, some of the moral
issues that have arisen from my
research are ones I thoroughly identify
with. I have been compelled to stop and
question what I want marriage to mean
to me when I finally arrive at that
point. In the meantime, to those
Christians who do marry young, I now
understand your reasoning with
greater depth. As I see it, the issues
leading up to the decision of marriage
display a much broader picture of
Christianity. Hardly just a licence to
have sex. M

“I feel bad when I do something
God knows is wrong, but for me
that doesn’t include sex within
a non-marital relationship”

*Certain names
have been
changed to
protect 
identities.
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with sex conditions.” I ask what self-
imposed changes Oliver has made
since defining as a man, to which he
replies “I don’t think I’ve changed the
way I’ve acted at all. I’m autistic so I
would have a problem copying the
social actions of other people anyway. I
just feel as if I’ve become myself really.”

Oliver’s experiences as a transman
have been, in the scheme of the social
reaction to transgender people, very
lucky. “My experience is not represen-
tative of the rest of the trans people out
there. I know people who have been
kicked out of their homes, who no
longer have friends or family whereas
that was not the case with my partner.
I was worrying about what to say, how
to come out as a transman, and think-
ing he was definitely going to leave me
because. However, when I told him he
came out as bisexual, and it was easily
resolved!”

Oliver married his partner, but
was unable to get a civil partnership
and so is officially married as a
woman: “They said because I was
physically female I couldn’t. In the end
I wanted whatever ceremony was
available to me. When we were told we
couldn’t have a civil partnership we
reacted by having a traditional wed-
ding. But I didn’t feel uncomfortable at
all because everybody else there knew I
was trans.

Gender transition is seen as a
socially and psychologically precarious
state. Oliver says that it is the duty of
all transgender people with a voice to
be active about their rights and what
they believe. “Trans people have got to
fight for themselves especially trans
women, because nobody is going to do
it for them, nobody is going to give
them anything. Male to female women
get the worst of everything. It was the
trans day of remembrance this week
[November 20th] and if you look at
the list of people that were murdered
they’re nearly all transwomen. But that
could be because trans men, after
they’ve had all the physical therapy
look indistinguishable from other
men. Quite a lot of other gay and bisex-
ual transmen say that they would
would rather live their lives as a man,
but remain as women in order to avoid
homophobia. ” Self-defining as trans is
not an easy option out of gender confu-
sion, but an intensely personal deci-
sion often rendered harder by
ingrained societal scepticism about its
validity.

If you are affected by any of these
issues, contact lgbt@yusu.org
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Born the
wrong sex
Liam O’Brien talks to transman
Oliver Pendrick for an insight into
female-to-male gender transition

Life at university is a transfor-
mative experience for many,
with the liberal attitude

towards all walks of life allowing the
time and space for self-expression.
Those who had found themselves in an
environment in which coming out was
impossible have a safe arena in which
they can self-define as they choose, and
an increasing number of York students
are self-defining as either transmit or
transwomen.

Though in previous years those
who changed their gender identity
were isolated, the thrust of transgender
rights at York has gained considerable
weight. For the confused or anxious
there are considerable sources of sup-
port both in terms of medical and psy-
chological professionals and the stories
and experiences of fellow students.
Oliver Pendrick, a student here and
until recently Trans Affairs rep within
YUSU LGBTI, stated “In the few
months I was in the role lots of people
came out to me [as trans]”.  By con-
trast, the real world erects considerable
obstacles for the transgender commu-
nity – from the process by which gen-
der is officially reassigned, to the social
difficulties that transgender status
unfortunately presents.

Oliver, who self-defines as a trans-
man, spoke about his personal process
of change: “It was a gradual thing. I
defined as gender queer for a while, but
I realised that I was only defining as
gender queer because I thought that I
couldn’t be a gay or bisexual trans man
because that was too peculiar. I
thought I must be gender queer.” He

felt that life as a woman seemed
strange and somehow distant from his
own perception of himself. “Something
seemed strange for a very long time,
but I really wasn’t aware of what it was.
It was only when I came across the
experiences of other trans people that I
thought ‘Oh, that’s me!’” 

Female-to-male gender transition
can be mirrored by physical, surgical
change, but the medical endeavours
are, as one would expect, highly inva-
sive, with permission from a gender
identity clinic difficult to obtain.
Lifelong hormone replacement therapy
complements a series of operations in
order for a transman to achieve a real-
istic physical resemblance to their cho-
sen gender, something which is much
more of a possibility for transmen than
transwomen. Injections of testosterone
allow for a deeper register, more
prominent facial and body hair and,
eventually, irreversible infertility. Body
fat is moved from the thighs to the
abdominal area and a double mastecto-
my, with the nipples and skin rendered
more gender-appropriate, is per-
formed. Given that these operations are
generally thought sufficient for living
day-to-day life as a man convincingly,
many transmen stop the cycle of opera-
tions and HRT here. If genital recon-
struction is desired, however, there are
two options.  The clitoris can be made
to look like a small penis, or, through a
phalloplasty, considerable skin grafts
can be performed to produce a more
normal-sized penis. 

Having these operations per-
formed, however, is made difficult by

some cynicism from medical profes-
sionals. Counselling and referrals to
gender identity clinics precede these
expensive operations. Oliver said that
at the time, “I had a counsellor for com-
pletely different issues. I was receiving
counselling for autism so she was help-
ing me navigate the social world any-
way, and it was actually only a long
time after I came out as trans that I
told her. I didn’t feel she could help me
with it. I would very much like to go
through at least part of the physical
process but that would require going to
a gender identity clinic and judging by
other people’s experiences. A
transwoman I know had to act like a
very stereotypical trans woman, like
1950s housewife, and I’m not sure I
could pull it off, going in there and say-
ing ‘I like football more than anything.’”

Oliver considers such psychologi-
cal profiling to be deeply unfair, and
not reflective of the fact that issues sur-
rounding gender are deeply personal:
“They expect far more stereotypes from
trans people than they would of other
people. Just because I would like to
change my sex doesn’t mean that I
would like to act as the stereotypical
man.” The expense of the procedures is
also prohibitive. Oliver adds “I think

that the operations definitely should be
free because where can the average per-
son get several thousand pounds? I
personally have good days and bad days
where I feel I’m ok being physically
female if I don’t look in the mirror too
much. But for those people that are
really desperate you shouldn’t have to
jump through those hoops.” Oliver
maintains that “For a lot of people it’s
not the support from officials, medical
professionals and counsellors that they
need, it’s just the knowledge that there
are other trans people there and and
that they don’t fit a certain mould.”

Given that Oliver has not under-
gone physical therapy, I ask whether
simply self-defining as a transman is a
valid ideology: “I would say yes because
it seems to follow logic that there can
be a variety of genders in the mind just
as there can be a variety of sexes of the
body, because there are lots of people

“ I have good days and bad days
where I feel I’m ok with being
physically female if I just don’t
look in the mirror too much.”
Top Left: Oliver
Pendrick, trans-
man
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issue yet to be discussed and deliberat-
ed upon by the world community,”
explains Grant, his speech undulating
with Caribbean rhythm. “Just making
the word appear will force those that
can’t stand it - like the Americans who
walked out on the conference of repara-
tion in South Africa a few years ago - to
revisit it. It is such a fundamental issue;
reparation which is a result of the
world’s greatest genocide, surely
deserves a mention.”

He refers to compensation for
those who suffered at the hands of slav-
ery. In Grant’s forty year career he has
never stopped fighting, a fact recog-
nised when he was asked to perform
‘Gimme Hope Jo’Hanna’ at Nelson
Mandela’s 90th birthday in summer.
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Gina Heslington talks philosophy
with the legendary Eddy Grant

Electric
Avenue

The song was released as an attack on
South Africa during the apartheid
regime and was consequently banned in
the country. “It was extraordinary”,
Grant says, “there was a really special
feeling there, a really special vibe. I
think that where music is honest and
powerful, people listen. And when peo-
ple listen, sometimes they act, and
when they act, you get a result. This
result is dependent upon how powerful
the song is. I think that music, like air
and water and all the elements, is one of
the great articles of this world.”

Impressively, Grant has sung every
lyric, played every instrument and pro-
duced nearly every track on his solo
albums released to date. His inspira-
tions include Chuck Berry, James
Brown and Mighty Sparrow as well as
Blues players such as Miles Davis and
Jimmy Smith, “the true lovers of music”.
Grant’s own musical influence has been
so great that he is in fact credited as the
creator of two genres of music; Soca
and Ringbang, (his record ‘Hello Africa’
being recognised by connoisseurs as the
very first Soca record). “Soca was a con-
cept of the late 60s,” explains Grant. “It
sought to aggregate the music of the
Caribbean; Calypso, soul music, and
pop music, to bring a greater awareness
to that part of the world.” 

Noting his ‘Ringbang’ emblazoned
Rasta hat I ask for an explanation of the
second genre, and watch his eyes glow.
“Ringbang was created for the youth
who had never been really thought
about in terms of making music in the
region.” His features become more ani-
mated as he begins to pace excitedly. “It
came about because we seemed to be
losing our grip on the young people in
the Caribbean to America. Most of
them wanted to be second rate

Americans, before they wanted to be
first rate Caribbean people, so I started
Ringbang, which was edgy, aggressive
and youth orientated. Then there came
the Ringbang philosophy which is
encapsulated in three simple lines: First
you must start to love yourself, and then
you must learn to love the things that
you create, then you must buy the
things that you create, thereby gaining
respect and having true freedom.”

He explains that like a song, a phi-
losophy is “an amalgam of things that
you’ve experienced or dreamed about.”
The gradual degradation of the cultural
region of the Caribbean spawned those
three lines. “Philosophy doesn’t come
and stick like a hit record, it comes and
people question it, they turn it upside
down to see what kind of impact it
would have on them, and gradually, if
they see it as something that is good, it
takes hold. Nelson Mandela, who is
being praised as an Angel now, forty
years ago was a criminal wanted dead
or alive. He and others like him were
jailed just for their belief that the nine-
ty odd percent of a country that is black
should have equal rights to the white
minority. Yet because the concept was
right, ultimately it triumphed.” 

His responses are relayed with a
zeal so sincere I feel sure that Grant’s
life and efforts have truly benefited this
earth. “Everything I do is with passion
or I don’t do it at all. What counts is
what you believe. But you have to
believe for the right reason; if you
believe for the wrong reason not only
may you create some kind of aberration
sociologically, but you can do yourself a
lot of damage. I try to remain consistent
- since my teens I’ve been writing these
songs. Fashions come and fashions go,
but I keep writing.” M

“Everything I do is with passion or
I don’t do it at all. What counts is
what you believe. You have to
believe for the right reason ”

S
tepping onto the purple tour bus
I place my hand into the out-
stretched palm in front of me. I
look up to find two intense

brown eyes, staring into my own. A
wide smile draws me forward. Eddy
Grant, hailed as one of the most influ-
ential artists of black British music in
the late twentieth century, is in front of
me. As a childhood hero of mine I am
awestruck, yet he guides me to the only
seat between us, insisting, “Ladies sit”.

Born in Guyana in 1948, Grant
moved to London with his family as a
young boy, and kicked off his musical
career in the multiracial quintet The
Equals. “My proudest moment was
when ‘Baby Come Back’ reached num-
ber one,” reminisces Grant, leaning
against the dashboard. A heart attack in
his early twenties forced Eddy to leave
the group and return to Guyana to
recover. It was this move, however, that
began his journey towards global suc-
cess as a reggae star.

As a teetotaller and a vegetarian,
Grant isn’t your average reggae singer.
“I’m a natural born vegetarian, meat has
always revolted me. I raised little pigs as
a child and then I’d see them being
slaughtered at Christmas; it just went
against my grain.” Grant’s accomplish-
ments include setting up Europe’s first
black-owned recording studio and his
own label Ice Records. Grant embarked
on his sensational solo career, scoring a
top twenty with the socio-political
‘Living on the Frontline.’ He performed
such well-known hits as ‘I Don’t Wanna
Dance’ and the American number one
‘Electric Avenue.’

He is performing live in the UK for
the first time in over twenty years on the
Reparation Tour. he says, “I consider
reparation to be the most outstanding

Top: Eddy
Grant & the
Frontline
Orchestra.
Above: youth-
ful Grant.
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*Certain names
have been
changed to
protect
identities.
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“Yeah, her sister lives in a yurt
and eats out of bins,” said a
friend. She shrugged, perhaps

she was a little cynical, but mostly she
seemed dismissive. And that was my
first insight into freeganism. Having
been making polite small talk about
our families and their habits it was a bit
of a conversation killer. 

A yurt, by the way, is a portable
shelter with a wooden frame and a felt
covering traditionally used by Central
Asian nomads, but sometimes used in
the grounds of a country estate as a
political protest against waste and inef-
ficiency - and other times just to save a
bit of cash. Alice* is a 23 year-old law
student from Oxford. Having spent
some time in a yurt, she is now renting
in Norwich where she studies and,
mostly, still eats out of bins: “I’d say
about 90% of the time, I very rarely buy
food. But it’s not just about saving
money, even if I had loads of money I’d
still do it because it’s a protest against
all the waste.”

Freeganism is difficult to trace and
difficult to define. ‘Skipping’, also
known as ‘dumpster-diving’ and ‘bin-
raiding’, is the process of ‘liberating’
food from bins. The vast majority of

prices; and they highlight environmen-
tal impact; Harvard biologist E.O.
Wilson estimated that Earth is losing
30,000 species a year. In the face of
this the freegan ideology has a good
deal of political clout. At a time when
environmentalism and economic
breakdown is hot on the lips of the
international community, freeganism
is a radical attempt to step out of such
a monumental rate of consumption
and destruction.

Simon, 25, has been involved in
Freeganism for 5 years now: “During
college I started thinking a little bit
more about what I wanted to do with
my life. I started seeing a lot of the
problems in the world, but I didn’t
know what the solutions were.” After
college Simon began travelling and
met some freegans. Their philosophy
and lifestyle was exactly the kind of
answer he’d been looking for. 

Unlike Alice, Simon does not rent.
He has spent the last five years moving
around in a freegan community. “I
have a lot of friends in a lot of different
places and I move around, it’s kind of
fluid. Currently I’m travelling in a con-
verted van, running off waste veggie
oil. Other than that I have squatted,

food thrown out by supermarkets and
food outlets is still in its packaging and
not yet past it’s use-by date. This ele-
meent is however just a small part of a
multi-faceted eco-consumerist move-
ment.

In 1999 Warren Oakes, Against
Me! Drummer, wrote the closest exist-
ing thing to a freegan manifesto: the
pamphlet “Why freegan”. But freegan-
ism existed before that. The ideology is
said to have its roots in vegan anti-con-
sumerist groups. But nowadays not all
freegans are vegan. The website free-
gan.info, probably the most compre-
hensive website of the movement’s
minimal Internet presence, cites waste
reclamation, waste minimisation, eco-
friendly transportation, going green (or
foraging) and voluntary joblessness as
central, but not universally held, free-
gan ideals. 

What is clear is that a freegan is
making a political statement about the
inherent waste in society; a scavenger
is just looking for ‘free stuff ’. Freegans
make this statement with the support
of some persuasive and shocking statis-
tics. These statistics highlight waste;
1,600 million apples, 1,030 million
tomatoes, 2,570 million bread slices

and 484 million unopened yoghurt
tubs are discarded annually by house-
holds in the UK; they highlight rising
food prices; India has banned the
export of all forms of rice other than
luxury basmati, pushing up global rice

“A freegan is making a political
statement about the inherent
waste in society; a scavenger is
just looking for free stuff.”

Freegans source edible food from what society perceives to be waste. 
uncovers freeganism as a form of political protest and philosophy

Waste not, 
want not
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I’ve lived in apartments; people have
opened their houses up to me. I’ve even
lived for two months in the woods.”

Many freegans consider residency
to be a right, not a privilege. Free living
is a protest against homelessness,
exploitation and inequality. Squatters
make a stand against councils and
landlords who would rather keep prop-
erties boarded up if they cannot turn a
sufficient profit on them.

Simon also follows the principle of
voluntary joblessness, one of the rarer
freegan ideals. “I guess one thing that
makes me quite different from a lot of
people is that I don’t work for money.
So for the past five years I haven’t had
a pay cheque or a salary. It’s just trying
to get motivation for doing things out
of love for others and not in expectan-
cy of getting things in return.”

For Simon it isn’t enough to revert
to bartering and non-monetary forms
of trade: “I try to really ensure that the
motivation is just there to help people,
because if you’re doing it in the
expectancy of even getting food in
return it just becomes almost like the
current economic system, where you
just do something in return for getting
something.” He has not worked for
food, money or shelter in five years,
though his community does sometimes
accept donations so he has used money
on occasion:“It’s nice not to (use
money), but it depends on what is the
best use of resources. For example you
don’t want to spend lots on food that
you can liberate from the bins, but you
also don’t want to spend half a day
doing that or spend a lot of fuel driving
around places when you could just
spend a few pounds and get some food.
It depends on what’s the wisest use of
resources.”

Simon and Alice seem to repre-
sent the divide between freeganism as
a political protest and freeganism as a
philosophy in it’s own right. Alice talks
freely about the flaws and limits of
freeganism - for her it is a corrective
procedure of redistribution and a
political protest. Simon, on the other
hand, is totally convinced by the end

point of freegan philosophy and is
unfazed by the accusation of reliance
on the system they mistrust: “We make
use of waste but that doesn’t mean
we’re dependent on the waste to live.
Think about revolution for example.
When revolutions take place within
countries, they still use the same roads,
they still walk the same pavements and
they still make use of whatever that
system they’re revolting against has
made. In the end I think the freegan
hope is that we get rid of it (waste) alto-
gether, and change society’s motiva-
tion.”

To many all this talk of love and
revolution smacks of unproductive
hippy-talk. Your average middle-class
liberal, though environmentally aware
and desperately open-minded,
becomes distinctly uncomfortable in
the face of love-wielding radicals.
Simon, however, talks with genuine
warmth and his belief and experience
in the capability of humankind to
cohabit so peacefully is uplifting.
When I questioned the realism of his
approach as a long-term lifestyle he
was full of nothing but success stories:
“I do know families involved in the
freegan movement. Does it work? Yeah
I think it does. It works for everybody,
it’s just about doing things out of love
and sharing, which I think you can do
that just as easily as a family unit. Most
freegan families I’ve met do home
school their kids, but I know freegan
families whose kids go to normal
school too.”

Simon’s freegan lifestyle involves
real dedication to his community and,
he argues, it provides equality of
opportunity giving people the time and
support they need to develop their own
skills: “A good thing about the freegan
lifestyle is that, because you’re not
spending your day making money
you’ve got a lot of time to learn. So
there’s nothing stopping people learn-
ing these skills and because we share
and we live together it’s easier to learn.
There’s more time when you’re not
pressed to meet deadlines.”

On the whole, freegans like Simon

are hard to count. Their limited socie-
tal presence, non-rent or taxpaying,
home schooled and self-sufficient,
means they are somewhat elusive, so
it’s difficult to quantify the success of
such communities. Simon’s non-trade
principle, for example, seems very diffi-
cult to commit to on a large scale in
light of humans’ very natural tenden-
cies towards property and exchange.

“No trade and nomoney are differ-
ent things,” says Alice, “You can still
have trade without money. I guess ide-
ally it would be great if there was no
money but I think it’s ok to trade stuff.”
Alice does see space for non-monetary
systems in current society though. “On
a local level, some cities have schemes
where they swap vegetables for other
things. So you can earn local currency
by doing a job for someone.”

Even with ambitions of being a
lawyer Alice sees no problem with con-
tinuing with waste reclamation; she too
even knows families who have contin-
ued skipping and other freegan pur-
suits. She is, however, slightly hesitant
about living in a freegan community: “I
would possibly consider it, I don’t know
if it would be compatible with being a
lawyer though. I’m not sure really. The
work that I want to do is more about
because I want to help people. I’d love
it if I could do it for free because I want
to do legal aid and work that there’s
hardly any funding for. If I was able to
do that for free by living an entirely
freegan lifestyle I guess that would be
ideal. I mean doing work for free in the
hope that other people will do the same
is nice but…slightly not realistic. The
real problem (with freeganism) is it’s
not an ideal solution because not every-
one can live in this way. It’s based on a
wasteful society and that’s not an ideal.”

Alice continues to use freeganism
to protest against waste, and her career
ambitions set her apart from self-con-
tained freegan communities. A current
project she is working on is organised
redistribution with her local
Sainsbury’s: “I’ve been trying to set
something up because Sainsbury’s have
agreed to give food waste to homeless
people. The difficulty has been finding
a venue (for distribution) but I think
we’re going to manage to set it up.” The
benefit of redistribution of commercial
waste is a particularly salient point
when you consider that household rub-

bish makes up only 10% of the UK’s
waste.

The philosophys associated with
freeganism attract both criticism and
praise. Speaking to York students Sarah
and James, both 20, I got a sense of
respect for the underlying principle but
cynicism with regards to it’s long term
success. Both Sarah and James have
been skipping a few times as students,
and are friends with several self-con-
fessed ‘anarchists’: “It’s like there are
two different kinds of freegans,” says
James, “The selfish kind and the chari-
table kind.” James and Sarah agree with
the statement against waste made by
skipping but are doubtful about how
genuinely charitable or political some
‘skippers’ are.

Freeganism has only been periph-
eral to Sarah and James’ lives. Most of
their skipping companions have gradu-
ated now, and due to a combination of
increased ‘real-life’ commitments like
jobs and partners and increased super-
market security, by and large they have
left their freegan ways behind: “It’s
quite depressing really,” says James: “I
don’t think any of them are squatting
anymore. They leave, they get a job in a
call centre…” muses Sarah, “But I guess
it seems a lot easier when you’re still a
student with a loan and financial sup-
port.”

Sarah and James do consider the
impact of their waste on the environ-
ment, but they are very aware of the
implications of a freegan lifestyle. For
them a human’s natural desire for prop-
erty is disrupted by the more extreme
freegan philosophies and the outcome
is confusing: “It’s like, you ‘liberate’
some cake from the bins,” says Sarah,
“But you still want it to be yours,
because if you get back and one of your
freegan friends steals your cake you’d be
like – that’s my cake!” And on that
sweet note, according to a 2008 article,
86,000 tonnes of cakes and puddings
are thrown away every year in the UK.

Despite any doubts surrounding
freeganism the problem of waste is
undeniable. The statistics are every-
where and they are grotesque.
According to a 2007 article by the
National Environment Officers
Network, the UK alone disposes of 7
million more tonnes of waste per year
than any other European country.
Pockets of hope are provided by some
dedicated freegan individuals, such as
Alice, whose efforts have the potential
to prompt real change. There is clearly
something worth considering, hippy
environmentalist or otherwise.

“The term ‘freegan’ is more than an
image” says Simon, “There are hippyish
freegans but there are also a lot of free-
gans I know that look straight. It’s
about self-discipline.” M

“I do know families involved in
the freegan movement. Does it
work? I think it does. It’s about
doing things out of love.”
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Though Theo is associated with
the London nightlife circle that found
its spiritual home in Boombox and was
promoted aggressively in the capital’s
press outlets, he is quick to dispel any
notion of the pretension often attached
to this apparent clique by media por-
trayals. He praises Scottee, fellow per-
formance artist, as his ‘other mother’,
and claims that his alter ego ‘The-O’,
was “a complete joke, it came from
someone reading my name wrong.”

Reflecting on his young but event-
ful career, Theo recognises the capital
as a source of constant inspiration:
“London is my home. It’s my friends’
home. It is the greatest city in the
world. I may walk down the street and
get threatened with a knife. But I also
can walk down the street and find peo-
ple dancing. Living in London is truly
living. I don’t want an easy life! I want
to be inspired by people. And there are
a hell of a lot of freaks in this town!”
Theo’s brazen success typifies the
London trend of an increasingly young
artistic community gaining press atten-
tion through hyper-real urbanism. M
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T
heo Adams’ performances are
cacophonous, impactful and
provocative statements that
operate in a constant fluctua-

tion between emotional extremities.
Photographs of his artistic endeavours
– dripping with paint, glitter and
blood, face obscured – are frightening.
The idea that this image is somehow
artificial or unreal is shattered by the
images of his everyday life – teeth
braced, lips curled, dressed sparsely in
chaotic charity shop finds from North
London. A darling of Youth culture
rags at just nineteen years of age, his
performances evidence a complex psy-
chology that he talks about with blunt
honesty.

His early years appear unbound by
any socially imposed gender restric-
tion: A look at Theo’s Myspace profile
reveals a pre-adolescent Theo comfort-
able in female ensembles. “I never real-
ly believed it to be experimentation
when I was very young. I don't really
think I was aware that I was a bit
weird. I thought everyone wore ball
gowns and performed to show tunes.”

This innocence evaporated, however,
upon enrolling in secondary school,
where Theo “only lasted 2 years, and
barley attended. It was just not really
the right environment for me to be in
as you can imagine. I have always been
stubborn. I didn't like it and although
my parents wanted me to go there they
had no real choice but to let me leave.”
After plentiful ‘social conflict’, Theo left
the formal education system in Year 10,
at which point he began performing.

Despite this, his performances and
experiments with sound are littered
with myriad references to both pop cul-
ture and academia. “I don't believe
high and low culture exist. It’s just cul-
ture in my mind,” he maintains. Celine
Dion merges with a Judith Butler

Clockwise from
main: Greatest
Performance of
My Life at
Union Gallery,
Theo mid-per-
formance,
There's Nothing
I Wouldn't Do -
Video Shoot,
glittered Theo,
Make it
Happen.

“I think what I do is hugely
optimistic and cathartic to both
the audience and myself. I want
to have expanded their mind.”

Liam O’Brien interviews controversial
performance artist Theo Adams
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monologue questioning the ostensible
norms of masculinity. “I guess the label
I would attach myself to would be
‘queer’. I read quite a lot on queer theo-
ry. I truly believe gender is fluid. I am of
the male sex but my gender is com-
pletely fluid. I don't see myself as mas-
culine or feminine and I don't see those
things as important. If I want to wear a
pair of heels it’s because I like the way
they look, not because I want to look
like a ‘woman’. It’s hard for a lot of peo-
ple to understand but I have always felt
like this and I guess it gives me a lot of
freedom to do things.”

Theo’s message to the audience is
conveyed via brutal bodily interpreta-
tions of pure joy and pure anxiety, the
nature of which has alarmed some
onlookers: “My performances are about
celebration of the body and soul. I
think what I do is hugely optimistic,
and cathartic to both the audience and
myself. My aesthetic can be quite dark
but out of dark comes light and hope-
fully that is what I bring. I think I may
have scared people, but hopefully have
I’ve expanded their comfort zone and

mind.” This is optimism dressed in sud-
den, violent movements and crazed
howling: “When I perform I usually
wear as little as possible to highlight
the movement aspect. I will just wear a
pair of flesh tone tights. The move-
ment, sound and atmosphere are the
important things. I think all perform-
ance is provocative, and I want people
to be affected by what I do. The per-
formances take lots of planning, espe-
cially now that I have live musicians
and dancers. However, the movement
and actual ‘performance’ is almost
entirely improvised. I think that, for
me, full rehearsal would be almost
pointless. I barely remember what I do
on stage, I am in another zone and it
keeps things fresh for me. I am, howev-
er, interested in choreography and am
exploring it more and more.” 

The addition of other performers
and photographers to his acts is a by-
product of a continuing rise in popular-
ity in both London and international
scenes, yet one wonders whether a cast
of other people distracts from deeply
personal performances so reliant on

one central vision. Having performed
ensemble at the Tate Britain, Theo
used a cast for the second time in
Make it Happen, in which he was
thrust into a dress, covered in red glit-
ter and sang Lena Zavaroni’s ‘Going
Nowhere’, all in an abandoned
Peckham car park.

His experience of sharing his
ideas with others has been resound-
ingly positive: “I have been lucky
enough to find people that are incredi-
bly open minded and understand
where I am coming from. What I do is
deeply personal but there is no reason
why others can't enter my world. I'm
very privileged to have found some of
those people.” In terms of his own
development and career trajectory,
Make it Happen was a particularly sig-
nificant and transformative occasion.
“Every performance has been impor-
tant on some level. However, Make it
Happen expanded what I did hugely. I
had to organise everything from the
sound to the sweeping of the floors. It
was the first time I was really given the
chance to do anything; I didn't feel

there were any restrictions whatsoever.
I guess it may be because it was so
recent, but it does feel like a new chap-
ter in what I do. I always think big.”

Head half-shaved, lips chapped
and blistered, body often collapsed on
the floor – it is clear that the physicali-
ty of the work takes its toll. In Roisin
Murphy’s Movie Star video Theo’s face
begins covered in a textured red make-
up in a striking look reminiscent of
Marc Quinn’s Self sculpture. This
make-up is then ripped and dragged off
by hand in lunatic style. Theo is sure,
however, that he doesn’t “really see
tearing the make-up as self destructive.
I put my body through a lot, but I like
the idea of the facade and it being

ripped away”.
Through these performances, he

has garnered an impressive list of
famous admirers, even doing an adver-
tising campaign for Alexander
McQueen. “It involved doing a photo
shoot with my sister's boyfriend about
an hour before it was supposed to be
given to the McQueen people and me
completely staining the clothes with
greasepaint. Little did I know that it
would be used on billboards around
the world. I was 20ft tall in Times
Square apparently. All rather odd. Not
really that important to me though.” 

Theo completely denies that his
work was constructed for or is a viable
outlet for commercial endeavours. “I
did that for the experience and a bit of
fun. I have no desire to sell clothes to
people though. It's definitely not what
I'm interested in. I don't see that as
part of my work. I don’t have much to
offer people that want to make money.
Performance art is definitely not where
the big bucks are. I do what I do for
love and to express myself. I don’t do it
for any other reason.”

“Head half-shaved, lips
chapped and blistered, body
often collapsed on the floor -
the physicality takes its toll.”

Tell me that 
I’m crazy
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Anarchist flags aren’t usually
found in Mayfair. It’s embassy
territory, home to foreign digni-

taries and overshadowed by the
almighty US Embassy, crowned by a
golden eagle perched on the roof. The
area is patrolled by police officers with
tactical-scope equipped machine guns.
Local showrooms sell £100,000 plus
Chevrolet, Corvette and Aston Martin
sports cars, and estate agents will sell
you a country house in the swankier
parts of Surrey for a small fortune. The
barmen wear tuxedos and the door
men wear top hats. In the world of
Monopoly, Mayfair is the place to own a
house. Yet for a brief while, amongst
the Mayfair millionaires, a squat was
added to the board.

The Mayfair squat was started in
October after its current residents had
patiently watched the building for six
months. When I arrive to ‘squat’ for the
night at 18 Grosvenor Street, a £6.25
million grade II listed townhouse, I am
unsure what to expect. Even more
intriguing than its location, the town-
house’s new anarchistic flag has been
raised by an art collective of students
and ‘young people’. The youth of the
new energy that has swept through the
building betrays itself in places;
Beyonce lyrics in the kitchen instruct
residents to put “everything you own to
the left, to the left” of the sink. As I
arrive, someone bashes out a rendition
of Madness’ ‘It Must Be Love’ on one of
three broken pianos that stand in the
entrance hall.

Called the Da! Collective, The
Guardian labelled the new residents a
“a raggle taggle group of teenagers”.
Drinking tea out of a sugar bowl and
sitting on a DIY chair, Stephanie
Smith, one of the original members of
the collective, expresses concern over

the title. “It’s true most of us are under
25”, she says, “but when The Guardian
came there were only two teenagers
here, and they don’t live here. The aver-
age age is 21. Most of us art students or
ex-art students. We have one guy study-
ing for an MA in Philosophy. We have a
lot of older people come and use the
space - we have an established artist
using some of the space upstairs.” Tom,
another original member, agrees:
“Some people see this as alternative to
getting any old dead end job.”

The building plays various roles;
for four people it is an alternative
home, to some it is an alternative art
studio, to most it is an unconventional
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place to hang out. “There are only a
couple of us who really have nowhere to
go”, says Tom. “Other people are rent-
ing elsewhere, but they find this envi-
ronment much more exciting to work
in and hang out in. Some people work
full time and enjoy coming here, some
people are full time students and like
coming here as a communal place to
work. That’s been really encouraging.
Everyone sees this as only temporary.
So we’re just trying to enjoy it whilst it
lasts and to make the most of our time
here.”

How to ‘make the most’ of the time
is slightly ambiguous: “It’s all about
using unused urban space and the envi-
ronment to live and work in. It’s more
of an experiment in different ways of
living. A lot of it is geared around anti-
consumerism and radical politics but
it’s mostly about art.”

The six storey building, consisting
of several bathrooms, conference
rooms, ornate chandeliers and a grand
central staircase, is full of half-finished
art products. To get into the main din-
ing hall I have to duck under a half
built Trojan horse that forms the door
way between two rooms. Its
head disappears at the ceil-
ing and reappears the next
floor up. “Its kind of sym-
bolic,” Steph explains; “it’s
supposed to represent our
presence in the house.” The
plan is to have a mega-
phone attached to the
mouth, so residents
can receive house
news straight from the
horse’s mouth.
Upstairs, a fire place
has a giant papier
mache whale’s tale
protruding from its

hearth. The balcony may not be
adorned with a golden eagle, but it does
have a collection of ceramic parrots
with tinsel feathers.

Despite the Beyonce lyrics and
other tell-tale signs of immaturity, con-
versation in the house focuses more on
art and politics than celebrities and
partying. Some aspects of the house
border on the pretentious; there is a
discussion on whether destruction can
be art and countless books on anar-
chism and socialism fill the bookcases.
I find a copy of Nostradamus’ predic-
tions in a toilet. In such a free form
environment, composed of radical
young people, I suspected Big Brother-
style tantrums would be rife. “As long
people are respectful of other people’s
use of the space there isn’t a problem”,
Tom say.

The lack of hierarchy or structure
does create some problems. The base-
ment of the house remains unused and
some rooms are still without electric
power. How the use of power is paid for
has not being properly discussed. Food
preparation and cleaning up is impro-
vised when the need arises. For dinner,
I’m treated to a free vegan feast, left-
overs from a restaurant were one of
the residents works. Dessert is a sur-
prise; many of the people who visit

the building prac-
tise freeganism
(making meals
from perfectly
edible food that
has been
thrown away)
and someone
has managed
to find an
undamaged

birthday cake,
still in its box, in a skip. It’s

Art and
anarchy in
a Mayfair
mansion   
Richard Lemmer spends a weekend with
the Da! Collective in their £6 million squat,
investigating whether the mainstream
media’s portrayal tells the whole truth.

“It’s all about using unused
urban space. A lot of it is
geared around anti-con-
sumerism and radical politics.”



council has visited the site, and an
independent valuation of the property
placed its worth at £375,000 - signifi-
cantly less than the £500,000 the
council originally asked for. As for the
Mayfair house, media coverage has
caused the owners - a firm registered in
the British Virgin Island - to request
that the council evict the squatters.
Their court appearance is due on the
25th November. “We can buy some
time with technicalities. But really we
won’t have a leg to stand on,” Tom says,
with little optimism in his voice.

Considering the councils seem to
be enforcing public sentiment, Tom is
right to be apprehensive about the
Mayfair house’s prospects. The Sun’s
report on the Da! was headed “Dossers
trash 6 million mansion” - even though
The Da! is compiling a list of repairs it
has made to the house. Public com-
ments on The Daily Mail’s report
declare them “free loading parasites”.
“Kick them out and let them get a job...
fed up with keeping these layabouts...
that think its there right to sponge of
other people [sic]”, one user writes.
“It’s not like we are trying to jump the
housing queue or anything,” Tom says
in the Da!’s defence, “this place wasn’t
being used, and we’re using it. We’re
not seeing this as a housing option.”

Interestingly, no cynicism has
been directed towards the company
that left the listed building derelict.
Nor is there any anger at the council for
ignoring the building for so long. It
seems the preference is to let the build-
ing remain empty, or sell it to a profit-
driven developer. In an ideal world,
Jack Kerouac, John Steinbeck, and
Jimi Hendrix would move in to the
Mayfair squat. The artistic vibes may
have gone to my head, but surely some-
thing is better than nothing. M
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unbelievable, but the finders
swear they found it. “Lots of people
that come here try skipping or
reclaimed food,” Tom explains. “There
are some people that enjoy doing that,
some don’t, but there has never been
any trouble with food or anything like
that. There has been this ethos of
group building and communal help
but you are as involved as you want to
be. Maybe it’s because of the amount of
people that use the space, but there has
never been any argument about the
washing up or tidying up.”

The house may seem hippie,  but a
poster on the wall tries to impose some
order: “This House Operates A No
Drugs Policy and No Smoking Inside”,
it reads - the second command being
rather more tongue in cheek than the
first. “We don’t tolerate drug use,
because in these sorts of circumstance
it could get really out of hand,” Steph
explains.

This attitude of not letting activi-
ties cross such boundaries has been -
for the most part - warmly received by
neighbours. The house enjoys wi-fi
provided by the house’s next door
neighbours and people are free to
come and go as they please. The house
could confidently declare itself the
busiest and most inclusive building in
Mayfair. “None of us actually like living
in Mayfair. It sounds stupid but it’s not
that great for us. It’s stuffy, it’s ossified,
there’s no culture here, no night life.
There is no community. Half of these
places are owned by people who have
other residences,” Tom tells me.
Walking around the area, where tour
groups and exclusive bars form the
closest thing to a community, you can
understand what Tom means.

The Da! House hopes to follow in
the tradition of ‘social centres’ that

have stimulated radical communities
across London. The 491 Gallery in
Leytonstone, East London, managed to
secure a seven-year lease for their
gallery after making significant
improvements to the abandoned
Transport for London building. The
RampART community space in
Whitechapel offers workshops on radi-
cal politics and regularly hosts talks on
current political issues. One of the
most successful community-centres-
turned-sqauts is The Spike in
Peckham. The Spike was originally a
‘doss house’ - a state centre for unem-
ployed and homeless people. Legend
has it that George Orwell stayed in the
building. In the 1980s it was aban-

doned and was frequently used for fly-
tipping. The current occupants arrived
10 years ago, cleared the building out
and have been developing it ever since.
Now the building features a bread
oven, a wood-work centre, a spacious
gig venue, a recording studio and a
video editing suite; murals and graffiti
adorn the area. The Spike has also
recently begun to produce bio-fuel to
sell to local businesses.

There are countless other smaller
social centres dotted around the coun-
try, and there could feasibly be one in
every community. The EmptyHomes
Agency, which campaigns for aban-
doned properties to be used for and by
local communities, estimates there are
840,0000 unused sites across the
country. “I’m sure you could have
something like this - a free and open
space where people can try to have a
community - in every town. Young peo-
ple might think what we are doing is
wishy-washy but if they actually come
here they see it’s not what they may
think it is. If there were places like this
in every neighbourhood, young people
would understand it’s more about hav-
ing a space for themselves - like a youth
club,” Tom says.

It seems that young people are
not the only ones who see the work of
squatted social centres as “wishy-
washy.” RampART, The Spike and The
Da! House all face eviction by local
councils. Squatting is a civil matter
that becomes illegal only if the squat
develops into a source of crime or if the
owner of the squatted property decides
to evict the squatters. In the case of
The Spike, the local council owns the
land and want to make a tidy profit
from it - The Spike needs to raise
£450,000 if they are to keep the land.
The Spike claims no one from the

“You could have something
like this - a free and open
space where people can have a
community - in every town.”

Images: visitors
to the squat
and the various
artworks.
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As the trend for ridiculously high and
impossibly precarious heels continues
to spiral, I want to take you through a

few steps  on how to cope. Not wearing them
is not the answer - they are the best addition
to any outfit, keeping you on trend with

what’s happening on the catwalks.
Heels have never been higher. A few

years ago it was difficult to find a pair any
higher than four inches, but now six inch
heels are flying off the shelves faster than sale
time in Harrods. These shoes, with oversized
platforms, multiple gladiator straps, embel-
lished heels and some are even covered with
spikes and ‘cat claws’, are a gorgeous but dan-
gerous proposition. When I was given an
invitation to an ‘elegance in high heels’ class,
I knew things had really got out of hand. It
was an interesting experience, with a mix of
complete novices and pros looking for per-
fection. 

The class was taught by a ballet teacher,
who focused on posture and muscle tone, but
we only spent a fraction of the lesson actual-
ly in our stilettos. We were told even a few
hours a week can induce corns, calluses,
arthritis and back problems. This is some-
what worrying, as I often parade around in
mine all day and night. ‘The Gwyneth Effect’
is partly to blame, causing a surge in high
street sales of six to seven-inchers. She made

her comeback as a sexy film star in a pair of
Zanottis, finally ridding herself of that ghast-
ly yummy mummy look and was quickly
copied by those desirous of a similar image
change. Other celebrities quickly followed
suit: Madonna was photographed in a pair of
pistol heeled Chanels, which was a particu-
larly risque move given the quick moralistic
rebuttals that await anything remotely con-
noting youth gang crime. Nevertheless, I love
them, and I love the fact that designers are
having fun. To get the look, YSL, Louboutin,
Louis Vuitton, Dior and Charlotte Olympia
have all produced acrophobia-inducing
shoes this season.

On the high street, your best bet  is Zara.
Catwalk models are paid extortionate
amounts to walk well in these heels, but even
they find it no mean feat. This season at
Vivienne Westwood I watched Daisy Lowe
stomp down the catwalk in such a thunder-
ous way that it made me think I could do a
better job. And take the tumble of not one,
but three Prada models in the S/S09 Milan
show, all of whom uneasily wobbled their

way down the catwalk in sky scraper sling
backs. So here are some tips to help you glide
confidently in your shoes and give those
models a run for their money:

1. Always make the sure the shoes fit
perfectly - test ride them around the shops.
Be aware though that you are often a size
smaller in stilettos.

2. You will find walking without tights
much easier, as your skin grips to the sole of
the shoe. Often heels slip right off your foot
when wearing hosiery, so avoid if possible.  

3.Carry a pair of emergency flats; the
best and cheapest option are the authentic
ballet pumps you can buy in dance shops,
and easily fit into a slimline clutch. 

4.Land heel first and move your weight
forward very quickly. The runway walk is
hard to perfect; but if desired, imagine doing
a figure of 8 with every step, walking straight
and tall, allowing hips to move first. 

5.Look after your shoes. Having a heel
snap mid-evening can ruin your night, as can
the sole of the stiletto heel, which can often
depart from the shoe, leaving you teetering.

Knitwear: Sander, Stanic, Kane Hannah Smith

From left to
right:
Christoper
Kane, Sinha
Stanic, Sonia
Rykiel’s key
A/W07 collec-
tion, Chanel
couture

Autumn/Winter 09
ready to wear collec-
tions proved designers

to be warm-blooded human
beings too, with inspired
knitwear to comfort against
winter’s icy bite. Knitwear
exists as both exciting catwalk
constructs and the faithful friend
in our wardrobes. 

Christpher Kane adorned
knits with sparkling jewelled
embellishment. Giles also took
knitwear out of dreary, rural
English farms, adding evening
glamour with chiffon and sequins.
In contrast to winter’s sombre,

muted shades of black, grey
and white, a kaleidoscopic
array of colours was encour-
aged by others such as
Kenzo, where designs draw
upon nature at its most beauti-
fully vibrant. The theme was
reviewed in Westwood’s ‘urban
jungle’, which saw knits with a
sense of humour, as ponchos and
cardigans were sprawled with
loud, brash  designs literally
inspired by the 8-year old eco-war-
riors in the front row of the show,
consulted during a primary school
visit during the conception stage of
her ideas.

Sinha Stanic also pre-
sented atypical winter colours
of orange and pink for their
knitwear pieces, with bold, 80s
geometric sweater dresses tap-
ping into sportswear trends, as
well as cute jumpers which
added cosy texture to bubble
skirts.

Knitwear was delivered as
luxurious, simple, high-quality
investment pieces at Missoni,
where notions of pattern were
played down to let the colour and
the classic shape speak for them-
selves.

Elsewhere, Chanel dressed

the grown-ups in adorable
cardies that complimented
Chanel’s stellar tweed, represent-
ing a prevailing traditional con-
servatism that rejects sporadic
nonsensical trends. This idea was
also evident at Jil Sander’s show,
which featured intelligently struc-
tured, architectural fine-knit
dresses with dramatic funnel
necks. D&G knitwear appeared in
twin-set form on tartan queens,
balancing messy, eclectic, layered
folkism with fur, florals, paisley,
and bells.

Paisley was also a partner to
Hermès’ knit pieces, which were

attuned to a 70s
vibe in autumnal
colours and
dynamic, dra-
matic shapes to
create kinetic
fluid movement;

accessories were not neglected, as
models were snuggled in hats and
scarves. 

Even the highstreet has
joined the celebration, offering a
plethora of choice from bags to
belts, and soft cashmere. There
really is no excuse to be without:
You do not have to sacrifice your
imagination to stay warm.

Fashion.

Sofia Redgrave
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BOOK: OLSEN TWINS
Featherweight style icons Mary-Kate and
Ashley Oslen add another asset to their
diverse career portfolio, this time with a cof-
fee table book, ‘Influence’, comprising inter-
views with 22 visionaries who have inspired
them over their 22 years in the media spot-
light. These include Christian Louboutin,
Karl Lagerfeld and Margherita Missoni, all
of whom adorn the beautiful pages alongside
unseen, inti-
mate photo-
graphs of the
girls by
renowned pho-
t o g r a p h e r
R a n k i n .
Published on
the 27th
November by
Penguin, the
volume costs £20

On the 6th of December, a unique vintage
foraging opportunity awaits when Angels
Warehouse throws open its doors to clear
out its treasures en masse. A mere £10 will
buy you an empty bag, which you simply
cram with vintage goodies; mounds of

sparkling jewels  designer
pieces from YSL and Biba,

or costumes from the
BBC and box office
films. So you could, if
you really desired,
look like an array of
characters from
Indiana Jones to Dr
Who to Ab Fab. Tis
indeed, a shopping
experience for all
those who truly love
to hunt and gather.
For more info visit
www.angelssale.com

“It was the custom of these pirates to subdue
their prey, loot their ship and bind them.”
Certainly, your eyes will be fixed on this lav-
ishly sexy display of AP underwear on scant-
ily clad models in their new campaign. In
this interactive adventure, you will stumble
drunkenly through smoky scenes of sweaty
seduction involving close-up derrieres, nip-
ple tassels and muskets as pirates oppulent-
ly feast. Helena Christensen takes centre

stage as the ‘pirate queen’
alongside It girl Alice Dellal.
The theme is inspired by
Hogarth’s ‘Rakes
Progress’, depicting the
tail of T. Rakewell, who
squanders his fortune on

luxurious living.
Check it out at
a g en t p r o v o c a -
teur.com

BOBBY CHEEKBONES
Nouse fashion introduces you to Jargon,
where we ask the London scenester folk the
questions that really matter. We
asked Bobby Cheekbones
about his philosophy on
life, the universe and
everything, a severe,
haunting and pertinent
question to which he
replied: “I’m a hot child
in the city, running wild
and looking pretty.
Someone once said to
me: ‘I think every-
one is interest-
ed... maybe
even slightly
obsessed with
you.’” Indeed,
how can one
hope to disagree?

Commerce and community
Already transfixed by the heady mixture of clothes and art at Dover Street Market,
Sofia Redgrave considers whether the new Westfield centre will be as successful

Is the new Westfield shoppingcentre in Shepherd’s Bush cool
enough, or cheap enough, to

overcome the credit crunch this
Christmas? Tessa Jowell for one
believes that this is the perfect eco-
nomic climate for Westfield to
open, welcoming a huge influx of
money to London: "When the
going gets tough, the tough go
shopping." I'm not so sure.

Costing £1.7 billion and taking
over seven years to complete,
Westfield, Europe's largest shop-
ping centre, opened on October 30.
The shopping experience finally
began with a glitzy ceremony and
100,000 visitors on its first day.
Among these were a mixture of
locals from White City estates and
Vogue fashion editors. They sipped
free champagne together and were
doubtless awed by the enormity of
Westfield, but will either of these
groups be doing their Christmas
shopping here?

Westfield does have quite a bit
to offer: From an H&M to some
slightly less obvious additions like
Inglot, a cult Australian make-up
brand. However, the valet-parking
and concierge service, whist giving
the illusion of affordable luxury,
may just be another excuse to
spend money in what could be
termed 'another glorified airport
lounge'.

Westfield has brought Bond
Street to Shepherds Bush with a
modern conceptual design, encour-
aging many world famous fashion
houses to set up shop. The Village,
a swanky salon-style space has a
very different character to the main
mall. With chandeliers and a beau-
tiful champagne bar, all reflecting
the brands it hosts, it is definitely
going for 'boutique' rather than

'Bluewater'. 
But where do the people in

pursuit of a real 'shopping experi-
ence' combined with high-end
fashion go? Dover Street Market.
Dover Street Market was founded

only three years ago by Comme Des
Garçons' Rei Kawakubo inspired
by the legendary Kensington
Market. Don't be misled by the
title: Dover Street Market bears lit-
tle resemblance to any normal

'market'. It has been described by
Kawakubo as 'beautiful chaos' and
epitomises dynamism. Similarly,
don't expect to leave with a bargain
or to barter over price: The best of
Galliano, Pierre Hardy, Junya

Watanabe, Chanel and YSL have
been cherry picked for the fashion
obsessed. A soulless warehouse has
been transformed, featuring six
floors of cutting edge fashion.
Spaces are constantly updated by
creatives who conjure up interest-
ing designs with the allocated
space. Pop-up shops feel more like
art installations than boutiques;
sloping floors, stuffed animals,
shocking props and portaloos
adorn the space. One installation
looked remarkably like Tracy
Emin's 'My Bed', the next a scene
from an alternative farmyard.

Retail is presented in a whole
new light; as well as a place to
shop, the market works as a gallery
space, playing host to competitions
and design retrospectives. There is
absolutely no sense of airport
lounge here and those with the
money to shop at Westfield's
Village should give this stylish
alternative a go.

And for those of us with limit-
ed funds who still want a level of
luxury and fashion? Try outlet
shopping at Bicester Village and
York's Designer Outlet Village.
This fashion is last season's, but
don't be put off, it’s often indiscer-
nale from the hottest current
trends.

Bicester, just outside Oxford,
is home to  brands such as Dior,
Burberry, Jaeger, Thomas Pink,
Zadig Voltaire, Mulberry, Myla,
Wolford and Links of London. So
when you are thinking of doing
your christmas shopping this year,
ensure that you make a day trip to
an outlet village and, with dis-
counts of up to 70%, your friends
and family will be wondering how
you beat the credit crunch this
Christmas.

Main Image: Westfield shopping Centre; Bottom left: Dover Street Market; Bottom Right: York designer outlet

Ones to watch Hannah Smith
HEADS UP:VINTAGE SALE CAMPAIGN: PROVOCATEUR

Jargon
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Dubbed the ‘Turner Prize of the
North’, this prestigious exhibition,
now in its second year, is one of the
newest highlights to the contempo-
rary art calendar. Four up-and-
coming artists are selected by a
panel of judges, and their work  is
subsequently erected in the Leeds
Art Gallery until January when an
overall winner is selected. The
prize is £16,500, in addition to
recognition and acclaim by the
public and some of the biggest pio-
neers of British Modern Art.  

The director of the award,
Pippa Hale, wants to prove that “it
is possible to sustain a creative and
relevant practice in the regions
whilst engaging with a global art
world.” The calibre of the work of
the four artists and the worldwide
success they are achieving certainly
proves her to be correct. The show
has put Leeds on the map; interna-
tional names from the art world
flocked around the installations on
display.

The first nominee, Clare
Charney, focuses her work upon
our nation’s ignorance of other cul-
tures. Speaking to an audience in a
language she does not compre-
hend, and delivering a speech
which she had not prepared her-
self, she removes herself from the
pride of our own culture and shifts
herself into a position of unease.
The recorded demonstrations were
highly engaging, as the viewer
empathises with the artist’s own
lack of comprehension. Her other
pieces, however, were somewhat
ambiguous. Photographs of people
lying in the snow in amusing posi-
tions did not seem to provoke a
direct reponse from the public.

Richard Forster provided an
interesting amalgamation of differ-

ent artistic mediums, combining a
sculpturally idyllic housing block
with minute, beautifully accurate
drawings of seascapes and nudes.
He contrasted practical urban art
with delicate natural images. The
artist’s work aims to examine
‘meanings and contingencies’ from
different medias.  

According to the artist, “each
one has a baggage, a set of mean-
ings, properties, a semiotic, and I
am trying to fuse a new set of rela-
tionships between them.” The
fusion of media enabled a contrast
of urban and natural beauty.  There
is no solid meaning behind either
artwork, instead a variety of inter-
pretations are imposed upon the
pieces, the choice is left entirely to
the beholder.  Forster breaks with
traditional and encourages new
perceptions.

The third artist, Imogen
Stidworthy offered me sheer confu-
sion.  The aesthetic of the large
screen, the room-dominating
audio curve and the flashing letters
was visually effective,  did not come
across conceptually as it possibly
did when conceived.   The
‘labyrinth’ of sound and graphics
was focused around language
learning and its effective commu-
nication.  I confess I remained a lit-
tle ‘lost in translation’.

Paul Rooney’s films, however,
spoke volumes.  His work cannot
be skimmed past, you are obliged
to stop walking and sit in a
reserved area for his films.  The
most striking was the ‘Lost High
Street’, which features the narrative
of a tour guide in Edinburgh as he
describes the city and its signifi-
cance in his life.  As the story pro-
gresses he realises that he is stuck
in a time-loop, forced to circulate

the bus’ route as he has failed to
escape his memories.  He is merely
a fragment of his own imagination;
he no longer exists in our time.  

Rooney’s work gives a voice to
those who we would not usually
consider.  ‘Anybody can be interest-
ing’ states the artist.  His artwork
aims to collaborate different ideas,
ones which wouldn’t typically be
thought of together, and ‘mould
them’ to unity.  His ideas are inter-
esting and engaging because they
deal with diverse topics in an
unconventional manner.  The artist
intends his work to be ‘rich in
meaning’ and it certainly is. It is
refreshing to drift into a world
within film so very removed from
our own.

The exhibition probes and
pushes perceptions on the admit-
tedly clichéd, yet pertinent ques-
tion, ‘what is art?’ Today the artistic
world revolves around multi-media
platforms and has strayed far away
from the Sistine Chapel.  Talent is
not restricted to manual ability;
instead it often relies soley upon
the impact with which a concept is
presented to an audience. The
Northern Art Prize is meant to
enable members of the surround-
ing communities to appreciate
pieces which are often only dis-
played in London. Yet some cre-
ations were isolating, proving diffi-
cult to understand.  That said, both
male artists presented challenging
ideas which were clearly delivered
to the audience.  Indeed if the crit-
erai for judging is based upon qual-
ity, accessible artworks, I feel the
reward should be handed to Paul
Rooney for his innovative films.

On display at Leeds Art
Gallery until 1st February 2009.

Beth Ridley attends The Northern Art Prize at the
Leeds Art Gallery and apprasies the new works
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ARTS.

Ruma Islam, Mark Lecky, Goshka
Macuga and Cathy Wilkes. An unpre-
possessing list of four names; yet this

is the 2008 Turner Prize short list. I hadn’t
heard of them either.

The Turner Prize is a controversial

annual award, bestowed by The Tate. Four of
the most innovative and experimental British
artists under the age of 50 are shortlisted.  A
Panel of four judges picks the winner.

Stephen Deuchar, Director of the Tate
Britain and Chairman of the Turner Prize
believes “the prize has been important for the
appreciation, understanding and engage-
ment of contemporary art for the British
Public. In the 80s people didn’t really under-
stand what contemporary art was about, it
was alien and threatening, an incomprehen-
sible force. It has played an important role in
making people feel more comfortable with
contemporary art.”

Should art be packaged and pushed
towards a mass population? Insisting the
importance of art is arguably somewhat dic-
tatorial. And has modern art become more
accessible as a result? Certainly the Turner
Prize exhibition attracts growing hordes of
visitors every year. The proportion of these
people that actually understand the artwork
is anybody’s guess, however. With media
fuelled frenzy, many simply turn up to gawp,

or out of society-induced cultural aspira-
tions.

The sensationalism surrounding the
Turner Prize is a self-perpetuating cycle.
Each year the papers are ready to pounce on
the next shocking story; transvestites, defac-
ing Goyas, cow dung, an unmade bed, a
female winner or a painter in the shortlist.
Journalists habitually deride the prize and
the artists. In 2001 Tom Parry wrote of
Martin Creed’s work, ‘The Lights Going On
and Off ’, “Take a bare white room with a light
switching on and off and what have you got?
A Turner Prize winner.” Even Kim Howells,
Arts Minister in 2002, snubbed the nominat-
ed artworks, describing them as "cold,
mechanical, conceptual bullshit." 

With such controversy it is hardly sur-
prising that opposing prizes have been estab-
lished, such as the Anti-Turner Prize, the
Stuckists and the Turnip Prize, to name but a
few. 

Perhaps the Turner Prize has achieved
its goal, and the British public do feel more
“comfortable” with contemporary art.

However, comfort does not always equal
knowledge, appreciation or respect. Maybe
this familiarity has simply given Britain the
strength to  ridicule an alien modern entity.

This year the Turner Prize has no corpo-
rate sponsor, since the likes of Channel 4 and
Gordon’s Gin removed their funding. The
winner will be awarded £25,000 and the
nominees £5,000 each. The Tate is funding
this though their membership scheme. With
public funding paying for the prize, perhaps
Britain should choose their winner this year?
Moreover, possibly the decline in interest for
corporate sponsorship highlights the
ambivalence felt towards this stale prize.
Deuchar believes otherwise, blaming the
contentious reputation of the award.

Violent responses to the Turner Prize’s
selection of art are not out of the question. It
appears we are still learning from the legacy
of our art history how to fully appreciate
artists producing  work in our present envi-
ronment. Art is subjective and inherently
polemic; disparaging the Turner Prize proves
that there is no demise, only great debate.

Antonia Shaw
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PRODUCTION: DEATH OF A 
SALESMAN

VENUE: YORK THEATRE ROYAL
REVIEW: EMMA RUDECK
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Belt Up (Nothing to See/Hear) has
staged a nightmarish play. ‘The
Pitchfork Disney’ by Philip Ridely
delves into a myriad of human fears.
From juvenile qualms of wild dogs and
strangers in pursuit, to darker worries
of sexual abuse and murder, this play
was not for the faint hearted.

The Drama Barn was transformed
into the dingy home of Presley and
Haley Stray. Chocolate wrappers
strewn everywhere. The Stray twins
live off memories and chocolate, pos-
sessing an incredible innocence and
sharing fears typical to all children.
Only they are not children, they are 28. 

Cosmo Disney, played by Spencer

Arthur Miller’s play, ‘Death of a
Salesman’, portrays Willy Loman, a
travelling salesman who’s disillusioned
with life. Through a series of flash-
backs, the audience glimpses Willy’s
past and his loosening grip on reality. 

Willy has been brought to the
brink by the cruel capitalist system.
George Costigan’s performance in
the lead role is compelling. There are
occasional slips in his intensity, how-
ever they add to the characterisation.

The cast are believable in their
roles. Joseph Rye’s performance as
Biff stood out. Kieran Hill as his
brother, Happy, was not as convinc-
ing, lacking Rye’s stage presence.

Eileen O’Brien as Linda, Willy’s long-
suffering wife, displayed the strength of
a woman who has remained steadfast
against strong adversity. 

An impressive set conveys the
restrictive confines of the Loman resi-
dence, comprising two sliding plat-
forms and a large poster acting as a
backdrop, displaying an idolised
America. The platforms lose their
effectiveness as more action takes place
outside the family home. The constant
mechanical shuffling restricted the
flow of the performance. In particular,
Willy’s slips from reality to memory
become more jarred and less plausible.  

Damien Cruden, director, relied
on Miller’s original staging. In doing so,
Cruden was able to focus on the real
issues that are raised. The result is a
convincing, touching and stellar  pro-
duction. 

Death of a Salesman is showing at
the York Theatre Royal until November
29.  

Geoff Currie interviews the curator of Tate Modern’s Rothko exhibition, exploring
the artist’s aesthetic and his constant communication with the public audience

suspense; it is a space where
one is lost and found.” 

Rothko was always aware
of the viewer. For him painting
was an act of communication, a
transaction taking place.”
Indeed considered curation of
this exhibition has ensured the
works are elementally interac-
tive, engaging and enveloping
the viewer.  

No5, in particular, is an
abyss. The murky black, diffi-
cult to discern from the
maroon, creates a mysterious
visual conundrum. Perception
jumps from depth of the
columns in the dark back-
ground to the fiery red fore-
ground and its wispy, oily,

manic strokes. Simultaneously,
the red foreground plays with
the darkness of the back-
ground; at times subverting it
with heavy bright flickers of
impasto. The image is full of
movement.

Some works are reminis-
cent of action painting, but the
canvases are too vast to capture
this dynamism in one glance.
The works force the viewer to
stand back, but then all but the
strongest nuances are lost.  

Other paintings seem to
wrap around you, enticing the
viewer to dive into their limit-
less depths; yet these works
have the capacity to transform
into aggressive overbearing
objects.

Living in the era of pop art,
Rothko was able to achieve his
own vision. His brush strokes,
though created with a large
industrial paintbrush, have an
elegant and complex rhythm,
leaving visable drips of paint. It
is almost possible to imagine
him working feverishly in front

of the canvas. 
Arguably, the stocked view

of modern art and the complex
theory and self-consciousness
associated with it has the
capacity to repel many, yet this
doesn’t strike true with a
Rothko. Borchardt-Hume
states, “with Rothko, the room
works on the viewer in an intu-
itive manner. The paintings are
like blank screens onto which
you can project. Looking pro-
vokes a heightened sense of
self-awareness. That is what
makes it very accessible, you
need only be human.” 

Rothko’s paintings are not
purely contemplative. They are
alive, awake and aware of their
power. They drag us from slum-
ber into visceral, poignant real-
ity, making the viewer concious
of their presence. They speak
challengingly to their audience:
“Here you are. Now what are
you going to do about it?”

Rothko shown at the Tate
Modern untill 1st Feburary.

Left: 
Rothko 
Red on Maroon
Mural Section 2
1959, Tate.
Right:
Rothko 
Black on Maroon
Mural, Section 3
1959, Tate

© 1998 by Kate
Rothko Prizel and
Christopher
Rothko 

Rothko’s Seagram Murals

Mark Rothko’s abstract paint-
ings have invaded the Tate
Modern. His enormous mes-
merising canvases, depicting
blurred rectangular colour
fields, cover the walls of their
latest blockbuster show.

This exhibition is the first
major display of Rothko’s work
in the UK for over 20 years. It
reunites for the first time the
Tate Modern’s celebrated
Seagram Mural series;
reassembling works that have
since been resident in Tokyo,
Japan and Washington D.C.
Other series from his later
years, such as his Black-Form
paintings and his last series of
Black on Grey paintings are
also on show.

The Tate Modern houses
nine of the Seagram Murals in
its permanent collection.
Originally commissioned in the
60s by the Four Seasons restau-
rant in Manhattan, Rothko
famously repudiated this and
donated them to the Tate. The
rejection of this weighty and

lucrative assignment perhaps
signifies his awareness of the
dangers of popularised art. 

Tragically, his donation
arrived at the gallery the same
day that Rothko’s assistant
found his body. He was lying on
his studio floor, surrounded by
a sea of blood. At the age of 66
he committed suicide, overdos-
ing on anti-depressants and
slicing his forearms. 

The room the Seagram
Murals have been allocated for
the exhibition is testament to
the grand scale of these works.
They command the space and
speak to the viewer, inviting one
to become lost in the spiritual-
istic environment created by
these large-scale paintings. 

Achim Borchardt-Hume,
the Curator of the exhibition
explains: “The Seagram room
at the Tate Modern offers peo-
ple a space that is quite hard to
come by. The world is about
stimuli and you are expected to
react, to choose what you want.
This room gives a moment of

“Mark Rothko was always
aware of the viewer. For
him, painting was an act
of communication.”

Arts Reviews
PRODUCTION:THE PITCHFORK 

DISNEY
VENUE: DRAMA BARN
REVIEW: EMMA LAWS
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Elliot, is peculiarly confident and
immaculate, the antithesis of the
Strays. When Presley welcomes Cosmo
into the dirty home, the twins’ worst
fears become reality.

The intuitive direction of Dominic
Allen, brought a difficult script to life.
Lucy Farrett was enthralling as Haley,
achieving an incredible childlike physi-
cality. Marcus Emerton’s uncanny into-
nations, in his role as Presley, flawless-
ly transformed a young man into a
child. 

Tom Ellis embodied fear in
the final scenes as Pitchfork.
Mute and stumbling, impris-
oned in his costume, he present-
ed a terrifying image. 

Moments of perfectly
timed comedy offer breaks
within the tension. It was a fas-
cinating and challenging script
staged in an innovative fash-
ion. However, this is not
light entertainment. 

www.ey.com/uk/careers
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Music, like politics, is one of those
interests in which those that are
interested in it find those that are

not entirely baffling. It’s not just a hobby, it’s
crucial to who you are, who want to be and
how you want people to perceive you. Show

me a goth that professes to like Abba and I'll
show you a liar. Although few people say they
have no opinion at all in either field, many
display a level of apathy which is not far off.
'A bit of everything' and 'What's it got to do
with me?' both indicate a sense of indiffer-
ence that will initiate feelings of shock and
brash evangelism from both music-lover and
the politics enthusiast alike. 

Like politics, many people profess to be
open-minded, yet when pushed display par-
tisan or downright reactionary opinions.
Suddenly, the person who was previously a
benign Times reader (good crossword)/Bob
Marley listener (pretty relaxing, vaguely inof-
fensive) metamorphoses into your very own
household Bernard Manning. Like a bit of
casual racism over the breakfast table, on
hearing of some glaring musical judgement,
one tends to grit one’s teeth and hope
Bernard will disappear and the crossword
will be resumed. Being a fan of Michael
Howard or Wings doesn't make you a bad
person, but it does indicate a level of defiance
that is pretty perplexing to a sizeable amount

of our contemporaries. 
So this is my plea: if the Americans can

vote Obama, surely we can lose some of our
musical apathy and ditch some of the saccha-
rine R'n'B? As with politics, even though
some people's opinions outrage and infuriate
me, I don't think there's anything more
deflating than apathy breeding low expecta-
tion. The great thing about both politics and
music is by entering into it you feel part of a
group - you've made the effort (to buy the
cd/go to the gig/vote, whatever) and at best
it's positively life affirming. You want to see
some Post-emo-nu-core? Fine; it's got to be
more satisfying than the £30 that disap-
peared last Tuesday at Tru.

Obviously, we don't go to the York clubs
for the music, barring perhaps the 2% who
really like 'Summer of 69' (sorry, y'all but I'm
branding you as the musical equivalent of
UKIP), and fair enough. But next
Wednesday, why not ditch the heady combo
of 5 bottles of Lambrini and Ziggy's, and go
for the 2 bottles of Lambrini and music you
care about combo? You might not pull that

neon-encrusted whatever-soc from Alcuin,
but it's pleasures might be a bit less tran-
sient...and the Americans voted in Obama - I
mean, come on. 

The inevitable claims of musical elitism
that often stem from a position like this are,
unfortunately, impossible to prove demon-
strably wrong – and to wheel out the much
abused cliché, ‘beauty is in the eye of the
beholder’. I suppose I don’t really dislike all
those Bryan Adam fans, it just that, as with
all those Michael Howard advocates, there
appears to be something genetically hard-
wired in me which will forever preclude any
empathy I may have for such people’s opin-
ions. 

So this Wednesday (due to my searing
analysis, understanding, etc.) , I’m going to
be doing the musical equivalent of voting for
Ralph Nader – I’m going to Ziggy’s for the
cheese, but doing it only to appreciate
Bryan’s subtle messages behind the lyrics. Or
perhaps it’s because I can’t be arsed to travel
to Leeds and actually, truth be told, I kinda
like 5ive.

Tom Killingbeck looks at the roots of New York’s current DIY Indie scene
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of the time – step forward Nick Zedd and
Richard Kern. Thus a cocktail of anti-culture
was anti-cultivated in the backstreets of
NYC – with lyrics and music videos referenc-
ing the Manson murders, pornography, vio-
lence and surrealism. Such subject matter
led to little, if any, mainstream coverage. But

1978 drifts into 1981. Punk is dead. Disco
and New Wave rule the airwaves. Haircuts
reign over music. Reagan-fuelled paranoia
sweeps America. Meltdown. But one thing
stays true – underground rock ‘n roll. Art,
film and music combine in a transgressive
‘scene’ that scorches the underbelly of NYC –
No Wave. Sonic Youth, DNA, Mars, Teenage
Jesus and the Jerks, James Chance and the
Contortions – these were the bands stabbing
the left brain of the USA with their angular
guitars, noise overdrive, and messed up lyri-
cals. After all the pop punk legends of
CBGBs (Ramones, Blondie, and Television)
had either sold out or imploded, what was
left were some of the most twisted DIY
bands ever committed to the Rock ‘n Roll
Hall of Infamy. 

But while these bands were basically
ignored at the time of their unholy concep-
tion, a new crop of uber-cool NYC kids are
taking what these godfathers and godmoth-
ers did and kicking it into the mainstream.

No Wave’s principles were always clear
from the start – strip rock ‘n roll down to its
visceral basics, and aim for the jugular.
Super-fundamental punk chords and dirty
rhythm ‘n blues basslines collided with
screaming vocals and, in some cases, wild,
reeling, jazzy sax. These art freaks weren’t
afraid to go atonal, chugging out their repet-
itive rhythms whilst sacrificing melody for
texture. In contrast to the glossy, overpro-
duced, squeaky clean pop of the day, nothing
could seem more anti-music than this. It was
as if LaMonte Young had risen from the
grave and infected the hip punk crowd zom-
bie-style.

Accompanying these crazy assed punk
diatribes were wigged out cinematic shorts
courtesy of the more disturbing video artists

No Wave stood tall as an example of an
entire music scene being born and commit-
ted to legend despite its uncompromising
stance.

No Wave died a lonely, monochrome
death in the mid-Eighties, exhausted quickly
as only a genre that explodes so brilliantly

“1978 drifts into 1981.
Punk is dead. Disco
and New Wave rule
the airways.”

can. Brian Eno once said that even though
hardly anyone bought a Velvet Underground
album, almost everyone who did formed
their own band. The same applies to No
Wave – as soon as it died, its ashes fell on a
new generation of anti-heroes. Throughout
the 80s, bands like Big Black, Butthole
Surfers and Helmet kept No Wave’s aggres-
sive and uncompromising flame a burnin’.
But in the hip-hop and grunge dominated
90s, the harsh art of those NYC kids seemed
to fade from memory, until no-one knew
what the hell New Wave was, let alone it’s
evil twin. Fast-forward to now, and No Wave
is back whether you know it or not. In fact,
most of those cool NYC bands that the good
ol’ NME was telling you about have probably
plundered the Holy Tomb of No Wave. Its
sound lurks in the noise-rock guitars of the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, in the DIY attitude of
Black Dice. It lingers on the street corners
with A.R.E. Weapons and dances with the
gypsy collective Gogol Bordello. 

NYC rock is big again – MGMT, a cou-
ple of college friends who started a DIY
psych band as a joke made the biggest song
of the summer, ‘Time to Pretend’. Vampire
Weekend made an LP of perfect campus
afro-pop. Les Savy Fav played some of the
most fun gigs of the year and A Place to Bury
Strangers are the new band of the moment.
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, the trio who jump-started
the new cool school of NYC punk are ready-
ing a new album. But would those No Wave
pioneers be proud of the state of the scene
they were so integral in creating? I’d guess
not. I can’t imagine Lydia Lunch (pictured) ,
fearsome frontgirl of Teenage Jesus being
happy with NYC rock going mainstream. 

These new bands don’t treat their No
Wave influence as an instigation to make
primal, transgressive music, to scorch the
eyes and ears of America and never compro-
mise their art - they use it to ally themselves
with a scene that retrospectively seems the
height of ‘cool’. What those No Wave progen-
itors are waiting for is a band that can cast
convention aside, truly capture that aesthet-
ic of originality, anti-musicality and use art
as a weapon without restraint. We can only
wait in hope.

Music.

Isaac Hewlings



Soaring sounds filled the
Jack Lyons Concert Hall as
members of The London
Sinfonietta presented a well-
balanced and varied pro-
gramme of contemporary
works for flute, harp, viola
and piano.

The evening began with
a very sensitive performance
of Toru Takemitsu's 'And
Then I Knew T'was Wind',
followed by Emily Hall's
'Join', a work with real
impact and immediacy
which captivated the audi-
ence. Benjamin Britten's
'Lachrymae' for viola and
piano concluded the first half
and was performed by violist
Paul Silverthorne with beau-
ty and grace.

The pianist's sensitive
accompaniment added to the
moving performance – the
two musicians played very
well together, acutely sensi-
tive of each other’s lines.
Indeed, the entire evening
boasted an excellent sense of

ensemble and communica-
tion between the players.

The second half opened
with a technically assured
performance of Olivier
Messiaen's 'Le Merle Noir'
for flute and piano. Flautist
Karen Jones negotiated pas-
sages of extreme technical
difficulty with ease. Harpist
Helen Jones' performance of
Harrison Birtwistle's 'Crowd'
skilfully demonstrated the
versatility and extraordinary
resonances of her instru-
ment, and the evening con-
cluded with a performance of
Debussy's 'Sonata for Flute,
Viola and Harp' - the high-
light of the night. The con-
trasting sonorities of the
instruments expressed beau-
ty, sorrow, reflection and
hope. The performers
received very warm applause,
and rightly so: the evening
was an inspirational, accessi-
ble and exciting showcase of
some of the great works of
the twentieth-century.
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EVENT: THE GUILLE
MOTS

VENUE: THE DUCHESS
REVIEW:MATT
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Isaac Hewlings talks to the brains behind
New Young Pony Club, Andy Spence
New Young Pony Club burst into people’s con-
sciousness last summer, touring on the NME
Indie Rave Tour along with CSS and the
Klaxons, which culminated with the release of
their Mercury-award shortlisted album
Fantastic Playroom last July. 

The easiest way to categorise them would
be as indie-electro-pop,  something that hints
at their wide range of influences, but crucially
they, ‘marry the dance ethic with the pop ethic,
and make something that you can dance to and
sing along to.’ The eminently enjoyable ‘Ice
Cream’ is a shining example of this happy
union. Along with their dangerously infectious
sound and lead-singer Tahita Bulmer’s stage
presence, they make for quite the live experi-
ence too. 

Armed with this knowledge I talked to
Andy, their guitarist. The first album, Fantastic
Playroom was shortlisted for a Mercury award
and generally recieved a good deal of critical
success, although commercially it was less
blockbusting: “Well by the time it came out all
the hype and press had us all vainly believing it
was going to be huge but originally we were just
happy that we sold 500 copies of ‘Ice Cream’ on
7. So, yes, it did much better than we had
orginally hoped or dreamed even.”

They’re back in the studio working on a
new album, although will it sound like the New
Young Pony Club we know? “No, it's not in a
similar direction - but it'll still sound like us, of
course,” Andy reveals. 

Due to the electro influence in their music,
various tracks such as ‘Ice Cream’ have been
extensively remixed, something which has not
been entirely welcome: “Most of them we didn't
care for and we didn't agree with but some were

great. ‘Phones Mix’ and ‘The Hooks’ remixes
were standouts for me”.

Andy talks about what’s been keeping
them occupied recently: “Well we've done some
interesting stuff this year including collaborat-
ing with lots of big names for a charity record
called ‘Consequences’ and doing a duet with up
and coming artist Cocknbullkid. I'm producing
some music for other bands but mostly we are
just writing our album. We are also DJing here
and there which is fun, it's nice to be able to
play our favourite records to people.”

Given that they also dip their toes into the
pop genre it was interesting to hear his disen-
franchisement with the bulk of chart pop, an
unorthodox move for a band such as this: “To
be honest I have given up listening to chart
music. I realised a while back that the chart
basically no longer represents the choice of peo-
ple who like music, it's for all the people who
don't really like music but still buy one or two
records a year because they read about them in
the paper. This is the mainstream, but good
music for me is now all about the niche and
there is lots and lots of that which is great.” 

They are certainly exploring the exciting
and unashamedly fun elements of the electro-
indie genre. Even the most casual of indie fans
has become used to the strip mining of the early
80s sound and so New Young Pony Club’s
emphasis on the content (such as Bulmer’s
eclectic vocals), not the trend, puts them on a
sure footing for the future.

With the rest of the Modular stable
(LadyHawke, The Presets, Van She, Shychild,
Frankmusik) all making an impact on the
music scene, things are looking good for New
Young Pony Club. 

LLaauurraa HHuulllleeyy Katy Perry -
‘Hot and Cold’: How does
one follow a hit such as 'I
Kissed a Girl'? I don't think
I'm alone in confessing I'd
written her off as one hit
wonder. I’m way out my
comfort zone, but I sense a
masterclass in 'how to do the
awkward second single'.
Even hardcore indie, dance,
or subgenre purists can
surely be ready to admit that
this is pop as it was meant to
be: vacuous, simple,
and sexy.  Try and
stop singing it. I
dare you. 

IIssaaaacc HHeewwlliinnggss Riot
in Belgium – ‘La
Musique’: the 2-
piece Australian
outfit released this
back in 2007, yet I
can’t stop listening
to it. The electro-house
genre tends to flirt with
female vocals, and usually I
hate it, but here it works. It’s
unrelenting, but courtesy of
above-mentioned lady, it
develops into a sexy, dirty,
dancefloor bomb. For once,
the ‘dirty’ moniker actually
fits. The buzz-saw synth has
a no-nonsense feel and the
kick drum wont stopping
jack-hammering your brain .

Very fun, and a good count-
er-weight to all the Justice
we’ve been listening to. 

TToomm KKiilllliinnggbbeecckk The
Raveonettes - ‘Blush’: This
cut is from their third LP
Lust, Lust, Lust, and is a
typically melodramatic slice
of noisy sonic candy. The B-
Side was commissioned for a
Gap ad, something only The
Raveonettes are cool enough
to get away with whilst

maintaining their
über-hip creden-
tials. “I can’t love
you, see, despite
my hurtful ways, I
can still make you
blush”-they intone
over walls of beau-
tiful guitar. 

EEsstteellllaa AAddeeyyeerrii
Deerhunter

– “Nothing ever happened”:
Taken from the album
Microcastle, this track dis-
plays the defining elements
of Deerhunter's sound - a
hybrid of catchy garage-rock
riffs and uplifting ambient
instrumentals. 

The vocals of Bradford
Cox provide a delicate com-
pliment to the track before it
reaches a climax of guitars
and synth.

EVENT: LONDON
SINFIONETTA

VENUE: JACK LYONS  
REVIEW: BECKY

THUMPSTON
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Far from being just another
venture around the country,
Guillemots' current
Fishbone for a Drink tour is
refreshingly original with
traditional support acts
replaced by a half hour
improvisation in conjunc-
tion with short films label
Future Shorts. This truly
unique concept sees a pro-
jector screen descend in
front of the stage, and a host
of short films are re-scored
live by the band, who oper-
ate subtly and out of view.

This collaboration suits
Guillemots' expansive ten-
dencies down to the ground,
although the whole affair
did at times seem a little dif-
fuse and occasionally
bemusing. Intriguing at the
very least though, the per-
formance was truly touching
at times, as the music con-
nected to the events on the
screen.

The main set saw
Guillemots on beautiful

form with a host of songs
from both albums appearing
alongside two (excellent)
brand new tracks.

Crowd favourite 'Trains
to Brazil' proved popular as
ever and managed to get the
everyone shuffling around
in the tiny space in front of
the stage.  They're one of the
few bands with the audacity
and ability to close a set with
an 11 minute epic such as
Sao Paolo, only for front-
man Fyfe Dangerfield to
reappear, alone except for
his hand held keyboard, to
perform a quiet and stun-
ningly heart felt rendition of
'Blue Would Still be Blue'.
The noisy crowd fell silent
and strained to listen to his
dulcet tones . 

The gesture was lost on
some, but it was a poignant
moment and a much more
interesting way to end the
night than your 'so here's the
one you've been waiting for'
kind of encore.
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After ninety minutes of cartoon
animation, Waltz with Bashir
closes with real-life footage of
the Beirut massacre's aftermath:
hysterical women run through
blood-stained streets past bullet-
riddled corpses of children,
while howling screams pierce the
deathly silence. The film’s har-
rowing message is delivered like
a heavy blow to the head.  

A long-laboured co-produc-
tion between Israel, Germany
and France, this animated docu-
mentary is a new breed of film.
The docu-drama presents the
fragmented recollections of Ari
Folman, who attempts to
unearth his long-suppressed
memories of the First Lebanese
war. As old acquaintances recall
their horrifying stories (present-
ed here in vivid and terrifying
flashbacks) Folman pieces
together his time in Lebanon.

In the wrong hands, a car-
toon animation of such grave
subject matter could result in a
self-conscious gimmick. Instead,
the animation is solemn, bleak
and brutally intense. Rather
than being stifling the horrors of
combat, the illustration serves as
an highly emotive medium.

Striking images mesmerise and
appall in equal measures.
Astounding scenes show silhou-
etted figures stumbling out of
the water into the night, as
amber flares light up the war-
torn cityscape. Gruesome
panoramas show bullets and
explosions fervently battering
walls, ripping apart flesh and
chewing up the stunning
scenery. This is an infernal world
of chaos and fear: struck with
sheer panic, petrified soldiers
blindly fire into the night,
inevitably slaughtering civilians. 

Foli shows that war and
nightmare are similarly muddled
and frightening experiences that
hold a suffocating grip over their
occupants. The distinctions
between reality and dream are
blurred to such an extent that it
becomes hard to differentiate
between nightmares and the
hellish reality of battle. This is
not merely a reflection on the
futility of war, but a complex
deliberation on the human psy-
che. Lebanon’s burdens have left
their mark. In interviews, their
animated eyes flicker with pain,
regret and guilt, while their hag-
gard voices quiver, perturbed by

the uncomfortable line of ques-
tioning. 

This is brutal, violent stuff.
Audience members are tricked
into a false sense of security
before unnerving ambushes.
Calm scenes, in which soldiers
leisurely stroll through lush
greenery, are pierced by
whizzing RPGs and deafening
explosions. Comrades gleefully
chain-smoke atop tanks before
bullets zip through their skulls,
their figures instantly reduced to

limp dolls. 
The only downfall is the

film’s slightly disjointed narra-
tive. Like war, the film occasion-
ally muddles. This minor com-
plaint is eclipsed by the film's
ground-breaking achievements.
A rare depiction of warfare that
emphasizes psychological scars
over physical, this animation is a
revelation in providing a harrow-
ing portrayal of modern combat,
resulting in a relentless sense of
unease for the audience.  

The British Film Industry is stagnating. I
realise that the obligatory response to the
box-office success of The Duchess and This
is England is one of pride. My initial pride,
however, is stultified by a niggling feeling
deep inside that we have exposed the world
to yet another one of those films. The prob-
lem is that, in Britain, we have developed
an artistic tendency to caricature our socie-
ty. It seems that there is an unwritten rule
that a British film must be about being
British in some way, and this strange idea
manifests itself in expositional and carica-
tured presentations of social extremes. 

To observe our filmic output, one
would be forgiven for thinking that British
society is divided into two distinct social
categories; the dysfunctional stiff-upper-lip
aristocracy and the ‘gritty’, urban supposed
reality portrayed in the films of Shane
Meadows. This notion of Britishness has
resulted in a film culture which is con-
strained by ideas of class and nationality in
a way that other national cinemas are not.
In contrast, the vast majority of Britons
inhabit a middle-ground that is rarely
acknowledged by our films. Portrayals of
‘normal’ British life are invariably under-
mined by clichéd, Hugh Grant-esque
British buffoonery. 

I do not, of course, suggest that British
films should avoid social context. Nor do I
dismiss the social importance of Shane
Meadow’s films, which explore resilient
social problems (though perhaps his recent
venture could have been more aptly named
‘This Was England’ or ‘This-is-England-for-
a-small-minority-of-people’; if, indeed, the
crass and didactic title was intentional).
When films are so glaringly class-conscious,
however, they become fuelled by a political
agenda which negates the possibility of
originality and creativity of concept that is
seen in other national cinemas. Take, for
example, the European tradition of pleas-
antly introverted, contemplative and exper-
imental films such as Caro Diario (Moretti)
and Amélie (Jeunet). Aside from notable
exceptions such as the wonderfully
voyeuristic Red Road (Arnold), one is gen-
erally hard pushed to find a British film
which remains firmly grounded in a mod-
ern social context, without overtly explor-
ing it. I simply call for more variation.

The excuse for such formulaic film-
making is often the ‘American audience’.
Yet, whilst the American fascination with
the British ruling class is undeniable,
British obsession with social extremes is a
deep-embedded problem. Disinterest in
normality and hunger for sensationalism is
evident not only in film, it pervades every-
day life: from trashy magazines to ‘kitchen-
sink’ theatre. Notes on a Scandal (Marber)
exemplifies the exception. It avoided social-
comment and received mass audiences
($17.5m) and critical acclaim in the US. If
this genial response can be explained solely
by Judi Dench’s popularity, then she repre-
sents a case in point. Dench rebuffs class
clichés, and has instead found an individual
middle-ground which has ensured her pop-
ularity and respect across the pond.

FILM: WALTZ WITH BASHIR
DIRECTOR: ARI FOLMAN
STARRING: ARI FOLMAN, BOAZ REIN-BUSKILA
REVIEW: DUNCAN PELHAM
RUNTIME: 90 MINS
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FILM: BLINDNESS
DIRECTOR: FERNANDO 

MEREILLES      
STARRING: JULIANNE 

MOORE
REVIEW: DAMIAN STOREY
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Same old, same old:
British film is stuck
in a timewarp ruled
by social cliché
and old ideas.

‘In the land of the blind, the one-
eyed man is King’ – or so the say-
ing goes. Highly regarded
Brazilian director Fernando
Meirelles’ adaptation of
Saramago’s novel explores this
concept: in a sudden pandemic,
an incurable blindness sweeps
across the globe, and only one
woman (Julianne Moore)
escapes it. As the blind are quar-
antined, she feigns blindness in
order to stay with her husband
(Mark Ruffalo), and as civilisa-
tion breaks down within this seg-
regated populace, her tenacity is
tested. 

The transition from page to
screen is generally smooth.
McKellar’s screenplay strikes a
successful balance between
avoiding the humdrum of daily
life and remaining grounded in
grim reality. The film’s gritty
edge, however, is both its Pièce
de résistance and its Achilles
heel. Where the book relies on a
reader’s metaphorical blindness
to empathise with disorienta-
tion, the film must rely on cine-

matography to achieve the same
effect. Though Charlone’s equiv-
ocal and bold use of murky shad-
ow, and fade in/out achieves this
excellently, over the length of the
film it becomes a little trying and
tiresome. 

Whilst showcasing the high
production quality expected
from a Hollywood film,
Blindness displays is no easy
watch. Never one to shy away
from difficult issues, Moreilles’
film earns its 18 certificate.
Human cruelty is frankly
explored.  Though worth seeing,
Blindness is unlikely to share the
reputation or award success of
Meirelles’ previous highly
acclaimed films, including City
of God, City of Men and El Baño
de Papa.

This American Indie is refresh-
ingly different: this is modern
Gothic Horror at its finest and
most subtle. Gael Garcia Bernal
produces a fine performance as
Elvis Valderez, recently dis-
charged from the Navy and in
search of the father he has never
known; Baptist preacher David
Sandow (William Hurt).

Elvis immerses himself into
the small Texan community of his
reluctant father’s new family and
embarks on a mission of destruc-
tion: the heartbreaking seduction
of his young half-sister Melorie
(Pell James). If James’ understat-
ed performance is the result of a
minimalist script which neglects
its female characters, it nonethe-
less works. compunding a sense
of horror as Elvis penetrates her
simple and vulnerable world. 

Set against the garish back-
drop of Glad Tidings Ministry
(complete with neon sign), reli-
gious notions of righteousness,
worship and control are forcefully
confronted. Though a little satiri-
cal, the presentation of religion

has some elegant touches.
Hypocrisy is explored in the
form of animal cruelty and
human exploitation. Most mem-
orably, when Melorie pins a cru-
cifix to Elvis’ collar after he has
brutally murdered her brother,
her ironic gesture challenges
ideas of morality and judge-
ment. 

The striking artistic detail
makes it stand out. The
Cinematography is stylish. rang-
ing from atmospheric shots of
rural Texas to stylised shots of
the Sandown’s manicured gar-
den that give a surreal twist to
their American-dream home.
Lichtenstein’s score, too, is
quirky and disorientating, build-
ing as Elvis descends into cruel-
ty and destruction.

www.ey.com/uk/careers

FILM: THE KING (2005)
DIRECTOR: JAMES MARSH
STARRING: GAEL GARCIA 

BERNAL
REVIEW: AMELIA

MCPHERSON
�����

FILM.
Amelia McPherson



I would put between 4 and 6 ounces of
meat in each faggot, so for six faggots for
three people you should be looking at about
half a pound of pork belly, half a pound of
liver, and a couple of rashers of streaky
bacon. Take the pork belly first, clean it and
trim off the outer skin (this is full of colla-
gen, and does wonders for a pot of stock)
then slice it up finely, retaining the veins of
fat. Mince it over with a knife a couple of
times, rendering it pulpous and malleable.
Perform the same action with the liver, and
mix the two. Add an egg white (you should
probably do this in a bowl) then add the
bread, having reduced it to crumbs by what-
ever means you prefer. Careful when adding
the breadcrumbs – too little and the mix-
ture is too sloppy, too much and the cooked
faggots will taste strongly and off-puttingly
of burnt toast. Mould them into balls or
burger patties, of the size and shape you
prefer (though bigger they are the longer
they will take to cook through). Wrap them
up in the streaky bacon. Put the little dar-
lings in the fridge and have a nice big drink.

When you feel your culinary zeal
restored, finely dice your onion and sweat it
with the lid on over a low heat for a good
quarter of an hour. Then turn the heat up
fiercely and start stirring. With any luck you
will have retained some of your minced
pork liver, or have some kidney similarly
treated. Throw this in with the onion and
brown everything up together. Add flour for
thickening, and an equal amount of butter,
and fry it to a dark roux. Glug in a glass of
red wine (and pour one out for yourself why
not?), throw in a pinch of sage or a bay leaf,
and add an appropriate amount of beef
stock. Let the flouriness boil gently out of
the gravy for at least twenty minutes.

Fry the faggots, adjusting the time
depending on how big/thick you have made
them. Serve on toast, rice, or mashed pota-
toes. Cover in gravy. This meal is cholesterol
rich, so you’d better have plenty more red
wine for the sake of your heart.

THE RECIPE

Can a place offering a pure-
ly vegan and gluten-free menu
really deliver the goods? The
answer, unfortunately, in the
case of El Piano, is no. At best the
food is hit-and-miss. As charm-
ing and endearing as the place is,
a vibrant décor and pleasant
service cannot hide the absence
of real milk in the hot chocolate,
or wheat in the bread.

Faced with a dessert menu
containing apple crumble with
rice milk and wheat-less crum-
ble, and a cheesecake made of
‘scheeze’ (vegan cheese), one’s
mind and appetite drifts towards
the countless other coffee shops
offering sumptuous pastries here

The portioning at El
Piano is difficult to master as
well. Two tapas-size portions, (at
£3.95 each) do not quite satisfy,
while the full racion -size, (better
value for money at £5.95) is in
most cases only part of a meal.
The soups of the day, similarly on
the small side, are probably the
best option, with fresh ingredi-
ents and a great taste. Unless
you’re a celiac however I would

recommend sneaking along a
chunk of your own bread, the
gluten-free offerings being dry
and tasteless.

An original idea and a
well-created vibe sadly have not
been reflected in tasty food, and
looking around at the other din-
ers, it’s hard not to think that
those looking happy with their
meatless shepherd’s pies are per-
haps just trying to look on the
bright side.

Surely we had come to the wrong
place. There must be multiple
Akbar’s in York. This place oozed
class. The decor was a chic socie-
ty-wedding of aubergine walls,
gleaming cream floortiles, and
brown leather chairs. This was
no student-sustaining curry
trough. Could this possibly be
the great-value curry house I had
been recommended? There were
origami napkins, people in suits
discussing money, and every-
thing was clean. As we entered
other diners glanced at us with
vague disdain, before silently
agreeing with their companions
that we had aimed for Pizza Hut
all-you-can-eat, and missed. Our
usual conversation on escalating
Rizla prices and the resurgence
of toilet-humour would certainly
not be tolerated here. Well it was.

The truth is there is a most
welcome discrepancy between
the quality of dinner at Akbar’s
and the wallet wound it inflicts.
Our waiter was brusque and
businesslike; he demanded our
orders, scoffing slightly when we
asked to see a wine list, and look-
ing triumphant upon its return
seconds later. But I didn’t really
notice the quality or speed of
service, which always augurs
well. Choosing is the only chore
at Akbar’s. A double-decker

super menu daunts the indeci-
sive.

You start with poppadoms.
They were poppadoms. More
note-worthy were the dips, how-
ever, which are easily overlooked
and undervalued. A sprightly
mint and yogurt offering and a
fiery tomato neighbour. A solid
start.

Akbar’s being a Baltistani
restaurant, I thought it common-
sensical to order the Akbar-e-
balti, with lamb and chicken. It
was a seething cauldron of sauce
and meat and meat, but some-
how, within this flavour volcano
all the elements were perfectly
cooked. Mushrooms and onions
maintained an honest crunch
and sprightly flavour beside the
chilli and coriander, and not only
were both chicken and lamb
pieces moist and delicious, but
you could tell them apart. I
became sated but not stuffed; my
taste buds titillated not torched.
One of my companions managed
to order the only dish in the
world not listed on the menu. It
was called saag paneer.
Memorable. A garlicky thicket of
spinach concealed generous out-
crops of paneer cheese which,
though mild, was far from meek,
infused with citric tang. Even a
friend’s vindaloo, though not tak-

ing any prisoners, impressed
without overpowering.

The naan merits a para-
graph. Still warm and streaming
with ghee, these bespoke mon-
sters arrive suspended from
metal hooks, and fly like golden
flags above the clutter and cut-
lery of your table. Multipurpose,
they are both a talking point, and
can serve, if adroitly positioned,

to obscure an irritating fellow
diner entirely from view.

A cup of delicately smoked
Kashmiri tea later, I had to part
with roughly fifteen pounds.
Etiquette was challenged when
my acquaintances sought to
reclaim a tip from the waiter, but
no matter. I was full of rich,
fresh, good food, and perfectly
contented.

Have you ever chewed your
way through a taco of deep fried
grasshoppers inMexico, or dared
a piece of deadly blowfish sashi-
mi in Japan? If you love alterna-
tive tastes, or if you're sick of
being limited to feeding from the
flesh of chickens, pigs and cows -
and frankly feel they deserve a
break from the slaughterhouse -
then 'Fudies' may be your
answer.

This urban food store, situ-
ated onWalmgate, is for all those
people who have an enthusiastic
interest in the preparation and
consumption of good food.
Although somewhat pricey, it
sells a range of high-quality
ingredients for all student chefs.
Expect organic and fair-trade
products, including sauces,
spices and marinades. There's a
decent gluten free selection and
you can buy anything from
ostrich-eggs to 'Civet Coffee'
that’s made from the droppings
of South-East Asia's civet cats
that feed from only the ripest
coffee beans.

The best on offer are located

in the fridge at the back that's
bursting with a range of exotic
meats, including zebra, croco-
dile, wildebeest and camel. I rec-
ommend the kangaroo steak
fried with garlic. Swapping a
beef steak for kangaroo will also
help to save the planet argue
Australian scientists. Producing
virtually no methane, they’re far
more enviromentally friendly
than cows or sheep.

EQUAL QUANTITIES OF PORK LIVER AND
PORK BELLY, 1 EGG WHITE, 2 SLICES OF
BROWN BREAD, STREAKY BACON

FOR THE GRAVY
A SMALL AMOUNT OF PORK LIVER OR
KIDNEY, 1 LARGE ONION, FLOUR, BEEF
STOCK, REDWINE, SAGE

RESTAURANT: AKBAR’S
ADDRESS: GEORGE HUDSON ST
AVERAGE CURRY PRICE: £4.50
REVIEW: HARRY DE MORAVILLE
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DELICATESSEN: FUDIES
ADDRESS:WALMGATE
AVERAGE PRICE FOR CUT: £4.50
REVIEW: GINA KATE HESLINGTON
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RESTAURANT: EL PIANO
ADDRESS: 15-17 GRAPE LANE
AVERAGE DESSERT PRICE: £4
REVIEW: HUGH SALWAY
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Akbar’s, the only Indian restruant n Yorkshire recommended by the
Good Food Guide. Famed for it’s gigantic family sized naan bread.

Having eaten your faggots, why not send a
funny recipe to contact@nouse.co.uk

William Clarke

FAGGOTS

25/11/08 MM2233

FOOD & DRINK.
www.ey.com/uk/careers
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Joint honours left out in the cold Salvation will never steal
Ziggy’s Wednesday crown

Sophie Ann
Jones

Liv Evans

For over a year now I
have attempted to
erase from my mind

the seeds of doubt scattered
by an unscrupulous fellow
fresher, who, after establish-
ing that I was a joint degree
student, claimed outright
that I was unlikely to obtain
a first – “Oh yes, joint degree
students hardly ever get
firsts, because switching
between disciplines means
you don’t acquire the same
depth of knowledge.”

My first reaction was to
reward the impudent fool
with a hasty kick in the
shins. Yet, being a fresher,
and rather shy, I simply
appeared perplexed at the
remark; stunned by the
frankness with which this
student thought it accept-
able to slate my degree.

I think that such
claims are ridiculous. The
classification of one’s degree
is a reflection of the amount
of work undertaken, and, if
this encompasses several
subjects, then we are all the
better for it. The overlap
between module content
often results in an enhanced
contextual understanding,
offering a wider academic
perspective. Joint degrees
are more challenging to stu-
dents because of their
breadth; they are most cer-
tainly not a ‘cop out’.

Yet I must admit that a
year down the line I am
finding it increasingly diffi-
cult to defend my degree;
desperate flaws are con-
stantly being exposed which
I cannot ignore. The joint
degree programme at York
has been a constant source
of frustration and anxiety,
and I am not alone. Many
students have been experi-
encing timetable clashes

between subjects, overlap-
ping seminars and confusing
lecture structures.

The main problem
seems to be a lack of com-
munication between depart-
ments. We are told that the
Joint Board of Studies,
which oversees the examina-
tion of joint degrees, ensures
compatibility between the
requirements of the joint
degree and individual
departments. This may be
the case for examination,
but the main message to
joint degree students when
carrying out their degree is
to just ‘get on with it.’ It is
our responsibility to ensure
we do not mess up our mod-

ule credits, that our lessons
do not clash, and that we
somehow find a way to
relate our disciplines.

The University of Leeds
appears far more efficient in
its organisation of Joint
Degree programmes, with
an independent Centre for
Joint Honours. Now, while I
would never normally advo-
cate York aping Leeds, in
this instance we must make
an exception. A Centre for
Joint Honours would pro-
vide essential relief for the
stresses of joint degree stu-
dents, and would, perhaps,
result in a few more firsts to
prove the sceptics entirely
mistaken.

To be a part of the debate and for exclusive web content go to www.nouse.co.uk/comment

Critics of York’s inter-
disciplinary students
may have a point.

ALICE COX

Somuch for Wednesday
night Sport Night. The
only fight going on

nowadays is between
Salvation and YUSU. The
walls sweat, the music’s
awful and you have to navi-
gate your way through a
never-ending scrum of huge
rugby players just to get out,
but it’s official: Students love
Ziggy’s. The baffling loyalty
that students have towards
this death-trap was known
to freshers before we even
set foot in the place, so it’s
bizarre that York Sport ever
thought this could be
changed. Perhaps they just
underestimated the desire
that we apparently have to
be stood on, pushed around
and generally mistreated in
all kinds of ways by face-
painted, scantily clad mem-
bers of the opposite sex.
You’d think they’d have
known better.

And now Salvation is
threatening to throw its toys

out of the pram and go back
on the agreement altogether.
They are perfectly within
their rights to do so, and it
would definitely be for the
best of all concerned. If
Salvation moves its student
night, it might stop them
becoming a total joke. The
mere 12 people who’ve actu-
ally been there may not be
ridiculed for the rest of the
year, and students might
have somewhere to go on a
Saturday night.

York Sport will have to
face up to the fact that this
parental “we know what’s
good for you” attitude isn’t
well received, and should
probably just back down.
The most likely scenario was
that they thought they were
doing students a favour, cre-
ating a more organised night
with free stuff, which is nor-
mally guaranteed to grab our
attention. Now, they need to
work either with Salvation to
move Sport Night to a differ-
ent day of the week, or to let
Salvation do its own thing.
There’s nothing quite like
biting the hand that feeds
you, as York Sport have dis-
covered. It’s obvious:
Wednesdays belong to
Ziggy’s. See you there.

LLeetttteerrss Nouse, Grimston House, Vanbrugh College

Nouse welcomes your letters. Please indicate if  they are not intended for publication. 
Email lleetttteerrss@@nnoouussee..ccoo..uukk or write to:

Dear Nouse,

I am writing to express my disappoint-
ment with the behaviour of first year students
at York. I myself am a so-called ‘fresher,’ and
whilst I enjoyed a  week or so of drunken
nights, dancing and general debauchery,
surely it’s time to move on now. Hasn’t the
incessant hangover headaches, continually
distrupted nights and generally self-indul-
gent hedonism grown a bit tiresome by now?

I’m sure any fellow freshers reading this
will think me something of a middle-aged
bore, but take the most recent escape to grace
my university existence. A block near to me
thought it would be funny to steal our toast-
er. Residents from my block decided this was
a clear statement of war that could only be
answered with a similar act of theft. So, an
intoxicated burglary then had to be under-
taken, and as of then I appear to be caught in
a war where my kitchen utensils keep disap

pearing at an alarming rate.
Yes, this is funny at the start and when

you’re eight years old, but surely I can’t be
alone when I came to university with expec-
tations of intellectual stimulation and per-
sonal growth. I’m not averse to a good time,
but surely a slightly more adult approach to
entertainment would be more enjoyable for
all? This wilful hedonism grows tiresome,
and those who indulge in it appear more and
more like the socially conscious teenagers
they so aspire not to be.

University is a chance to seek something
higher and better. It’s a chance many would
die for, and it seems such a waste to squander
your time in drunken antics and childish
pranks.

GGeeoorrggee DDaallzziieell 
FFiirrsstt yyeeaarr EEnngglliisshh aanndd PPhhiilloossoopphhyy ssttuuddeenntt

Fed up with an outdated Fresher mentality Is value a relative term?
Dear Nouse,

I’d like to reply to your recent article
about the York gym facilities not being
“value for money”. Whilst I agree that the
prices for using them could be lower, I think
York students are expecting too much.
Those in charge are clearly doing the best
with the funds allocated to them, and it’s
completely unrealistic to try and compare
what we have on campus with chains like
‘Next Generation’ and ‘Fitness First’. At £40
a month, these chains are out of most stu-
dents’ price range.

You don’t have to go a posh gym to get
some exercise – people should learn to
adjust to their student budget and go for a
run instead – it’s free and just as good for
you! 

AAlliiccee DDaavviieess 
FFiirrsstt--yyeeaarr HHiissttoorryy ooff AArrtt ssttuuddeenntt

York not fit for a prince
Dear Nouse,

I would like to express my acute embar-
rassment stemming from Prince Hassan of
Jordan’s recent visit to the University. The
shambolic nature of the lecture preparations
created an awkward atmosphere, and made
York look ridiculous. The room was far too
small, and those in charge should have
anticipated the numbers of students and
members of the public that royalty would
attract. It was very poorly planned, and
combined with the ongoing technical diffi-
culties, the entire event was ruined. I doubt
that this was the kind of reception that the
Prince expected given his position, and the
University and PRDU should be ashamed
that this is what York considers to be an
appropriate way to treat foreign dignitaries.

MMiissss SS YYeellddoonn 
PPoopppplleettoonn

NOUSE POLL

www.ey.com/uk/careers

We asked:

Does the
Careers Service
offer students
adequate 
support?

48 people voted,
with the majority
stating No.

Yes 15
(31%)

No 33
(69%)

Joi nt honour s: 
The e qual  d ivi sio n



Applause for the lighting techni-
cian at the Prince Hassan lecture,
who turned a flippant comment
from the HRH into an eerie
moment of self-declaration. “I am
the antichrist,” the Prince declared
as the lights switched off to con-
vince those that thought he was
joking. It could have been worse:
He could have said he was King.

Awkward brutish person (4)

Crooked, perverse (9)

Jesus’ rising to heaven (9)

90s band; Peruvian fruit juice (4)

Deformed traitor to the Spartans (9)

Scandinavian heritage (6)

US state (4)

Barren, deprived (8)

Sign of sadness (8)

Central Park designer (4)

Dangers (6)

One who has trouble sleeping (9)

Hes Hall, I think you need some
rehab. Let’s face it, you just can’t
kick that crazy habit of yours. Try
as you might, and by golly I bet you
try mighty hard, you just can’t
seem to beat the habit.

Say NO Brian! Turn it down
Graham! Reject the impulse Sally!
But no, they crave it, they desire it.
This addiction runs deep.

Every time you think you can
walk away, every time we think you
can be big enough to turn it down,
you go and get some more.

Imagine if every waking
minute of every day you couldn’t
stop thinking about arms shares.
No feeling could ever match that
buzz of knowing that your money
was building bombs! Forget food.
Forget sex. Forget even really excit-
ing University fucking Senate
meetings - nothing can ever com-
pare to that. Some say that you can
even smell the cordite and hear the
explosions.

Hes Hall - you need our sym-
pathy. We’ve tried to help you.
We’ve waved banners, written
awfully-strongly worded comment
pieces - sod it, we’ve even ‘died’ in
your corridors of power - but you
just can’t help yourself.

To make it worse, you’re on the
hard stuff as well. We’re not talking
about recreational crap like GKN
(though you do enjoy dabbling in
that every now and again), oh no,
you’re injecting that BAE shit into
eyeballs, ankles - ANYWHERE
with a pulse.

They say that once you start
on BAE, there’s no going back. One
hit and BANG, just like a Rapier
missile hitting a primary school,
you’re hooked.

I can appreciate the buzz must
be incredible, but how can you jus-
tify the side-effects? All those
destroyed houses, fleeing refugees,
sobbing mothers and ripped-apart
families... That’s hardcore.

Wait! You’ve actually started
increasing your dose! That’s men-
tal! And now you’re mixing it up
with that Rolls-Royce stuff? Crazy.
You should watch out though, I
mean overdosing is so easy nowa-
days - you’ve got no idea what those
guys cut that stuff with.

But, there is hope! Former
junkies like Manchester and Leeds
have kicked the habit. Apparently,
they adopted these CRAZY ideas,
like ethical decision-making or
some shit like that. No wait, they
listened to students and behaved
like a responsible educational
establishment; that was it.

I’m sure it’s great. I’m sure it
really is. Sometimes, when I’m
bored, I pinch myself as hard as I
can, just for kicks. But then I guess
I’m only hurting myself, not global
peace and stability, so really I’m
pretty lame compared to you.

You rock. Respect.

Nicky Woolf is away.

Strafing campus life with the
afterburners on and the
Sidewinders locked and loaded

LastWord
A dirty addiction Moment of Zen

If you have any juicy tidbits or
gossip to share,
send them to:

socs12@york.ac.uk

Grandpa YUSUMatt Burton,
MoZ has learnt, is contemplating
a third term as piggy-bank min-
der. Stop there old man - the law
is onto you. MoZ can exclusively
reveal that none other than for-
mer-PM John Major put paid to
Burton’s Castro-scheme 14 years
ago. Check the Education Act of
1994 Matty-boy. You’re rumbled.

MoZ was shocked by Tom Scott’s
latest blog: “Sorry, girl-whose-toe-
I-accidentally-stomped-on-while-
walking-round-Tru. By the time I
realised that I was being cursed
at, I’d moved a bit too far away to
apologise.” Stomped? Doesn’t
sound too accidental you big pir-
ate oaf. Too far away to apologise?
Learn how to shout, yaar.

Can you fandango? Answers on a
postcard to Nouse, Grimston
House, Vanbrugh College, The
University of York, Heslington,
York, Yorkshire, YO10 5DD.

Nouse Crossword

Precious stone (8)

Newspaper boss (6)

Spanish Surrealist (8, 4)

Kitchen appliance (4)

Sunrise (6)

Military helicopter (6)

Han ______, Star Wars character (4)

Flavoursome (8)

Extinct coral (8)

Birthplace of Elvis (6)

Open central courtyard (4)

Italian Socialist Party newspaper (6)

Telling sign of winter (4)

Answers available on
www.nouse.co.uk/crossword

Across

1.

8.

9.

11.

12.

13.

16.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

2.

3.

4., 18.

5.

6.

7.

10.

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

22.

Down

Crossword compiled by Dixter

Jelly Baby Wednesdays at
Salvation are dead. Long live
Kandyland Thursdays. What a
cunning way to shift the six
tonnes of confectionery that they
over-zealously purchased in
September. What a sweet idea.
But will York students bite? Or
even chew? MoZ reckons that it
just might suck.
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A man quickly becoming a MoZ
favourite, York Sport wunderkind
Alex Lacy admitted this week that
he’s a few pixels short of a picture.
“I convinced myself that it was
Saturday, on Thursday, and then I
went to Tesco’s but when I got
there I had this mini breakdown
and only then I realised the real
day.” Bless. Get well soon Alex.



has history of dodging judicial rul-
ings on civil rights - why should this
be any different?

Already, Supreme Court rul-
ings designed to protect the rights
of the detainees has had little
impact. This June saw a Supreme
Court decision stating that every
prisoner in Guantanamo has a
right to a trial in a civilian court. So

far 200 detainees have filed appeals
against their imprisonment but the
official line remains that the cases
are “under review”. The Supreme
Court was designed to protect the
basic rights of Americans. If even
its decisions can be disregarded,
what hope can we possibly hold for
a lowly district court decision?

The American federal court

system is a labyrinth of constitu-
tional guidelines and procedures.
Political debate is rife over whether
military affairs are within the realm
of the federal courts. The judge pre-
siding over the Algerian case urged
the government not to appeal
against the ruling. However, if this
is taken to the Supreme Court,
America will again face the irksome
debate over civil rights, military
regulations and where the judiciary
system fits between them.

The problem is no one wants
to talk about it. The issue of
Guantanmo and torture has
become politically radioactive,
being passed from policy group to
policy group like a hot potato.
Indeed, even the Bush
Administration has skirted round
its own proposals to amend the way
the base is run, considering it too
contentious to approach during
campaign season. Torture didn’t
even feature on the list of
Americans’ most important elec-
tion issues, so why would Obama
risk dividing his support base over

an issue people would rather not
discuss?

Even if, by some political mir-
acle, Guantanamo Bay was shut
down tomorrow, where would we
put the prisoners? Imprisoned
without trial, we couldn’t possibly
confine them to a regular prison,
and yet to release them freely onto
America’s streets would be political
suicide, not to mention extremely
dangerous. International law for-
bids America from repatriating
them and it is likely, anyway that
they’d be tortured no matter where
they ended up. The Economist asks
the pertinent question, “Dare you
let a 9/11 mastermind walk free?”

Closing Guantanamo Bay
would be a huge victory for civil
rights groups, but at what cost?
When faced with the decision
between the rights of few or the
security of many, it still seems obvi-
ous which side of the debate the
American public will support. The
district court decision is by no
means a revolution, nor should we
expect it to be.

GlobalFocus
1.WASHINGTOND.C.,USA------------
Barack Obama has been elected
the 44th President of the United
States in a landmark result that
will send the first black man to the
White House. His first announce-
ment was an intention to close
Guantanamo Bay, the controversial
terrorism prison on Cuba. He is
expected to announce Hillary
Clinton as Secretary of State this
week, a move which many fear
could weaken the President. He
will be inaugurated on January 10.

2.BAGHDAD, IRAQ----------------------
All US troops will leave Iraq by the
end of 2011, and will pull out from
towns and cities next summer, in a
deal made between the Iraqi
Cabinet and the US. A brawl took
place while the deal was being
debated. The measure signifies a
landmark in the handover of power
to the Iraqi government.
Thousands of Shia Muslims have
taken to the streets of Baghdad in
protest, requesting the US troops
remain.

3. KABUL, AFGHANISTAN-------------
More British troops have been
called for in Afghanistan to aid an
Iraq-style surge. The US will send
in up to 20,000 more troops to
assist the current 33,000. The UK,
which currently has 8,000 troops
on the ground, warns that the
4,000 returning from Iraq need a
considerable break. UK Defence
Secretary John Hutton is expected
to resist promising anything.

4.MONTEVIDEO,URUGUAY
President Tabare Vazquez has
stepped in to veto a bill that would
have legalised abortion up to the
12th week of pregnancy. Currently,

Uruguay only provides legal abor-
tions in cases of rape or danger to
the mother.

5.MOSCOW,RUSSIA--------------------
Putin could return as Russia’s
President and remain until 2024
under a new amendment to the
constitution. The change was pro-
posed by the current President
Medvedev, although many suspect
that the idea came from Putin, re-
enforcing the opinion that he is still
effectively running the country.

6.HARARDHERE,SOMALIA-----------
Naval pirates are threatening the
shipping trade after a series of
high-level hijackings. Two Britons
are aboard a hijacked Saudi oil

tanker a cargo thought to be worth
£67m. More than 90 vessels have
been attacked this year. The world’s
largest shipping company, Maersk,
has said that it is avoiding the trade
route. The announcement has been
seen as a massive blow to world
trade.

7.WAZIRISTAN, PAKISTAN------------
Wanted British fugitive Rashid
Rauf has been killed by a US
airstrike in North Waziristan,
Pakistani media have claimed.
Rauf, who escaped from imprison-
ment in Pakistan, was wanted by
the UK Government for his sus-
pected role in the liquid bomb plots
to bring down aircraft in 2006.
Senior MPs have questioned how

much the UK knew of the attack.
The Foreign Office have refused to
confirm his death.

8.KIGALI,RWANDA---------------------
An aide to Rwanda’s president has
agreed be tried for war crimes over
the 1994 genocide. Rose Kabuye,
who was President Kagame’s chief
of protocol, will stand trial in
France under anti-terrorism laws.
Kabuye agreed to stand in order to
prove her innocence.

9.GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA--------
US District Court judge Richard
Leon ruled on 20 November that
five Algerians accused of plotting
to blow up a US embassy in Bosnia.
Judge Leon ruled that there was

little evidence to support the
Algerians seven-year imprison-
ment in Guantanamo Bay. This fol-
lows a US Supreme Court decision
that every detainee held deserves a
trial in a civilian court.

10.LONDON,UK-------------------------
MPs were accused of playing poli-
tics over the death of ‘Baby P’ dur-
ing Prime Minister’s Questions.
The 17-month old child was killed
after months of abuse last August,
bringing about serious criticism of
social services. David Cameron
labelled Gordon Brown’s party-
political stance as “shameful” dur-
ing their heated confrontation.

11. BEIJING, CHINA---------------------
China will recognise internet
addiction as a medical condition
similar to alcoholism following
research by Chinese psychologists.
China, with over 253 million inter-
net users nationwide, hopes to lead
the world in recognising the dis-
ease.

12. POONERYN, SRI LANKA----------
The Sri Lankan government has
recaptured a strategic town from
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam, claiming an important vic-
tory against the rebel group. The
town lies on a strategic road link in
the north of the country.

13. JERUSALEM, ISRAEL---------------
Nir Barkat, a secular businessman,
has been elected Mayor of
Jerusalem. The Orthodox commu-
nity had hoped for Rabbi Meir
Porush. Instead Barkat won with
52% of the vote, further increasing
the split between Orthodox and
non-religious Jews in the holy city.
--------------NOUSE.CO.UK/POLITICS

It’s better late than never for Guantanamo

FINALLY, WITH news of a district
court ruling ordering the release of
five Algerian prisoners, America
seems to be taking the first steps
towards shutting down notorious
the Guantanamo Bay detention
facility.

Zachary Katznelson, the legal
director of Reprieve, said “The
decision by Judge Leon lays bare
the flimsy basis on which
Guantánamo has been founded - at
best, slim evidence of dubious
quality, at worst, nothing.” The
famous military prison has been a
stain on America’s human rights
record since 2001, attracting
attacks from both global media and
civil rights groups. To many it
seems the ruling is a long overdue
acknowledgement that torture is
unacceptable. However, America

Military guards oversee terrorist suspects in Guantanamo Bay
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Camilla Jenkins
POLITICAL commentator Peter
Beinart recently wrote that
Americans have two desires, “for
freedom and for order.”
Unfortunately, the next four
years promise neither. Obama
will soon have too much power
over Congress with too little
experience and an agenda more
liberal than America has seen
since the '30s.

Checks and balances have
failed: The Democrats now have
more seats in the House of
Representatives than they have
had since 1993; they already have
a 58 seat majority in the Senate.
If the undecided seats are won by
the Democrats they will be “fili-
buster-proof ” and have complete
control over Capitol Hill’s agen-
da. Americans now must depend
on Obama’s promise to reach
across the aisle and work with the
Republicans. However, his
appointment of the legendary
“win-at-any-cost” Congressman
Rahm Emanuel suggests he may
be gearing up for a fight that he
will certainly win.

Although Congress is ready
to get in line behind their new
leader, the economy is not. The
Rockefeller Institute calculates
real tax revenue in the third quar-
ter fell below 2007 levels in 74%

of the states that released figures.
New York state is facing a $12.5
billion deficit next year. Obama
claims his top priorities are mid-
dle-class tax cuts, repairing the
fundamentally flawed healthcare
system and educational reforms.
The borrow and spend strategy is
the same that world leaders have
been using for the past decade,
the same strategy that, some
argue, triggered today’s financial
crisis.

A good senator seizes as
many grants as possible for his
state. A good president does not.
Obama needs to accept that,
despite his liberal ideology, some
businesses should fail. Already,
the President-elect is working
with Bush in an attempting to
negotiate a $50 billion bailout of
the three largest car producers in
America that are hemorrhaging
funds. As the notorious Ted
Turner put it, “We can’t keep
every loser alive.”

Obama’s campaign was fun.
Now we need to grow up. We
have a freshmen senator who
votes “present” to avoid an
unpopular voting record.
Campaigns can run on aspira-
tions. Administrations can’t.

Congolese ceasefire holds for now
Delphine Pedeboy

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Jacqui Smith victim of fingerprint heist

Home
Secretary
Jacqui
Smith with
a biometric
ID card.

THE FRAGILE ceasefire in the
Democratic Republic of Congo is
lasting well after its agreement ear-
lier this week.

General Laurent Nkunda’s has
been leading a rebel military fac-
tion against government forces.
Nkunda claims that he is fighting to
protect the Tutsi community from
attack while DRC President Kabila
believes that he is “protecting the
population.”

“For us, Congo is under occu-
pation. An occupation of negative
forces protected by our
Government. And our Government
has betrayed his people,” comment-
ed Nkunda.

This week has seen the capture
of the eastern town of Rutshuru by
Nkunda’s forces. This takeover
seems to have been met by a largely
frosty reception as citizens show

unease at the new leadership.
Nkunda’s attempts to reassure citi-
zens that they will be safe under his
occupation seem to have been met
with a limited response.

Nkunda met with Olusegun

Obasanjo, former President of
Nigeria and UN representative for
the Congo, and publicly agreed to
engage in peace negotiations with
the government of the DRC. The
UN committee has since confirmed

Tom Hobohm
Emma Rudeck

“We have a fresh-
men senator who
votes ‘present’ to
avoid an unpopular
voting record.“

Political
Edge

EVER SINCE the announce-
ment of a biometric ID card
system in 1997, pressure group
NO2ID has been desperately
seeking a way to expose the
dangers of ID cards. Now, with
the revelation that they have
Home Secretary Jacqui Smith’s
fingerprints, it seems like
they’ve finally got that chance.
The real question is, what do
they plan to do with it?

The fingerprints were
taken last month from a glass
used by the Home Secretary as
she gave a speech (ironically)
about how secure biometric

data is. When asked, NO2ID
were hesitant to reveal their
plans, but confirmed that the
group was confident they had a
way of reproducing the prints.
They stated that the glass the
prints were taken from will be
returned to the venue saying
“We wouldn’t want to be doing
anything illegal.”

According to the Home
Office, “ID cards will provide
an easy and secure way for
legal UK residents to prove
who they are.” Supporters of
the scheme argue it will reduce
illegal working practices and
ensure that employers and
public bodies are certain who
they are dealing with.

However, the security of
such a scheme must be called
into question when biometric
data can be reproduced from
almost everything a person

touches. In the wake of a series
of data losses, it seems that
government agencies them-
selves may be the biggest risk
to the security of the scheme.

The introduction of ID
cards for foreign nationals
begins this November with the
first ID cards for British citi-
zens issued next year. Workers
in sensitive areas such as air-
ports are expected to have ID
cards by next year. Eventually,
they will become compulsory
although the Government has
not yet named a date.

The scheme has come
under constant attack from
pressure groups and the public

since its announcement by the
Government. A major criticism
of the ID card scheme is that it
involves every person surren-
dering personal information,
such as fingerprints, about
themselves. Identity fraudsters
are constantly becoming more
advanced, and if biometric
data could be faked, there is a
risk that people will accept
their ID as proof they are who
they say they are without ques-
tioning it, simply because it is
assumed the cards are com-
pletely secure.

In addition, the cost is a
serious problem. Although the
Home Office has assured the

public that claims the ID cards
would cost up to £300 are
unfounded, it has confirmed
that the cost will be more than
£5bn in the next ten years.

Even for those who do not
mind their data being stored in
some remote computer or the
additional cost that getting
other ID card will require,
there remains the issue that no
form of ID is completely
secure, and for this reason, no
form of ID will ever seriously
curb crime rates. Perhaps
NO2ID’s fingerprint heist is
the first step in revealing just
how dangerous the scheme
could be.

that they will move troops into east-
ern rebel strongholds.

Many have sought refuge in
one of the United Nations camps.
Children have suffered heavily as a
result of the crisis becoming covet-
ed resources for rebel forces. Young
teenagers are being kidnapped from
their homes, given machine guns
and trained as soldiers. One esti-
mate suggests that around 3,000
“child soldiers” have sacrificed their
lives fighting against the national
army.

While this development seems
like a positive step toward peace
there is still need for further coop-
eration and continued support of
the peace building process.
President Kabila promised that he
would achieve this when he was
elected. This is his chance to prove
his critics wrong.

FFoorr mmoorree ddeebbaattee,, ooppiinniioonn aanndd
aannaallyyssiiss vviissiitt oouurr wweebbssiittee aatt
wwwwww..nnoouussee..ccoo..uukk//ppoolliittiiccss
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“The cost will be
more than £5bn in
the next ten years”

General Laurent Nkunda’s Tutsi forces prepare for a military advance
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California backtracks on gay marriage bill
Charlotte Gregory

POLITICS CORRESPONDENT

Is this really the end of capitalism?

Rights campaigners gather outside San Francisco CIty Hall

The New
York Stock
Exchange

CALIFORNIAN VOTERS have
banned same-sex marriage just
months after it was legalised by the
state supreme court.

The build-up towards the
November 4 ballot in which
‘Proposition 8’ was agreed upon
was bitter, with much negative
advertising aimed at both sides.
Despite opposition from influential
corporations such as Google,
Yahoo, and Apple the measure
passed in the state elections with
52% of the vote. The result was that
the following amendment was
made to the state constitution:
“Only marriage between a man and
a woman is valid or recognized in
California.”

Voters for the proposition,
funded mainly by the Mormon and

Catholic churches, insisted that
they fought for traditional
American families. Frank
Schubert, the co-manager of the

‘Yes on 8’ campaign stated, “People
believe in the institution of mar-
riage[…]It’s one institution that
crosses ethnic divides, that crosses

Peter Young
POLITICS EDITOR

YESTERDAY Alistair Darling
announced short term tax-cuts,
including the reduction of VAT
to 15%, worth some £15 billion
in his pre-budget report. He
announced to the Commons
that the recovery package will
leave the country in an extra
£100bn of public debt. Darling
plans not to alter set govern-
ment spending levels until 2011
when the economy, he hopes,
will be in a better state to sus-
tain a higher tax burden.

These government meas-
ures are a response to the glob-
al financial crisis which has
provoked a major rethink in the
way that economies worldwide
are regulated. The G20 summit
this month saw the coming
together of countries that pro-
duce some 90% of the world’s
wealth in an attempt to give the
world economy a ‘fiscal boost’.
The summit has been criticised
for the vagueness of its out-
comes but despite this there has
been a clear message that lack
of economic regulation, of some
kind or the other, has been the
cause of our current troubles.

Following the summit
George W Bush announced his
views on the solution: “the best
way to solve the problem is eco-
nomic growth, and the surest
path to this growth, is free-mar-
ket capitalism.”

Rightly or wrongly, this
“free-market capitalism” is the
very thing that most people are
blaming for the crisis in the first
place. Poor financial regulation
has led to what has become
known as the ‘sub-prime’ lend-
ing movement in the US, with
bankers being allowed to sell off
bad debts as attractive-looking
investment packages. In the UK

our currency has been overval-
ued and credit has been allowed
to reach unsustainable levels.
We are now, according to the
Tories, paying the price for the
so called ‘champagne years’.

The response has been to
take steps back towards our
post-war financial system. We
have already seen the nationali-
sation of Northern Rock and
the promise of long-term taxes
rises despite temporary cuts.
“The idea of credit went way too
far; we definitely need to take
one or two steps back towards
our former economic system. It
is now just a question of how
many steps back we need to
take in order to work for every-

body’s benefit and not just the
banker’s bonus” commented
the University of York’s
Professor P. Spencer.

Opinion is divided on the

extent to which our economic
regulation must be revised.
Journalist Steven G Brant
described the $85 dollar

bailout of AIG as signalling the
“death of capitalism”, a phrase
that has become commonplace
in the world media.

Despite the fact that in
some circles capitalism’s obitu-
ary seems already to have been
written, It seems unlikely that
we will see a drastically more
“left-wing” system of economic
governance in the long term.
The assumption tends to be that
capitalism is synonymous with
lack of regulation rather than
the principle that markets
should be as free as possible to
allow for competition. What
capitalists generally agree on is
that in order to be ‘free’ the mar-
ket needs to be regulated such

partisan divides...”
Openly gay celebrity Ellen

DeGeneres commented on the ban:
“America had taken a giant step
towards equality” by electing

Barack Obama for President but
had “taken a great step away” by
accepting the Proposition 8 amend-
ment.

From 2000 a ‘domestic part-
nership’ had been available to
same-sex couples. This changed on
May 15th 2008, when the
California Supreme Court struck
down the state’s ban on same-sex
marriage, saying sexual orientation,
like race or gender, “does not con-

that trade is honest,
Monopolies do not emerge, and
welfare is provided for those
who can not compete. What we
have seen is the failure of
under-regulation, not necessar-
ily the failure of capitalism.

Spencer is hopeful that we
can find a compromise. “If we
can’t find a hybrid system that
works to our benefit then we
may have to go back to that
post-war banking system.
However, I’m much more opti-
mistic that we can find a happy
medium that does work [...] If
people had a dose of what the
alternative was like then they
would be clamoring for the cap-
italists and the bankers back.”

“Marriage between a
man and a woman is
valid or recognised in
California.”

“If people had a dose
of what the alterna-
tive was like then
they would be
clamoring for the
capitalists”
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stitute a legitimate basis upon
which to deny or withhold legal
rights.” Following this ruling over
18,000 same-sex couples were wed.
It was the May 15th legislation that
initiated mass outrage inspiring
the campaign for the Proposition 8
amendment.

Although many criticise this
outlawing of gay marriage as utter-
ly discriminatory, it must be
remembered that same-sex couples
are not denied all rights to legal
recognition, and in most states are
affordedmany of the same rights as
heterosexual couples. In 8 states
within the USA there exists legal
recognition of a domestic partner-
ship, which does confer certain
rights to the couple.

There is also the possibility of
a review of the ban, with the
Supreme Court agreeing to hear
arguments on three separate chal-
lenges filed in the days after the
proposition passed.

DUO DE HALE

DAVE SCHUMAKER
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BUCS league in focus
With the league season well underway,Nouse assesses the winners and losers of the BUCS action
so far, and predicts which of York’s teams will be tasting success at the end of the season

AS THENIGHTS grow ever longer,
the days ever colder and thoughts
start drifting helplessly towards
Christmas excesses, it seems an
appropriate moment to reflect on
the fortunes of York’s sports teams
during the term to date. Inevitably,
there have been ups and downs on
the rollercoaster ride that is the
BUCS League. But, then again,
would we have it any other way?

Chief achievers this term have
been the women’s lacrosse team,
who have been racking up the goals
at quite an extraordinary rate and
inflicting humiliating defeats on
some of their main rivals. They
have surpassed the twenty point
mark on no less than three occa-
sions - against Keele, Sheffield
Hallam and Northumbria – and sit
well-placed in second position in
Northern Conference 2A. The only
blot on the copybook came in a nar-
row 12-7 reverse away to league
leaders Durham, although many
more opportunities lie ahead to
bolster that all-important goal dif-
ference.

The men’s badminton squad
have also enjoyed superb success,
with fours wins from four in the
BUCS League, including white-
wash victories against Bradford
and Leeds. However, last week’s
hotly contested cup fixture against
Leeds Met remains in dispute after
both teams claimed to have won.

Arguably the most mystifying
form of the season has come from
the men’s football firsts, where an
immaculate unbeaten record in the
Northern Universities League has
been offset by disappointing results
in the BUCS League. Following
promotion to Northern Conference

2B, the team have been knocked
back by narrow home defeats
against strong Leeds Met and
Sheffield Hallam sides, leaving
them at the foot of the table.
Nevertheless, powered by the goals
of veteran striker Mark Gouland
and encouraged by the recent
return to fitness of Dom O’Shea,
the side remain an excellent bet for
a lengthy BUCS Cup campaign,
particularly with a favourable draw
against Northumbria fourths.

York’s rugby teams have found
themselves frustrated by inactivity
so far this year; the women’s team –
undoubtedly one of the best in the
north of England - have completed
just one match, a 29-5 victory over
Hull, yet still sit handsomely atop
the table. Similarly, the men’s firsts
have shown an explosive potential
chained by lack of serious match
practice. Under the stewardship of
Coach Alec Porter and captain
Mike Callis, the team have opened
their BUCS season with two wins
against Northumbria and, most
spectacularly, Huddersfield.
Without question, however, much
tougher challenges lie in wait to
test the mettle of the team in the
cold weeks to come.

A vigorous new fitness regime
has paid dividends for the netball
teams this year, with the firsts
storming into genuine promotion
contention with three wins from
four, in addition to early progress
in the knockout cup. A strong sense
of cohesion within the squad has
frequently proved the winning
ingredient in the kind of attritional
and aggressive matches common in
their present league and they look
set to dominate Varsity and Roses
next year. This winning mentality
seems to have rubbed off on both
the seconds, who remain unbeaten,
and the thirds, generating a feel-

Women’s lacrosse have been flying this season, recording 25-0 and 23-0 wins in the BUCS League

good factor which will prove hard
to break down.

Competing at the very highest
standard in the BUCS League pyra-
mid, the men’s fencing team have
acquitted themselves very well,
achieving victories in their first two
matches against Keele and
Newcastle. Sadly, this excellent
start wasn’t maintained, as defeats
in their next couple of duels provid-
ed a reality check. The team must
regroup and refocus next week for
the visit of Bangor.

Similarly, the men’s volleyball

team have encountered mixed for-
tunes competing in Northern
Conference 1A, with two victories
and two losses, but they remain
well placed to retain their status in
this division. Sadly, their female
counterparts are still searching for
their first win of the year, although
they have played two fewer match-
es.

Other teams struggling to find
their momentum include the men’s
basketball and hockey.
Handicapped by the perennial late
start of York’s term in relation to

the BUCS fixtures, the basket-
ballers are gradually finding some
rhythm, albeit without the success
they crave. The hockey players are
still searching for their opening
league win and recently suffered a
disappointing exit in the cup.

When success for the tennis
teams are also added into the mix,
the on-field state of sport at York
remains as strong as it’s ever been.
Hopefully, this early season opti-
mism will be translated into BUCS
silverware in the lighter nights and
warmer climes of Spring.

Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR

BUCS League 2008-2009: Recent results and forthcoming fixtures

BUCS LEAGUE -WEDNESDAY 26TH NOVEMBER

Men’s Badminton:
Firsts vs. Durham Firsts (H)
Seconds vs. Leeds Met. Carnegie
Seconds (A)
Thirds vs. Bradford Seconds (A)
Women’s Badminton:
Firsts vs.York St. John Firsts (A)
Men’s Basketball:
Firsts vs. Newcastle Seconds (H)
Men’s Fencing:
Firsts vs. Bangor Firsts (H)
Men’s Football:
Firsts vs. Sheffield Uni. Firsts (A)
Seconds vs. Sunderland Seconds (A)
Thirds vs. Sunderland Thirds (H)
Women’s Football:
Firsts vs. Newcastle Seconds (A)
Men’s Golf:
Firsts vs. Sunderland Firsts (A)
Men’s Hockey:
Firsts vs. Durham Thirds (H)
Seconds vs. Sheffield Fourths (A)

THE BUCS CUP SECOND ROUND

Men’s Badminton:
Leeds Met. Carnegie Seconds vs.York
Firsts - Result under review
York Seconds 7-1 Bradford Firsts
Men’s Basketball:
York Firsts 59-101 Chester Firsts
Men’s Football:
York Firsts 3-0 Northumbria Seconds
York Seconds 0-5 Leeds Met.Thirds
York Thirds 0-6 Northumbria Thirds
Men’s Hockey:
Durham Thirds 4-0 York Firsts
Men’s Rugby Union:
York Firsts vs. Leeds Trinity Firsts
Walkover to York
York Seconds 0-34 Leeds Seconds
Newcastle Thirds vs.York Thirds
Walkover to Newcastle
Men’s Tennis:
York Firsts 6-4 Leeds Seconds
York Seconds 2-8 Sheffield Hallam
Seconds

Follow all the action
online with up-to-
date scores, reports

and photos:

nouse.co.uk/sport

www.ey.com/uk/careers

Women’s Hockey:
Leeds Trinity Firsts 0-24 York Firsts
Sheffield Fifths 3-2 York Seconds
Women’s Netball:
York Firsts 55-2 Sunderland Seconds
York Seconds 39-21 Sheffield Hallam
Thirds
Durham Seconds vs.York Thirds
Walkover to Durham

BUCS LEAGUE RESULTS:
Men’s Fencing:
York Firsts 111-135 Manchester Firsts
Women’s Fencing:
Durham Seconds 115-130 York Firsts
Men’s Lacrosse:
Northumbria Firsts 8-9 York Firsts
Women’s Lacrosse:
Northumbria Firsts 2-20 York Firsts
Men’s Table Tennis:
York Firsts 17-0 Teesside Firsts

Women’s Hockey:
Firsts vs. Sheffield Firsts (A)
Seconds vs. Leeds Met. Carnegie
Fourths (A)
Men’s Lacrosse:
Firsts vs. Sheffield Uni. Firsts (H)
Men’s Rugby Union:
Firsts vs. Leeds Uni. Seconds (A)
Seconds vs.York St. John Firsts (A)
Men’s Squash:
Firsts vs. Northumbria Seconds (H)
Women’s Squash:
Firsts vs. Northumbria Seconds (A)
Men’s Table Tennis:
Firsts vs. Northumbria Seconds (A)
Men’s Volleyball:
Firsts vs. Sheffield Uni. Firsts (H) and
Leeds Met. Carnegie Firsts (H,Thurs)
Women’s Volleyball:
Firsts vs. Bradford Firsts (H)

RESULTS: FIXTURES:
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CCoolllleeggee NNootteebbooookk:: Football fiascos with John Halstead

Napoleon and Hitler learned to
their peril that cold winters can put
paid to even the best-laid plans.
Similarly, last weekend’s sub-zero
conditions stopped a highly com-
petitive league firmly in its tracks.

As things stand, James are
favourites to take the crown, given
that they are, like the Manchester-
based pop band in the 1990s, top-
ping the charts.  Led by enigmatic
talisman, Matt Smith, they hold a
one point lead with two games to
play and fresher James Offord’s
prolific finishing has him favourite
for the college ‘Golden Boot’.

One point behind are defend-
ing champions Alcuin, boasting a
central midfield with FA Cup expe-
rience in flaxen-maned Bad Taste
mogul Jake Delaney. But  a sparse
fresher intake and the loss of fad-
ing stars Henry Smith and Myles
Preston last summer have left a
team full of grizzled second and
third years. Even so, Alcuin have
been a strong force in the league so
far, with only one defeat, albeit

heavy, to James.  
Just below them sit Halifax,

Derwent and Goodricke all on level
pegging having notched 7 points
apiece. With Halifax’s vaunted
‘Golden Generation’ jettisoned out
into the real world of 9 to 5, mort-
gages and finding school for the lit-
tl’un, it has taken the leadership of
metrosexual art historian Joseph
Harrison-Davis to blend the new
blood of rotund ladies man (the
ladies being rotund) ‘Lundy’ with
some veteran paramedics like jive-
talking Geordie Joe Brennan.

Boasting one of college foot-
ball's strongest squads, Derwent’s
positive start has been compro-
mised by a disappointing turn of
form. But a much-feared attack, led
by the flamboyant Anton  Murphy -
famous for ruffling delicate campus
feathers with his catchphrase ‘Mo
Money Mo Hoes’ -  makes them
impossible to write-off. 

Goodricke have looked less
impressive, rarely fielding their
strongest eleven and dropping

unnecessary points - their 4-aller
with Langwith as a prime example. 

Meanwhile, a seriously under-
achieving Vanbrugh languish in
sixth. Head honcho Tom Sheldrick
has claimed that the college league
is more heavily rigged than an
ornate, Spanish galleon after some

dodgy referree decisions, but it
matters not: his team have been
way off the pace.   

Bringing up the rear are a
Wentworth side with more beards
(6) than points (0) and the woeful
Langwith.  But the sorry pair, rou-
tinely thrashed every Sunday, still

James College football Firsts have been in excellent form this season and sit top of the league

GEORGE LOWTHER

TheMixer
IT ALL boils down to the money.

And for sport at York, it boils
down to the fact that we just

don’t have any. Like most of you,
TM was left confused and feeling
vaguely violated when asked to
stump up £40 to get into the Sports
Centre this October, simply to use
the changing rooms.  Finally, it
seems, we are emerging from what
Alex Lacy calls the ‘time warp’ of
dangerously outdated facilities, but
why should students have to foot
the bill? 

We are long-suffering sports
men and women at York. Most
recently the slip-sliding tennis
Court 1 has been closed because the
players ended their last game with
bleeding battle scars to go with
their impressive
straight-set vic-
tories. And
talking of
suffering,

who hasn’t marvalled on a chilly
November evening at how, having
run solidly for an hour, it is some-
how possible to leave the tent cold-
er than when you started? 

The list of hurt does go on, but
TMmust restate: it all comes down
to cashflow. The Sports Centre -
which operates under the umbrella
of Commercial Services - spent
£1.2m over the summer on essen-
tial renovation work and, yes, the
students have had to foot the bill. 

It is entirely unfair but also
deadly realistic. As Nouse revealed
last issue, York students get terrible
value for money in terms of sport
compared to other top universities.
But there is a reason. Unlike Leeds
or Manchester, our university does-
n’t offer any sporting degrees. If it

did, we would be entitled to dip
into the

golden honey-pot of the govern-
ment’s HESKI funding. That would
mean no more slippery courts, no
more freezing tents, and no more
sludgy running tracks.

As it is, the Sports Centre has
to break even to survive, and the
only way of doing so without
HESKI is by raising money through
customers: the students. According
to Rena Quarton,  the  interim
manager, ‘profit’ is as good as a for-
eign word to the Sports Centre -
and she doesn’t expect that to
change. As for the ludicrously sin-
gular centre entry/exit barrier, get
this fact: it would have cost an extra
£26,000 to put in a second. 

Here’s hoping some crafty
budgeting and some fresh

ideas from incoming
Sports Centre man-
ager Rob

Wadsworth will
last us until the

h o n e y

£40? Sadly, it’s simple mathematics
AND SO THE number of suckers
paying £40 for the privilege of
gaining access to the luxuriously-
renovated sports centre has
reached 2,700 which, according to
some dubious Lacymatics, repre-
sents 25% of the student popula-
tion. TM was under the impression
that the student population num-
bered some 13,000, but anyway. 

Though there is some light at
the end of this money drain. For
some reason - obviously entirely
unconnected to the extravagent
£40 membership fee - York Sport
has miraculously made a tidy
£8000 profit! How to spend such a
bounty? Well, after non-sport soci-

eties and RAG take their not incon-
siderable and entirely unnecessary
slice, new martial arts equipment
and a snooker hall have been prom-
ised. But will they materialise?
Nouse awaits their appearances
with baited breath...

2012 archery base for university 
LONDONERS MIGHT be com-
plaining about the tax increases,
but the University of York is set to
benefit from the 2012 Olympics
without students stumping up
any additional cash (here’s hop-
ing!). The University has
been approved as a poten-
tial training base for an
archery team in the
build-up to the games.

“At the moment we
are in a sort of limbo,
waiting to be contacted by a
national committee,” said Jo
Gilliland, the Head of Sport
and Leisure at City of York
Council.

“But the University has

been selected as one of four venues
in York that hit the criteria, and

could well host a team”
Gilliland is also keen

to get students involved
in a “Cultural
Olympiad” as the games
approaches. A wide-
ranging program of
events will be announced

in April next year as a “call
to action” for the people of

York and the Ciy Council hopes
both the university and students
will play important roles in the
festivities as the the Olympic
torch heads our way.

...or maybe it’s
Lacymatics?

Mid-Table Safety Relegation ZoneFlying High
Does anyone dare take on the
challenge of the men’s rugby
team? It appears not. Leeds Trinity
certainly didn’t last week. The pre-
vious week, Huddersfield didn’t
either. ‘Its all a waste of time,’
fumes Captain Callis. ‘Someone
please give us a game.
Pleeeaaase?’

Force the football team to play in
homogenous black and gold,
storms Alex Lacy. ‘Not bloody like-
ly’, retort the players, sentimentally
hugging their sacred black and
white strips. Judging by the
strength of feeling floating around
on UYAFC e-mails over the past
week, could a mutiny be afoot?  

College cross-country might have
inspired a rejuvenated Wentworth
to an impressive fifth place but that
didnt stop a complete no-show
from Alcuin.  College sports reps
tried to shift the blame but an hon-
est Matt Bowyer finally admitted
“we kind of just forgot”. Good job
Alcuin, you’re in the drop zone.

play the game in the right spirit
and, after all, isn’t that what col-
lege football is all about? The five
teams still hunting for the victory
bacon in this league might dis-
agree as the race hots up, though.
It’s going to be a scintillating
denouement for the neutral.

www.ey.com/uk/careers

Nouse’s college commentator John Halstead takes a
sideways glance at the world of college football with
James and Alcuin heading a tight table...
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Leigh Clarke

THE EXISTENCE of the
University Boat Club has been
jeopardised following a drastic
80% reduction in budget for
2008-2009. The amount of money
available to cover the club’s costs
now stands at £1145, having been
in excess of £5000 last year.

Consequently, the club have
found it impossible to renew
insurance policies - costing around
£3000 – leaving their boats, boat-
house and other equipment
unprotected from theft and dam-
age. Unable to afford compulsory
on-board health and safety meas-
ures, the club may find themselves
excluded from leading university
regattas in the future.

Despite their standing as one
of York’s most consistently suc-
cessful sports clubs, UYBC now
find their long-term plans scup-
pered by the failure of last year’s
Athletic Union Committee to
negotiate an adequate financial
package. Although the club
accepted the decision, they were
not entitled to a process of appeal.

Lack of funds has caused the
club to resort to approaching
YUSU Student Services and even
go as far as applying for the York
Annual Fund – a highly sought-
after non-sport specific grant. The
club is unhappy, believing they
should not be forced to resort to
outside sponsorship, alumni fund-
ing or corporate grants.

Previously unobtrusive costs,
such as transport hire, competi-

tion entrance fees and general
maintenance are now being passed
on to the club’s 140 members, who
already commit £115 for annual
society and York Sport member-
ship.

Acts of vandalism in the vicin-
ity of the club’s Fulford boathouse
could now present the difference
between folding or surviving if
damage to the equipment stored
there is incurred. Plans to upgrade
the existing senior men’s fours
boat, at a cost of £10,000, have
been shelved in light of the cut-
backs, as well as essential improve-
ments to other equipment.

UYBC treasurer Raessa
Chowdhury said: “We’re not asking
for other sport’s budgets to be cut
and redirected to us. We want the
university and York Sport to under-
stand that rowing is different and it
needs more support than what we

are getting this year.”
Alex Lacy, York Sport

President, said, “I feel there’s a def-
inite lack of fairness here. The cur-
rent committee are working to
secure the long-term future of the
club.”

The club’s recent achieve-
ments have included the entire
squad winning medals at the
Trafford Head regatta two weeks
ago and consistently outperform-
ing rivals Leeds, Liverpool,
Lancaster and Nottingham at the
prestigious Henley Royal regatta.
With a seemingly direct correlation
between wealth and success in row-
ing, York’s budget cuts will now
leave them trailing their main
rivals.

“We want to be able to develop
the club and the university’s repu-
tation in the rowing arena further,”
added a dissatisfied Chowdhury.

Substantial budget cuts pose
threat to future of rowing club

THE UNIVERSITY OF YORK
BOAT CLUB

Budget 2007-2008: £5,200
Budget 2008-2009: £1,145

Expenditure:
- Insurance Renewal (expires March
2009): £2,800

- Affiliations: £1,200 p.a.

-Competition entry fees and gener-
al maintenance: £1,000

- Health and Safety equipment:
£1,000

- New Senior Men’s four: £10,000

HOW IT ADDS UP

The University of York Boat Club is struggling to fund its expenses after its budget was slashed

AU President
One of the most visible accom-
plishments of the York Sport
Committee this term has been in
helping the first class coverage of
the sports matches each
Wednesday. Truth be told, cover-
ing University sport is difficult
because matches overlap and away
trips are a nightmare to get details
from. Skipping the boring bits, we
now not only have detailed sports
coverage by Nouse, but also a
YSTV show each week. A YSTV
show each week!

Inmy day, you’d be happy just
to get your team’s namementioned
after a sensational win - now you
get a bloody TV show to inflate the
already sizeable egos of York’s
sporting elite. This couldn’t have
happened without Adam Shergold,
Nouse sports editor, Matthew Tole,
the man at YSTV that makes the
show happen, and Emily Scott,
who turned up drunk for this
week’s filming, and probably pre-
sented better for it! I’d just like to
formally thank all three of you, and
please go to www.yusu.org/sport
and check out their work.

The results of last Wednesday
have started to reveal which BUCS
teams are on the up, and our
women’s lacrosse and netball clubs
performed with class. Behind the
scenes, our mountaineering,
YUsnow and cheerleading clubs
have started trialling a new budg-
eting system that will hopefully
ensure less financial mishaps over
the year, and our membership is
just under 2700, a great achieve-
ment. Roses is taking shape after
the tribulations of setting a date
with Lancaster that isn’t within
our exam period.

The York Sport Forum last
week was pretty unpleasant if I’m
honest, and the open discussion
pretty grim. For the sake of clarity,
I didn’t run for this position to
babysit sport at York until next
year, and I’d like to make a few
other things known. One: all the
clubs are moving to black and gold
playing kit, and this will be done in
the most sensitive and financially
unobtrusive way possible. Two: All
clubs will have the same logo on
their kit, but this will explicitly
state that they are a club of the
University of York, and have an
element of customisation as per
the expressed desires of the clubs.
Three: The concept of clubs not
being islands, a concept that is at
the very heart of York Sport, has
always been a reality.

Whether it’s football being
£500 in deficit at the end of last
term, or Capoeira not having any
hall space, it was the presence of
other clubs that got them sorted
out. We already have two club sen-
ates (clubs coming together to
share resources), and a third on
the way. We’re better at Roses
when we’ve got other York stu-
dents cheering us on. With no
sports department, all you’ve got is
this solidarity of student clubs, and
it is high time clubs expressed
some pride in that.

Alex
Lacy

Duo share the spoils in college run

HALIFAX AND VANBRUGH
both picked up a maximum seven
points in Saturday’s 4.5km college
cross-country run to boost their
overall standings in the college
league.

Martin Proctor recorded a
stunning time of 15 minutes 19
seconds to take first place in the
men’s event with James team-
mate Jonathan Blunden second
and Langwith’s David Harper
third.

A single girl in the women’s
top four would have given James
the overall victory but, despite its
close proximity to the sports cen-
tre, college sports reps couldn’t
unearth any female runners will-

ing to take part.
Marathon runner and Halifax

stalwart Emily Scott strode to vic-
tory in 20minutes 11 seconds in the
women’s event with Vanbrugh’s
Sarah Hill and Cloe Moore com-
pleting the top three

“At certain points the course
seemed more suitable for swim-
ming than running it was so boggy,
so my hat goes off to the competi-
tors,” said satisfied organiser and
AU Vice-President Adam Clark
after the race. Clarke was also
pleased by a healthy turnout of
around fifty runners from all col-
leges bar the conspicously absent
Alcuin.

“It was great to see so many
running in what has sometimes
been a poorly attended event,” said
Clark. “Nearly all the colleges were
well represented apart from Alcuin.
It was especially impressive on such
a cold and uninviting day.”

The format of the tournament
saw the top two runners from each
college scoring a point each but,
crucially, bonus points were award-

ed for finishing in the top seven
places in the men’s and women’s
events.

Starting from the pavillion on
the 22 acres, the runners faced both
golfers and A64 traffic before
returning to the rugby pitches and

through the finish line.
Langwith college and an

impressive peformance from the
often under-prepared Wentworth
completed the top five with
Derwent, Goodricke and Alcuin
holding up the rear.

Dan Hyde
SPORTS EDITOR

COLLEGE CROSS-COUNTRY

OVERALL RESULT
1= Halifax 7 points
1= Vanbrugh 7 points
3. James 5 points

Men’s winner Martin Proctor is York’s long-distance specialist

www.ey.com/uk/careers

SPECIAL REPORT
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SEVERAL OF YORK’S sports
teams are a step closer to silverware
in the BUCS Cup after some spec-
tacular displays in the second
round last Wednesday.

The men’s football firsts bat-
tled their way to victory against
Northumbria University seconds.
The win was sealed with a Mark
Gouland strike, an opposition own
goal, and a last-minute tap-in from
substitute Anton Murphy. In a
favourable twist of fate, York have
been drawn to play Northumbria’s
fourt team in the third round.
Captain Matt Witherwick would be
pleased with a professional per-

formance from his side against
aggressive opponents, who had
their central-midfielder dismissed
for aiming a punch at Dom O’Shea.

Unfortunately, York’s second
and third men’s football teams will
go no further in the BUCS Cup
after comprehensive defeats. The
seconds lost 5-0 against Leeds Met
thirds and the third team suc-
cumbed to their Northumbria
counterparts, losing 6-0 at home.

The netball first team
butchered Sunderland seconds on
Wednesday by an impressive 55-2
margin. Sunderland hardly
touched the ball after York had
established a fluid rhythm early on.
Unfortunately, play was abandoned
when Sunderland suffered an
injury in the third quarter, denying

York a potential three-figure win.
The netball seconds are also
through to the next stage after
beating Sheffield Hallam 39-21 in
what was a tight, tense affair.

A win in the cup this week was
imperative for boosting the morale
of York’s struggling tennis teams.
The men’s firsts duly delivered,
beating Leeds University seconds
and winning three out of four sin-
gles matches. The quality of the
game was undermined by poor
weather conditions and dangerous-
ly slippery court surfaces, but the
players still showed talent under
pressure and will enter the next
round with renewed optimism. The
seconds, however, stuggled in the
damp and went down 8-2 against
Sheffield Hallam seconds.

There was also progress for the
men’s rugby firsts courtesy of a
walkover and they now face
Northumbria fourths away in the
next round. Meanwhile, the second
team were unable to register any
points, losing 34-0 to Leeds
University seconds. Leeds’ disci-
plined defence and lightning
counter-attacks proved decisive.

Elsewhere, the men’s hockey
firsts crashed out, losing 4-0 to
Durham thirds. The women’s firsts,
however, are through, having beat-
en Leeds Trinity and All Saints 24-
0. But they now face a significantly
tougher challenge against Sheffield
University firsts in the next round.

Final words go to the
Basketball team, who lost valiantly
against Chester 59-101.

College Notebook:
The F-word

Best of the web:
nouse.co.uk/sport

Latest news and
views in TheMixer

College commentator John
Halstead takes a sideways glance
at the world of college sport. This
week’s report takes a club-by-club
insight into the football season to
date, with James College the sur-
prise pace-setters.

You’ll never miss a kick with
our dedicated team of reporters
and their comprehensive cover-
age of university and college
sports online 24/7. Get the full
story on all the games and lat-
est sporting headlines.

This week in TheMixer... find out
why we are paying through the
nose for the Sports Centre refur-
bishment and TM rounds up the
good, the bad and the ugly from
the peculiar world of sport at the
University of York .

WEB >> www.nouse.co.uk/sportCOLLEGE FOOTBALL >> P18 CROSS-COUNTRY >> P19

College cross-country took place
this Sunday with Halfiax and
Vanbrugh sharing overall first
place. Martin Proctor and Emily
Scott won the men’s and women’s
races respectively in a successful
day for the annual event.

THEMIXER >> P18

Natasha Tranter
DEPUTY SPORTS EDITOR

York’s first teams dominated in the second round of the BUCS Cup with the football, netball and tennis teams all storming to suberb home victories

Cup success for York teams
in whirlwind Wednesday

Rocking the boat...
The future of the University
Rowing club is in jeopardy after
budget cuts left them unable to
compete nationally >> P19

Duo share 4.5km
college run spoils

GEORGE LOWTHERJUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Men’s Football:
vs. Northumbria Fourths (H)
Men’s Rugby Union:
vs. Northumbria Fourths (A)
Netball seconds:
vs. Leeds Uni. Seconds (H)
Men’s Tennis:
vs.York St. John Seconds or
Northumbria Firsts (H)
Women’s Hockey:
vs. Sheffield Uni. Firsts (H)

To be played Wednesday
December 10th

BUCS CUP 3RD
ROUND FIXTURES:

www.ey.com/uk/careers
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